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A bstract
The structure of several semiconducting, metallic and ionic disordered materials was
investigated using neutron diffraction and the results were compared with those obtained
from recent ab initio molecular dynamics methods.
The method of isotopic substitution was applied to measure the full set of partial
structure factors, Sa/g(Q), for the liquid semiconductor GeSe and the covalent network
glass GeSe2. Their short range ordering and for GeSe2 also the intermediate range
ordering were identified and a substantial number of ‘defects’ such as homopolar bonds
were detected in both systems. Further, the structure of liquid GeSe2 with increasing
temperature was studied at the total structure factor level. Also, changes in the topology
of GexSei-x glasses in the range 0 < x < 0.4 were observed and investigated by measuring
the total structure factors. As far as possible our results were compared with those from
molecular dynamics studies. The Ge-Se system was found to serve as a sensitive testsystem for these studies, giving an insight into the strengths and limitations of them.
For instance, problems are found in the region of the homopolar bonds for

gGeGe M

and

for the first sharp diffraction peak in the Bhatia-Thornton concentration-concentration
structure factor that could not be reproduced.
The structure of liquid lithium was measured and particular attention was paid to
the inelasticity and resolution function corrections. The ion-ion and ion-valence electron
partial structure factors were obtained and found to be in good agreement with ab initio
molecular dynamics studies.
The method of first order difference functions in neutron diffraction in combination
with H/D substitution was applied to 2 molal solutions of Cu(C104)2 in perchloric acid
to measure the Cu-H and, to a first order approximation, the Cu-0 partial structure
factor. A (4 + 1) distortion of the hydration shell around the Cu2+ ion was measured.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

D isordered materials

Disordered materials are of particular interest from both the scientific and techno
logical points of view. They have substantial technological applications, ranging
from the use of chalcogenide and halide glasses as fibre optical materials, to the
use of amorphous semiconductors in xerography and solar cells. The extensive
field of research th a t has developed is reviewed in several textbooks, see for exam
ple E llio tt[1], Zallen[2], Feltz[3] and Cusack[4].
In order to explain the physical properties and characteristics of liquids and
glasses knowledge is required on their structure. These materials exhibit, in general,
a well-defined short range atomic ordering (SRO) on a scale of 0 to « 5 A due to
chemical constraints, and possibly an intermediate range ordering (IRO) on a length
scale of « 5 —20 A as a consequence of the packing of the structural units which
are defined by the short range order in the system (Elliott [1]). However, liquids and
glasses do not possess any long range ordering th at characterises their crystalline
counterparts.

1.2

Structural probes: experim ental techniques

The structure of disordered materials can be investigated using a variety of ex
perim ental techniques which include diffraction, using neutrons, x-rays or elec
trons, extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy, differential
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anomalous x-ray scattering (DAS), Mossbauer spectroscopy, and vibrational spec
troscopy (e.g. Ram an spectroscopy and infra-red absorption).
In this thesis neutron diffraction was applied to several liquid and glassy sys
tems. The m ethod is preferred to x-ray or electron diffraction because elements
located next to each other in the periodic table are more readily distinguishable.
Also, in contrast to the use of x-rays, the intensity in a neutron diffraction experi
ment does not (neglecting magnetic scattering) decrease with increasing scattering
vector Q. In electron diffraction there are also problems arising from multiple scat
tering effects within the sample and the heating-up of the sample by the electron
beam. Furthermore, for the study of multicomponent systems neutron diffraction
offers the im portant advantage of the method of isotopic substitution to extract
individual pair correlation functions from the data, and therefore structural infor
mation concerning one specific species may be obtained (see e.g. Enderby et al.[5],
Penfold &; Salmon[6], and Salmon et al.[7]). In the absence of suitable isotopes and
for structurally similar disordered materials the method of isomorphic substitution
may be used to remove some of the contributions to the total structure factors
(e.g. Skipper et al.[8], Wasse[9]). Also the use of x-ray diffraction complementary
to neutron diffraction, for example if individual correlations have a weak weight
ing for neutrons but a high weighting for x-rays, may be helpful in the study of
multicomponent systems (see e.g. Barnes et al.[10]).
The EXAFS m ethod yields information on the local structure of individual
atomic species within multicomponent systems (e.g. Zhou et al.[ll]). However,
information is restricted to the nearest and in some cases next nearest neighbour
correlations, and a model system is required to determine the x-ray phase shift,
which may lead to erroneous results for complex structures. DAS is a developing
technique th a t benefits from the development of synchrotron radiation sources. It
can provide information on the SRO as well as on the IRO (Fischer-Colbrie &
Fuoss[12]). However, it covers a limited range of scattering vectors and the ‘dis
persion corrections’, f;(Q, u ) and f/;(Q,u;), to the scattering factor must be known
with considerable accuracy. Mossbauer spectroscopy is a qualitative technique to
obtain information about the structural environment of individual atomic species
(see e.g. Bresser et al.[13] and Boolchand et al.[14]).
The main aim of this thesis is to investigate the effect of differences in bonding
13

mechanisms on the structure of several liquid and glassy materials. Particularly, in
the binary GexSei_x (0 < x < 0.4) system the evolution in the bonding mechanism
from semiconducting to metallic with both increasing tem perature and changing
composition is studied. This leads to the investigation of the structure of lithium,
a liquid metal comprising positive ions in a ‘sea’ of conduction electrons. Further,
the solvation of Cu2+ cations in aqueous solution is studied.
The common theme is to understand the nature of the SRO and IRO in these
disordered materials and thereby to find quantitative information to test models for
the systems. Often, these models have been provided by very recent and ongoing
work involving so called ab initio molecular dynamics calculations.

1.3

O utline o f th e present work

In chapter 2 the theory of the neutron diffraction method is summarised and the
method of isotopic substitution is introduced. In chapter 3 details are given about
the neutron diffraction instruments used, and the d ata analysis procedures neces
sary to extract a total structure factor from the measured data are outlined.
In chapter 4 the method of isotopic substitution is applied to the liquid semicon
ductor GeSe. Its structure is compared with the high and low tem perature forms
of crystalline GeSe and, at the partial structure factor level, with the structures of
molten CuSe, CuBr and GeSe2 In chapter 5 the structure of liquid GeSe2 is studied as a function of increasing
tem perature at the total structure factor level. This gives, to a first approximation,
the B hatia Thornton number-number partial structure factor which describes the
topology of the system. The tem perature development of the structure is compared
with the change in structure th at occurs when the composition is altered from GeSe2
to GeSe.
In chapter 6 the structure of the proto-typical network glass GeSe2 is studied
by using the method of isotopic substitution in neutron diffraction. The effect of
truncation of the measured structure factors on the real-space data is considered
and corrected for. The results are discussed with reference to the structures of
crystalline GeSe2 and liquid GeSe2, and are compared with ab initio molecular
dynamics studies. Particular interest is taken in the identification of the ‘defects’,
14

i.e. structural motifs th at do not exist in the high-temperature crystalline phase,
inherent in the disordered structure of glassy GeSe2 In chapter 7 the system under study is glassy GexSei_x (0 < x < 0.4), and the
development of the Bhatia Thornton number-number partial structure factor and
the corresponding pair distribution function are measured as a function of the
germanium content x.
In chapter 8 the structure of the liquid metal lithium is studied at different
temperatures. Special care is taken to account for the effects caused by the detector
integration path, the inelastic scattering of the neutrons by the light lithium nuclei
and the instrum ental resolution function.

In addition to the ion-ion structure

factor the ion-valence electron structure factor for liquid lithium is derived by
combining our measured static structure factor from neutron diffraction with the
x-ray structure factor measured by Olbrich et al.[15].
In chapter 9 a 2 molal solution of Cu (0 1 0 4 )2 in perchloric acid is studied using
the method of neutron first-order difference functions in combination with H/D
substitution to directly measure the Cu-H and, to a first order approximation, the
C u-0 coordination environments. The results are compared with those from recent
ab initio molecular dynamics simulations.
Finally, in chapter 10, a summary of the results obtained in this work is given
and ideas for future work arising from this thesis are discussed.
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Chapter 2
Theory of thermal neutron
scattering
2.1

Introduction

In this chapter the basic principles of the theory of neutron scattering concerning
the present work will be described. A full and detailed description can be found in
many textbooks (e.g. Squires[l], Lovesey[2]).

2.2

B asic properties o f th e neutron

The neutron is an uncharged particle th a t belongs to the family of fermions (spin
|) .

It has a mass m = 1.625 • 10“27 kg and its magnetic dipole moment ^

-1.913/zn where ^

is

is the nuclear magneton. The de Broglie wavelength of a neu

tron with mass m and velocity v is A =
wavevector k has the magnitude k =

where h is the Planck constant. The
in the same direction as v. W ith the mo

m entum p of the neutron being p = hk =
be E = keT = Jm v2 =

its energy is conventionally taken to

where ks is the Boltzmann constant and T the

absolute tem perature.
Therm al neutrons are much used in the investigation of condensed m at
ter.

Conventionally, therm al neutrons are characterised by a standard velocity

v = 2.20 km s-1. This corresponds to an energy E = 25.3 meV, an absolute tem 
perature T = 293 K, a de Broglie wavelength A = 1.798
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A,

and a wavevector k

w ith a m agnitude k = 3.49 • 1010 m l .
The usefulness of therm al neutrons arises from their basic properties:
• The de Broglie wavelength A is in the order of typical interatomic distances
in solids and liquids. Interference effects therefore occur th a t comprise infor
m ation about the scattering system.
• Because the neutron is uncharged it penetrates deeply into the investigated
m atter, allowing the measurement of its bulk properties. Also, as there is no
Coulomb barrier to be overcome, it is scattered only by nuclear forces (dipoledipole interactions neglected). This results in an advantage over using X-rays
and electrons as the scattering power for neutrons does not scale with the
atom ic number (e.g. hydrogen can be detected). Also the scattering powers
of two isotopes of the same element can be notable different. This allows
use of the powerful method of isotopic substitution in neutron scattering (see
chapters 2.11 and 2.12).
• The energy of therm al neutrons is comparable to th a t of many excitations
in condensed m atter (e.g. phonons). The am ount of energy neutrons loose
or gain by the creation or annihilation of an excitation thus corresponds
to a large fraction of their initial energy. So by measuring the energy of
inelastically scattered neutrons it is possible to obtain accurate information
about the energies of the excitations and therefore the interatomic forces
connected with these excitations.
• Because of their magnetic moment neutrons interact with the unpaired elec
trons in magnetic atoms, via dipole-dipole interactions, and can therefore be
used to investigate the magnetic properties of m atter on a microscopic length
scale. By using elastic scattering it is possible to examine the arrangement
of the electron spins and the density distribution of unpaired spins. Inelastic
neutron scattering offers the possibility to measure the energies of magnetic
excitations (e.g. spin waves) and to study time-dependent spin correlations.
Generally therm al neutrons are produced using a reactor or spallation source. In
a reactor they are created by nuclear fission, whereas in a spallation source they are
created by the splitting of the nuclei in a heavy-metal target when they are hit by
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high energy particles (e.g. protons). The neutrons emerge, however, with too high
energy and need to be ‘cooled down’ before being used for scattering experiments.
This is achieved by the use of moderators. Usually m aterials consisting of light
atoms are used (e.g. methane) as the energy transfer is largest between particles
of the same mass. The thermalised neutrons are em itted from the m oderator with
a Maxwellian velocity distribution and an average tem perature th a t is determined
by the m oderator tem perature.

2.3

T h e scatterin g cross-section

Consider a beam of neutrons, characterised by a wavevector k, an energy E and
of uniform flux $ , incident on a target. Because of the basic properties of the
neutron, mainly because it is uncharged, the interaction probability is rather small
(see Price[3]). Only a minor percentage of neutrons will be scattered and these can
be measured by a detector placed in the direction 0, (j) from the direction of the
transm itted neutrons (see figure 2.1).

Direction

' <>,0

Inc id e n t
neutrons '

Figure 2.1: Geometry for the scattering cross-sections (Reproduced from Squires[l].)
It is assumed the target or sample consists of N identical atom s and the detector
covers a solid angle dH. Various measurements can be m ade on the neutrons after
they have interacted with the target, and the results of these measurements are
expressed by cross-sections. If the number of neutrons scattered in a given direction
is measured as a function of their energy E', the double differential scattering cross-
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section,

is obtained and is defined by the following equation
(number o f neutrons scattered per sec. into the solid angle dCl
in the direction 0, (j) w ith fin a l energies between E r and E f + dE')

dCldE'

N Q dtodE '
(2 .1)

In an experiment where the energy of the scattered neutrons is not analysed, but
all neutrons th at are scattered into dCl in the direction 0, (j) are measured, the
differential scattering cross-section,

is obtained:

da _ number o f neutrons scattered per sec. into dCl in direction 0, </>
d tt~
N$
dVt
’

/ei

The total scattering cross-section, a**, where ‘total’ means the number of neutrons
scattered into all directions, is defined by the equation
atot =

total number o f neutrons scattered per sec.
^
•

. .
(2*3)

The cross-sections are the quantities th a t are actually measured in a scattering
experiment and they contain information about the interaction of the neutrons
with the sample.
The scattering vector is illustrated in figure 2.2. It is defined by Q = k —k' and
corresponds to the momentum transfer during the scattering process (k; denotes the
wavevector of the scattered neutrons). The energy transfer is given by hu = E —E'
and is equal to zero for the case of elastic scattering.

Figure 2.2: Definition of the scattering vector
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2.4

Scattering of a neutron by a single fixed nu
cleus

In this section the simple case of nuclear scattering by a single nucleus at a fixed
position is discussed. The incident neutrons can be described by a normalised
plane wave in the z-direction, which is along the direction of k, and can therefore
be represented by the wavefunction
W * ) = <*“ *•

(2-4)

If the wavelength of the neutrons is 10“ 10 m, which is large compared to the range
of the nuclear forces (10-14 —10” 15 m) th a t cause the scattering, the scattered wave
is spherically symmetric (S-wave scattering only) and a t a point r it can be written
as,

$ M(r) = - ~ e Wr.
(2.5)
r
The quantity b is known as the scattering length and it characterises the strength
of the neutron-nucleus interaction, b can be complex and either positive or negative
(positive corresponds to a repulsive scattering potential) depending on the energy
of the incident neutrons and the particular nucleus in the sample. The imaginary
part of b corresponds to absorption of the neutron by a nucleus to form compound
nuclei with energies close to those of excited nuclear states. For most nuclei this
imaginary part is small a t therm al neutron energies. The value of 6 changes not
only from element to element, but also from isotope to isotope of a single element
and it depends on the relative orientation of the neutron and nucleus spins.
The differentialcross-section ^
calculated

for the scattering from a fixed nucleus can be

asfollows. The flux of scattered neutrons with final velocity v' = v

through the area dS = r2dCl (see figure 2.1) is given by
»• l^scl2 ' d S = v - ^ ■dS.

(2.6)

The flux of incident neutrons is
$ = v ■I'J'incl2 = V.

(2.7)

Therefore from the definition of the differential scattering cross-section (equa
tion 2.2) it follows th a t
da

v • § ■dS

such th a t
CTtot = 47T&2.

2.5

(2.9)

Scattering by a generalised scattering system

The result for the scattering from one nucleus is generalised now to the scattering
from a scattering system containing N nuclei, at the positions Hj (j= l,...,N ) from
the origin (see fig. 2.3).

Neutron

j* Nucleus

Origin

Figure 2.3: Scattering coordinates
Assume th a t a neutron at position r with wavevector k and described by the
wavefunction \I>k

is incident on this scattering system. If

the

with the system via a potential V its wavevector changes to k;.

neutron interacts
Asa result of the

interaction the system changes from a state A to A'.
The differential scattering cross-section (^§)a-»a'5 for all the processes in which
the state of the scattering system changes from A to A' can be expressed as

(

where

S

L

-

r

a

,

g

/

—

<“

«>

is the probability of transitions per second from the state k ,A to

the state k' ,A'. $ is the flux of incoming neutrons and the sum is taken over all
values of k' th at lie in the solid angle dfi. The sum over all these probabilities is
given as a fundamental result in quantum mechanics by Fermi ’s Golden Rule (see
e.g. Schwabl[4]):
Ott

£

k’indn

H W v = 4 fit I (£', x\v\h A) I2
n
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(2.11)

where px = p ^ p -p k 'd ft is the number of momentum states in dH per unit energy
range for neutrons in the state k; (see Squires[l]). Here box normalisation is used.
This assumes th a t the neutron and scattering system are in a large box of volume
Y.
W riting the m atrix element in terms of integrals, gives

(M, y\V\k,

=

Xy v %XAdEdz

(2.12)

where dR = dRxdR^ • • • dRN_xdR N . dRj is an element of volume for the jth nucleus
and dr is an element of volume for the neutron. The integrakhas to be taken over all
space for each of the N + l variables. The wavefunctions \I>k and

are described

by plane waves and their normalisation factor is -j= as there is one neutron in the
box of volume Y. Therefore they are given by
®i = - L e * ' E

(2.13)

and
(2.14)
Using this, the m atrix element in equation 2.12 becomes
(K, A'lVlfc A) = ~

f

e-^XyV^XxdRdr.

(2.15)

The flux $ of neutrons is given as the product of their density (^ ) and velocity:
* = TP—
Y m ■

(2-16)

In order to evaluate the transition probability an expression for the interaction
potential V is required. The effective Fermi pseudopotential Vj(r —Rj) is used to
describe the interaction between a neutron at position r and a bound nucleus at

Ej:
V j ( r - R j ) = —~ - b j ■S(r - R j )

(2.17)

f TV

where bj is the bound scattering length, which describes the strength of the inter
action between the neutron and the bound nucleus.
This potential is extremely short ranged and very strong, and therefore contains
a delta-function. At first it might seem contradictory to describe the weak interac
tion between the neutron and scattering system using this strong pseudopotential.
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However combined with Fermi’s Golden Rule it describes the scattering of therm al
neutrons correctly, and gives the required result for the case of isotropic scattering
for a single fixed nucleus (see Squires[l]).

In the case th a t the nucleus is free, the scattering has to be treated in the
centre of mass system. The formulation is the same as if the nucleus was fixed,
but the mass of the neutron m has to be replaced by the reduced mass /z of the
neutron-nucleus system,
mM
m=
(2' 18)
where M is the mass of the free nucleus. Therefore the bound scattering length b is
going to be replaced by the free scattering length bf, which is related to its bound
equivalent by
M
bf = ■—
-6.
(2.19)
7 M + 771
The potential V for the whole scattering system is given by the sum over all
V /s:

V = J 2 V j ( L - B j ) = ^ ' £ b j - 6(t - Rj)
a
*
3
3

2.6

(2.20)

Expression for

An equation for the double differential scattering cross-section can be derived by
first inserting equations 2.11 and 2.16 into equation 2.10 to give the differential
cross-section,

( ^ ) A^ . - f ( 2^ ) ’ - 1tt'. V IV lt

|=.

(2.2.)

The energy conservation condition can be expressed by E + E \ = E7+ E>/, where
E and E7 are the initial and final energies of the neutron, E* and E,y the initial and
final energies of the scattering system. This energy conservation condition can be
incorporated as a delta-function, with
f 5{Ex - E x, + E + E ' ) d E ' = \.

(2.22)

Then the double differential cross-section can be w ritten as

(d fid l? ) = I ( 2^ )

|2 ' 5(~Ex ~ E » + E + E')•

' 1^
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(2.23)

By inserting the Fermi pseudopotential in the above equation, replacing the
delta-function by an integral over time, writing the operators in terms of their
Heisenberg time-dependent representation, and taking a therm al average over the
system (for more details see Price[3]), we finally obtain
(
\cM dE ')

- — y bl~, [°°
k 2 v h j p 33 7-oo \

e~iut dt

(2.24)
K
'

where
_

/

»

t

i

.

■” i T J t

£ j( t) = e * R j e * ,

„ v

(2.25)

(2.26)
and
(2-27)

a

H is the Hamiltonian of the scattering system, the triangular brackets indicate a
therm al average and bjbf denotes an average over the isotope and spin distributions
of the nuclei.
Equation 2.24 is the basic equation for the double differential scattering crosssection used for the description of nuclear scattering.

2.7

Coherent and incoherent scattering

A scattering system containing only one single element is considered, where the
scattering length varies from one nucleus to another due to their nuclear spins or
due to the presence of isotopes or due to both. If a value of the scattering length,
bu occurs with the relative frequency /», where

U = 1, then the average value

of the scattering length, 6, for the scattering system is given by,
6= E /A

(2.28)

i

and the mean square value, b2, is given by

F = E /A 2.

(2.29)

i

Here uncorrelated sites are assumed, th a t is to say whatever the value bj for one
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nucleus is, the probability for another nucleus to have the value

is /*.

For the case th a t the scattering system contains a large number of nuclei (usually
fulfilled in an experiment) the measured cross-section is a good approximation of
the average over a whole ensemble of scattering systems and equation 2.24 can be
w ritten as,

where
A(Q , w) =

e-iS£jW ) e~iutdt.

/° °

(2.31)

From the assumption of no correlation between the values of 6* for different
nuclei it follows th a t
bjbji = (6)2 i f j / r
b ] -\?

if j = j ' .

This gives the possibility to separate the double differential cross-section into a
coherent and an incoherent part:
( d n S I 7)

=
=

=
where <7 ^

1 1

^ ( 2 - “ ) + x ^ X X 2 >“ )
+j

jjt

M

E

j

( ^ w ) M,+ (d n ^ )inc

W

{2-33)

= 4nb and Oinc — 47r (b2 — b ) are called the coherent and incoherent

cross-section respectively.
The coherent scattering describes the correlations between the positions of the
same nucleus at different times and the correlations between different nuclei at
different times. It therefore gives rise to interference effects. The incoherent scat
tering only depends, however, on correlations of the same nucleus at different times,
and does not give rise to interference effects. Physically it arises from the random
distribution of the scattering lengths from their mean value.
The expressions for b and b 2 will now be derived for a scattering system con
sisting of a single isotope with nuclear spin I. Then the spin of the nucleus-neutron
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system has the value I + \ or I -

The scattering lengths for these two spin states

are denoted by b+ and b” respectively. The number of states with spin I + \ is
given by
2(1 + i ) + 1 = 2 1 + 2

(2.34)

and the number of states with spin I - \ is given by
2(1 - b + 1

z

= 21.

(2.35)

Assuming each spin has the same probability, i.e. unpolarised neutrons are used
and the nuclear spins are randomly oriented, then the scattering length b+ occurs
with the frequency
+

J

£ + 2

41 + 2

l + l_
21 +

1

V

}

and b - occurs with the frequency
21

* ~

I

41 + 2 " 21 + 1'

o .
^

^

Thus

5 = 2 i T l [ (I+1)b+ + Ib1 (238)
In the case of several isotopes contained in the scattering system, both frequen
cies have to be multiplied by the relative abundance of each isotope. Therefore in
general the average values of b and b 2 are given by

1= £

2 l7

+ T [(I? + 1)b< + Ifbf ]

(2-39)

and

^ = E 2 ^ 1 [ f t + !)(b?)2 + k (bf)2]

(2-40)

where c^ is the relative abundance of the £th isotope, 1^ its nuclear spin and b^ and
b^ its scattering lengths.

2.8

D efinition of Correlation Functions

For a system comprising N particles an intermediate scattering function /(Q , t) can
be defined,

I ( S ’ <) = ^ E ( e - ^ ' (0) e - « * f « )
jj'
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(2.41)

th a t

is used to express the thermal averages

in equation 2.24.

Using this the

functions G(r, t) and S(Q,o;) can be defined as
G(r, < )= ( A j / HQ, t) e~*-r dQ

S(Q , u ) =

/ /(Q , <) c - « dt.

(2.42)

(2.43)

From inverse Fourier transform relations it follows th at I(Q, t) is the Fourier trans
form of G (r,t) in position and the Fourier transform of S(Q , cj) in energy,
I ( Q ,t ) = f G (r,t)

dt

/(Q , t) = % j S(Q, u )

(2.44)

du

(2.45)

G(r, t) is called the time-dependent correlation function or the van Hove correlation
function of the scattering system, and 5(Q , u) the scattering law or the dynamical
structure factor. Both are connected to each other via a Fourier transform,
G fc t) = ^

S(Q , u>) =

J S(Q , u>)

dQ du,

/ G (t, t) e

d

r

*

(2.46)

(2.47)

and are used to describe the coherent part of the double differential cross-section.
Similarly a self intermediate scattering function can be defined by,
h(Q,=

« - « * (« ))

(2.48)

3

and gives rise to a corresponding self time-dependent pair correlation function
G ${r, t) and to the incoherent dynamical structure factor Si(Q,uj) . Using equa
tions 2.33 and 2.31 the double differential cross-section can now be written in terms
of the dynamical structure factors:

+

<2 ® »

This equation contains terms th at only depend on the nature of the neutron-nucleus
interaction,

<7C 0 h

^ an<^

t >an<^ terras th at describe the properties of the scatter

ing system at therm al equilibrium, S(Q, u) and Sj(Q, a;). These dynamical structure
factors are real functions, describing observable quantities.
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If one is exclusively interested in the structure of the system, this means the
relative positions of the different nuclei, but not the dynamics, then the time depen
dence can be omitted. Therefore a system at a particular time t = 0 is considered
and th e particle positions are assumed to be ’frozen’. In this case the position
operators R j(0 ) and Rj'(O ) commute, thus with using equation 2.41, equation 2.42
can be w ritten as,

G (r, 0 ) = j z ' £ ( S ( x . - B i ( 0 ) - B f ( p ) ) )
if
=

T7 £
( % - £ , ( 0 ) - £ y , ( 0 ))) + % )
jj’fr?
= riog(r) + 6(r)

(2.50)

where n 0 = ^ is the number density of the system and g(r) is called the pair
distribution function. g(r) describes the probability of finding an atom in a volume
element dj* a t a distance r from the origin of the coordinates.
In the case of isotropic scattering systems, like liquids and glasses, the vectors
r and Q in the above equations can be replaced by their moduli r and Q. Then the
pair distribution function is connected with the structure factor via a sine Fourier
transform and reads as

g(r) = 1 +

I f Q [S(Q) - 1] sm(Qr) dQ

(2.51)

where S(Q ) is called the static structure factor.

2.9

T he static approxim ation and P laczek cor
rection

In a real diffraction experiment an effective differential cross-section is measured:

(!C =

n -%

L

7

1^

<2-52)

where Eo is the energy of the incident neutrons. For a reactor experiment, the
detector,

characterised by an efficiency rj (k;), integrates over the whole energy

range of the scattered neutrons, but the integration is carried out at constant angle
6 instead of constant values of Q. Both are connected via
Q 2 = k'2 + k 2 — 2 kk' cos(26),
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(2 . 5 3 )

see the scattering triangle (figure 2.2). To perform the data analysis of a real
experiment it is necessary to use the static approximation, which holds if the en
ergy of the incident neutrons is large compared to the energy transfer involved
in the neutron-nucleus interaction, i.e. Eo

(ha;) such th a t k' = k and therefore

equation 2.53 reduces to Q2 = 2k2 [1 —cos(20)] or Q = ^ sin 0 . This requirement is
problematical for nuclei of low mass and incoming neutrons with low energies. It
also has to be ensured th at the main area of the dynamical structure factor S(Q, a;)
(e.g. the Rayleigh and Brillouin modes at low-Q) lie within the integration path of
the detector.
By using the static approximation the effective differential cross-section simpli
fies to

where 770 is the detector efficiency for elastically scattered neutrons.

(2 M >
Small de

viations from the static approximation, i.e. the difference between the quantity
measured with

7^ 0

and the ideal result for |rj —>0 , can be corrected following

a procedure invented by Placzek[5], th at takes the recoil energy of the scattering
nucleus and the detector efficiency into account. In the approach of Yarnell et
al.[6 ] the integrand in equation 2.52 is expanded about ha; = 0, i.e. k = k0, and
is w ritten in terms of a series in frequency moments of S(Q,o;) with Q constant,
defined by
K U (* n c ) = /_“ « “ S(i) (Q, u) du,.
This gives for the zeroth moments <

> COh= S(Q) and < a;0

for the 1st moments h < a; 1 > COh= h < a;1

>

i n c =

(2.55)
>

i n c =

1,

Erec and

for the 2 nd moments h 2 < a;2 > COh= &2 < ^ 2

>m c=

E2ec + 2kBT E rec , where

Erec = ^m - is the recoil energy of the scattering nucleus. A detailed discussion
can be found in Yarnell et al.[6 ].
6ff

Using this correction the effective coherent cross-section (\ dfi / coli becomes

where m is the mass of the neutron, M the mass of an atom in the scattering
system and ci, oi and C3 are constants depending on the detector efficiency. The
detector efficiency rj(k') is usually given as
n(k') =

1

—e~%

(2.57)

no

where 770 is the detector efficiency for neutrons having the incident energy E q, k'
is given by k’ =

and for a 3He gas detector, the param eter 7 is proportional to

the number of gas particles in the detector.
A different approach to Placzek[5] is given by Wick [7], and is used by Egelstaff &;
Soper[8 ] to obtain a general correction for inelasticity effects. It is an approximate
method, which is based on the expansion of S(Q,o;) about the recoil energy Erec.
Wick’s method may therefore provide for a better correction for scattering systems
comprising light elements (Egelstaff[9]), assuming th a t the corrections are carried
out to the same order.
The corrections to deviations from the static approximation for time-of-flight
experiments are discussed in Powles[10 ],[ll] and Howe et al.[12 ]

2.10

M ulticom ponent system s

In this chapter the equations for the scattering cross-sections will be generalised to
the case of multicomponent systems.
A system of volume V comprising f chemical species labeled a , where
a = 1 , 2 , • • • ,£ is considered. Then the total number N of atom s in the system is
Na , with Na being the number of atoms of type a. The atomic

given by N =

fraction ca of each species is ca = 7 ^ and the atomic number density pa =

The

total number density is defined by n 0 = ^ like that of a single component system.
Using the above definitions, equation 2.24 for the double differential cross-section
can be re-written as,
/ d2ct \

k'

* * _______ 1--------

j=I S 5

ba bf

5<*

V
W) + I

*

E bl*nc N a Sa,inc{Q,«) ,
(2.58)

where S ap(Q i uj) is called the partial dynamical structure factor and S aj nc(Q ,u)
the self partial dynamical structure factor. The differential scattering cross-section
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is obtained by integrating equation 2.58 with respect to energy transfers,
do

dQ

f

?

?

s# {Q ) + N E

= E E i«V
a =

l

£ = 1

c jZ

* c,

(2 . 5 9 )

a = l

where S£p{Q) is known as an Ashcroft-Langreth partial structure factor (Ashcroft
& Langreth[14]) and is related to the partial pair distribution function gap{r) via
S # ( Q ) = -jM Tff r

J—OO

e’S'r [ga0(r) - 1] dr + <W

(2.60)

More frequently used by experimentalists is the description using the so-called
Faber-Ziman[13] partial structure factors S ap(Q), which are defined by
S ap(Q) = 1 + n 0

f

J —00

Therefore they are connected with the

e ^ L [gap{r) - I ] d r.

(2.61)

(Q)'s by

S $ ( Q ) = [Sq/j(Q) - 1 ]

+ Safi-

(2.62)

At high values of Q, Sap(Q) tends to unity, hence using equation 2.62 and substi
tuting it into equation 2.59 gives for the differential cross-section
dcr
— =N
dQ
where

F (Q ) +

(bl + b lMc)

(2.63)

Q=1

ca (&£ -I- b2a in<f) is called the self scattering t erm and F(Q) is known as

the total structure f a c t o r ,
£

£ ____

F (Q ) = £ E M / ? Ca cp [Sap(Q) - 1 ] .
a= lp=1

(2.64)

F(Q) is defined as a linear combination of all the Faber-Ziman partial structure
factors SQp(Q) for the system, th a t are weighted by the product of the atomic frac
tions ca cp with the scattering lengths ba b^. F(Q) therefore contains information
about all of the neutron-weighted atomic pair-correlations in the system.
In the case of an isotropic scattering system the Faber-Ziman partial structure
factors Sa/?(Q) are related to the partial pair-distribution functions gap(r) via a
sine Fourier transform
9 «p(r)

= 1 + 27r2 r7lQ f Q Q iS <*p(Q) ~ !] sin(Q r) dQ.
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(2.65)

Therefore the real-space function, G(r), measured in a single diffraction experiment
on a multicomponent system is given by

g (t)

T

=

z __

z

=

Q F ( Q ) s i n ( Q r ) dQ

c«cv l9afi{r) - 1].

(2.66)

0 = 1 0=1

From equation 2.65 it follows th a t for the low-r limit r —>0, ga/s(r) = 0, hence
c (o ) = - E £ y ? ^ .
o=l 0=1

(2.67)

Assuming the special case of a binary system AxBi_x (0 < x < 1 ), a further
method of defining the partial structure factors, following the work of B hatia &
Thornton[15], is very useful. The total structure factor F(Q) describing the coher
ent scattering can be written as,
F(Q )

< b > 2 [SNN( Q ) - l ] + x ( l - x ) ( b A - b B)2

=

SCc{Q)
_x(l —x)

1

-

+ 2 < b > (bA ~ bB)SNc(Q)
where < b > = xbA

( 2 .6 8 )

(1 —x)bs and bA, bs are the coherent scattering lengths

4 -

of the chemical species A or B.

S

n

( Q ) >

n

S

n

and

( Q )

c

S

) are called the

c c { Q

Bhatia-Thornton (B T ) number-number, number-concentration and concentrationconcentration partial structure factor respectively. The Bhatia-Thornton partial
structure factors can also be written as linear combinations of the Faber-Ziman
partial structure factors,
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The representation in real-space is given by the Fourier transform of F(Q),
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where gap{r ) are called the Bhatia-Thornton partial pair-distribution functions.
They are defined by
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The Fourier transform of Snn(Q)> gNN(r)> describes the topology of the binary
scattering system, i.e. the sites of the scattering nuclei irrespective of the chemical
species occupying those sites. For a binary system with bA « be the measured
total structure factor F(Q) is approximately identical to Snn(Q)« S n c(Q ) describes
the number-concentration fluctuations in the scattering system.

If S n c(Q ) = 0

for all Q the system can be considered as a random substitutional alloy, i.e. the
probability of a particle exchanging is independent of the species type. Scc(Q)
and its Fourier transform gcc(r) represent the fluctuations in concentration in the
scattering system. Deviations of Scc(Q) from the product of the concentrations
x and (1 —x) indicate th at the distribution of atoms is not random. Scc(Q) is
measured directly for a binary system where < b > = 0 , such systems are called
’zero alloys’.

2.11

M ethod o f isotopic substitution

The m ethod of isotopic substitution is a very powerful method th a t can be used in
neutron diffraction to help tackle the problem of resolving the structure of multicomponent systems.
This method is based on varying the isotopic composition of the scattering
system in a way such th at two or more samples are produced th at are identical in
every respect except for the isotopic enrichment of a one or more of the chemical
species. As the scattering length b varies for different isotopes, the weighting factors
for individual Sa/?(Q) in the measured total structure factors (see equation 2.64)
are changed. Thus the total structure factors for the different enriched samples
can show measurable differences. In this case it is possible to extract some or even
all of the partial structure factors Sa/g(Q) and hence the partial pair-distribution
functions gais(r). This procedure was first considered by Keating[16] in 1963 and
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actually implemented for the first time by Enderby, North and Egelstaff[17] in 1966
for the investigation of CueSns. A real limiting factor to the method of isotopic
substitution is the availability of suitable isotopes. This means th a t the difference
in the scattering lengths has to be large enough to allow for a measurable difference
between the F (Q )’s of the individual samples. Elements th a t fulfil this requirement
include H, Li, Cl, Ag, Ni, Cu, Ge and Se. In these elements the contrast in the b
values Ab > 2 fm.

2.12

Difference Functions

The to tal structure factor measured in a single diffraction experiment on a multicomponent system comprising £ chemical species contains

independent par

tial structure factors Sa^(Q). Consider a binary system AxBi_x, with x =
1 —x =

cb

ca

and

being the atomic fractions of the species A and B respectively. To ob

tain all three partial structure factors Saa (Q), Sab (Q) and SBb (Q) three diffraction
measurements on different enriched samples have to be performed.
Let the three to tal structure factors be called F(Q), 'F(Q ) and "F(Q), where
F{Q )

=

(^ )2a \^ a a {Q) — 1 ] + 2 cacb &a&b[*SUb ” 1 ] + Cb 1>%[Sb b (Q) ~~ 1] >

fF(Q )

=

<!a Va [Sa a (Q) — 1] + L
‘ CAC'Bti/}>b \SAB — 1] + C%b2B [SBB(Q) — 1] ,

"F (Q ) =

c2
Ab'?[SAA(Q) - 1 ] + 2cAcBb"Ab'B[SAB - 1 ] + c2X [ S

b b (Q)

- 1] •
(2.72)

Here bA, b^, b^ and bB, b'B are the coherent scattering lengths corresponding to
the different enriched isotopes of A and B respectively. The problem can then be
solved using the m atrix representation for linear equations,
[F\ = [A] [S]

(2.73)

where
F(Q )
[ F ]

=

’F(Q )

.
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The solution of equation 2.73 is given by [S] = [A]-1 [F]. A measure of the relia
bility (conditioning) with which the Sa/g are obtained, is given by the normalised
determ inant of the m atrix [A], |An| (Edwards et al.[18]); ideally |An| = ±1. How
ever, the partial structure factors can be separated in a case where |An| = —0.011
(see Penfold[19]). In cases where this procedure cannot be used, e.g. when the
m atrix is strongly ill-conditioned or when the system comprises too many compo
nents, the method of difference functions is a powerful tool to reduce the number
of unknown partial structure factors describing the multicomponent system.
Consider now a ternary system of type M-A-X, where M denotes a metal such
as Cu or Ag, A a pnictogen like for example P or As and X a chalcogen such as
S, Se or Te. By isotopically substituting the metal M, the weighting factors of the
Sm^(Q) correlations can be changed. Therefore on measuring the total structure
factors, denoted by MF(Q) and M'F(Q ) and assuming bM > b\i' the first order
difference function A m (Q) can be obtained,
A
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( Q )

= m F ( Q ) - m'F (Q )
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C m ( & m

—

b M > )

[$

m

(2.76)
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Here the subscript M indicates th a t the first order difference function contains only
those correlations involving the metal atom. Additionally a function known as the
total minus weighted difference function A F (Q ) can be defined,
AF (Q )

=
=

MF(Q ) -

bMh
Om —

A

m

( Q )

(2.77)

[*S'mm(Q) — 1] + c2Ab2A [iSaa(Q) — 1]
+ cx bx {S x x (Q ) — 1] + 2cxcAbxbA [SAx ( Q ) — 1]

In this equation the metal-A and metal-X correlations are eliminated and in the
case of all b > 0 the metal-metal correlations are the only ones with a negative
weighting. If in a certain region in real-space the A-A, A-X and X-X contributions
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are small, then the metal-metai correlations reveal themselves in a negative going
peak in AG(r) (see Penfold & Salmon[20]), the real-space representation of AF(Q).

The method of isotopic substitution and with it the method of difference func
tions meets one of its major challenges in measuring a second order difference
function. Assume th a t a system comprises four components, where two can be
isotopically substituted, e.g. one being a metal like Cu and one being hydrogen H,
th a t can be substituted for D. Let the other two components be for example Cl and
O. Then four samples are required th at contain the different combinations of the
isotopically enriched 'Cu and "Cu, where b/cu > b//cUJ with H and D to measure the
partial structure factor S cuh(Q )- T w o first order difference functions, substituting
for the metal, are measured for the H and D samples respectively,

^C u (Q)

— ^CuiP^Cu — b?icu)[ScvCu(Q) — 1] + 2ccuCci(b'Cu —b"Cu)bci[ScuCi(Q) - 1] (2.78)

+ 2ccuCo(b’Cu —b»cu)bo[Scuo(Q) —1] + 2ccuCH(b>cu —b"Cu)bH[ScuH(Q) —1]
— cc u (b?cu - ti'Cu)[ScuCu(Q) - 1] + 2 ccucci(b'Cu - b"Cu)bci[ScuCi{Q) - 1] (2.79)

+ 2ccuCo(b>cu —b"Cu)bo[Scuo(Q) —1] + 2ccuCH{b>Cu —b»cu)bD[ScuH{Q) —1]

In these two functions only the Cu-H and Cu-D correlations have a different
weighting. Hence subtracting them will directly reveal the Cu-hydrogen partial
structure factor,
,0 ) _ , =
- a £>(<?)
{Q)
2cCucH(b,Cu - b„cu)(bD - bH) '

c

(2’80)

It is also possible to obtain a first order difference function minus weighted
second order difference function from the above described method, e.g. the Cuoxygen correlations can be measured, to a first order approximation,
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Chapter 3
Diffraction experim ents and data
treatm ent
In this chapter the instruments used to obtain the presented neutron diffraction
data are described. Furthermore, the data analysis procedures and self consis
tency checks on the d ata are explained and the concept of coordination numbers
is introduced.
The neutron diffraction experiments discussed in this thesis were carried out
on the D4B instrument at the reactor source of the Institut Laue Langevin
(ILL), Grenoble, and on the SANDALS (Small Angle N eutron Diffractometer for
Amorphous and Liquid Samples) and LAD (Liquids and Amorphous Materials
Diffractometer) instruments at the ISIS spallation source facility at the Ruther
ford Appleton Laboratory.

3.1

N eutron sources

In a diffraction experiment the transm itted intensity I(Q) is measured as a func
tion of momentum transfer Q, where Q = 47t ^ . A variation in Q can be achieved
in two different ways. Firstly by changing the scattering angle 20, i.e. chang
ing the position of the detector th a t records I(Q) and keeping the wavelength of
the incident neutrons fixed. This is the procedure implemented in reactor exper
iments. Secondly by fixing the scattering angle and using neutrons with different
wavelengths. This is done in time-of-flight experiments.
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The high-flux reactor at the ILL operates at a power of 58 MW. Neutrons are
produced by nuclear fission using a 93 % enriched 235U fuel element.
The spallation source at the ISIS facility is the most powerful source of pulsed
neutrons in the world [1]. Neutrons are produced by bombarding a heavy metal
target (depleted U or Ta) 50-times a second with highly energetic protons of energy
800 MeV.

3.2

Em ployed instrum ents

3.2.1

T he D 4 B diffractom eter

The D4B diffractometer, shown in figure 3.1, is especially adapted for the inves
tigation of liquids, amorphous materials and gases.
lengths for the incident neutrons, 0.7

A,

0.5

A

It offers a choice of wave

and 0.3

A.

The standard oper

A. At this wavelength the range of momentum transfers is
16 A 1, with an optimum resolution of A Q /Q = 2% and a maxi

ation is a t A = 0.7
0 .2

A"1 <

Q <

mum neutron flux of 4 • 107 n cm “ 1s “ 1 .
The instrum ent employs a hot source graphite moderator, which is kept at a
tem perature of 2400 K to enhance the neutron intensity in the wavelength range
0.4 A < A < 0 .8 A. The (2 2 0 ) planes of a Cu single crystal are used as monochro
mators for A = 0.7 A neutrons, and A/ 2 Ir filters are employed to suppress higher
order scattering. Most of the beam path and the sample chamber are kept under
vacuum to reduce the background scattering. In normal operation, the instrument
is placed on a Tanzboden. It has two independent 29 arms th a t cover the low
and high angle scattering respectively. At the end of each of these spectrometer
arms a 64-cell 3He multidetector is positioned. The He pressure is 15 bar to allow
for a reasonable detection efficiency even at low wavelengths. The sample to de
tector distances are 1.5 m and 0.75 m for the low angle and high angle detectors
respectively.
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Ci) Front view.
variable length sam p le-detector collimator
sam ple vacuum cham ber
4 slits diaphragm

64cel!s m ultidetector

n___

monitor

tj m ovem ent

29-1 arm
connection to
drum

(ii) Plan view.

4 s liis diaphragm

sam ple v acu u m cham ber
diffusion pum p

Figure 3.1: Schematic view of the D4B two-axis diffractometer.
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3.2.2

T he SA N D A L S diffractom eter

SANDALS is a small angle diffractometer built for the investigation of liquids and
amorphous solids (see figure 3.2). Using this second generation total scattering
instrum ent the static structure factor S(Q) of a disordered m aterial can be mea
sured over a wide range of momentum transfers (0.05 A-1 < Q < 50 A-1). Its high
stability in combination with an intense pulsed neutron source allows the power
ful technique of isotopic substitution to be employed. Inelasticity corrections are
minimised by using an extensive low angle bank of detectors in connection with
high energy neutrons (Soper[2 ]). SANDALS is therefore particularly useful for
the measurement of structure factors of samples containing light atoms, such as
hydrogen.
The incident neutron beam used on SANDALS originates in a methane moder
ator th a t is kept at a constant tem perature of 100 K. A 32 mm diameter beam is
then defined by a boron collimator. The incident neutron flight path is 11 m, the
incident neutron wavelengths are in the range of 0.05

A to

4.5

A

and the sample

to detector distance varies between 0.75 m and 4.0 m depending on the particu
lar detector bank. Currently there are 1180 zinc sulphide detectors installed on
SANDALS th a t give a continuous angular coverage for 26 of 3.8° to 39°[3]. The
detectors are arranged in four banks and each bank is divided into modules of 20
detectors. The detectors, 10 mm wide x 20 mm deep x 200 mm tall, are arranged
into 18 groups for the analysis procedure.
The following table summarises the specifications of all the detector banks.
Range in

Number of

26 [°]

Detectors

3-11

300

7-10

3-16

11-21

360

1-6

3

19-31

300

11-14

3

29-41

220

15-18

2

Groups

Resolution
A Q /Q [%]

Table 3.1 : Specifications of the SANDALS detector banks
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(a)
Neutron detector

Conical vacuum

Sample
position

Incident
neutron

beam

SAMPLE

INCIDENT BEAM
MONITOR

DOWNSTREAM
MONITOR

150’
H e’ D E T EC T O R S

S' 10'
He* DETECTORS

20' 35' 58' 90'
SCINTILLATOR
D E TECT O RS

Figure 3.2: (a) The SANDALS instrument and (b) the LAD instrument.
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3.2.3

T he L A D diffractom eter

LAD is a to tal scattering instrum ent optimised for the study of liquids and amor
phous solids. It can also be used as a moderate resolution powder diffractometer
W.
The detector banks axe positioned in a horizontal plane on either side of the
instrum ent at scattering angles between 5° and 150°. Thus the static structure
factor can be measured over a wide range of momentum transfers (0.25
50

A-1).

A-1

to

Additional to a monitor, recording the incident neutron flux, LAD is

equipped with a transmission monitor, enabling the total sample cross-sections to
be measured.
Before entering the instrum ent, the high energy neutrons are slowed down to
incident wavelengths between 0.25

A and

6.5

A in the

same 100 K methane mod

erator as used by SANDALS. At the position of the sample (10 m away from the
m oderator) the rectangular beam is 40 mm high and 20 mm wide, but these di
mensions can be reduced by inserting appropriate apertures. The flight path of
the scattered neutrons to the detectors is about 1 m. Two types of detectors are
implemented on LAD. For the 5°, 10° and 150° banks 3He gas detectors are used,
while all other banks are equipped with lithium glass scintillator detectors. The
resolution A Q /Q of these detectors varies from 0.5 % (150°) to 11 % (5°).
Table 3.2 shows the LAD detector bank parameters.
Bank

Range in

Resolution

Detector

29 [°]

A Q /Q [%]

Type

1

5

11

10 atm 3He

2

10

6

10 atm 3He

3

20

2.8

Li-glass scintillator

4

35

1.7

Li-glass scintillator

5

60

1.2

Li-glass scintillator

6

90

0.8

Li-glass scintillator

7

150

0.5

10 atm 3He

Table 3 .2 : Specifications of the LAD detector banks.
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3.3

D ata correction procedures

3.3.1

R eactor based experim ents

The observed intensity in a reactor based experiment for a single component system,
assuming a small sample, is proportional to the effective differential cross-section,

( t C

where

'

M

** is defined in equation 2.52. The sample is considered to be suffi

ciently small to neglect attenuation and multiple scattering effects and it is without
a container. However in a real experiment the finite size of the sample, even if not
placed in a container, gives rise to an attenuation of the neutron beam and multiple
scattering events th a t have to be taken into account. Furthermore, for the purpose
of data normalisation the diffraction pattern of a vanadium standard of similar
dimensions to th a t of the sample has to be measured. All of the measured intensi
ties include an additional contribution from the scattering due to the background,
which also has to be corrected for.
The background corrected intensity for a single component, finite sized sample
(without container), taking into account the attenuation and multiple scattering
corrections, is given by,
tfQ )

= liW -lE V )
=

a(8)Ns A s,s(8) [ • /« ) +' CTsAs
47r

=

a(e)[l's (e) + M s(8j\

(3-2)

where
J(Q ) = b2 [S(Q) - 1 ] + (i 2 + b l c) [1 + P(Q)] ,

(3.3)

M s {8) = N s A s^ { e ) ^ -

(3.4)

„
. sinO
Q = 47r~ j ~

_
(3*5)

and

Mg (9) is called the multiple scattering cross-section and is defined by Soper &
Egelstaff[5]. I§(9) is the background scattering, P{Q) the Placzek correction (see
section 2.9) and a(6) a normalisation factor, obtained from the measurement of the
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vanadium diffraction pattern, a s is the scattering cross-section of the sample and
A s is the fraction of multiple to single scattered neutrons, calculated following the
m ethod of Blech & Averbach[6 ]. Finally l's(0) = N sA s,s(0)J(Q )i where As,s{@) is
the attenuation correction, i.e. the factor by which the incident and transm itted
neutron beams are attenuated due to the presence of the sample. The method used
to calculate As,s(9) is described by Paalman &; Pings[7].
To obtain an absolute normalisation of the measured diffraction patterns, vana
dium is used as a standard. The coherent scattering cross-section for vanadium is
negligible, and it can be considered as a fully isotropic elastic scatterer for ther
mal neutrons (Mayers[8 ]). The background corrected intensity for a vanadium rod
l'v (0 ) is given by,
//(0 )

=

/ * ( * ) - 7#(0)

(3.6)

=

a(6)N v A v y {e) [t2Vimc(l + PV(Q)) +

where P v(Q ) is the Placzek correction for vanadium. From the above equation it
follows for the normalisation factor a{Q) th at

a(6) = N v A v y {e)bl>lnc[\ + Pv(Q)] + M v {6)

(3-7)

where Mv (0) = N y A v .v W 2^ .
Usually the sample is placed in a container during an experiment and a furnace
might be present. To perform the necessary corrections for the extraction of the
real scattered intensity of the sample, isr(0 ), a series of further diffraction patterns
have to be measured:
- The sample placed in its container in the furnace, I sc h W
- The empty container in the furnace, I§ H{9)
- The empty furnace, I§ (9 )
- A vanadium rod of dimensions similar to the sample, I y {6)
- Background with nothing in the beam, I q (6)
- A cadmium rod of dimensions close to those of the sample, Icd(@)
The measured diffraction pattern can be very sensitive to the positioning of the
container (with and w ithout the sample). It has therefore to be ensured th a t it is
placed in exactly the same position (within to 0.1 mm) during each measurement.
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The geometrical arrangem ent for the case of a cylindrical sample in a container
and a furnace is illustrated in figure 3.3.
Vacuum

Vacuum

Incident beam

ontamer
Furnace

Figure 3.3: Plan view of the experimental geometry
W henever the experim ental conditions perm it (exceptions are e.g. corrosive
samples and high tem perature experiments), the sample containers are made from
m aterials having negligible coherent cross-sections, like vanadium and zirconiumtitanium ‘zero’-alloys. All of the furnaces used for the experiments described in this
thesis were cylindrical vanadium foil furnaces th a t worked via resistive heating.
The measured background corrected intensities,

I c h W and I'h W)? are

related to the intensities for single scattering from the sample, 7s (0), the container,
Jc(0), and the heater,
I sEc h W

(0), via (see Poncet[9])

— A s ,s c h (0)I s (0) + A c ,s c h {0)I c {0) + A h ,s c h {0)I h (0) + <l( 0 )M s c h {Q)

I c h {0)

=

Ih (0 ) =

A c ,c h (Q)I c (Q) + A h ,c h {0)I h (0) +

Ah,h{0)Ih(0) + a(0) Mh(0)

(3.8)

cl(6 )M c h {0)

.

The Aij(0) are the attenuation factors th a t describe attenuation (via absorption
and scattering) of the intensity scattered in m aterial i (S, C or H) by the presence
of m aterial j , see Poncet[9]. The M i ( 0) are the multiple scattering cross-sections.
The above equations can be used to express the single scattering from the
sample, Is {0), and therefore J(Q) (equation 3.3), see Salmon[10],

I sc h (&)
J(Q ) =

q

T

o (0 )

—M s c h {0) —Q 2

IchW
— M c h (0)
a(9)

-Q *

'*§(*) - Mh (0)
a(0)
(3.9)

where

Q 1 = NsAs,sch{0) ,
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(3.10)

(3.11)
A

c

,c

h

{ 0 )

and
(3.12)
For experiments with no furnace present, Qz = 0 and the subscript H can be omit
ted in equations 3.9 - 3.12.
Therefore when J(Q ) is known, the total structure factor for a single component
system, S(Q), can be extracted using equation 3.3. For a multicomponent system
J(Q) is w ritten as,
J(Q ) = F{Q) + £ ca ( C + b2atinc) [1 + Pa(Q)\
a

(3.13)

where F(Q ) is the to tal structure factor th at is defined by equation 2.64 and Pa{Q)
is the Placzek correction for chemical species a . Hence F(Q ) can be extracted from
J{Q) by using equation 3.13.
At low values of 6 (6 < 15°) the background correction is performed by consid
ering the intensity observed for a pure absorber of neutrons (cadmium), of the same
size as the sample, placed at the sample position (Bertagnolli et al.[ll]). Hence
the effect of the sample on the background scattering is taken into account. In this
low 0 region I§(0) becomes,
/ f (<?) = A HtH(e)i*d(e) + A s,SCH(e){i0E (e) - i§ d(8) } .

(3.14)

At higher 6 values a straight forward subtraction of the background measured with
nothing in the beam is made.
Figure 3.4 shows a flowchart of the procedures and programs used to extract
G(r) from experimental d ata taken on D4B.

3.3.2

T im e-of-flight experim ents

For the analysis of d ata measured in time-of-flight experiments, the intensity mea
sured as a function of time-of-flight first has to be rescaled to a function of the
scattering vector Q. Then the detectors have to be corrected for deadtime and the
intensity normalised to the incident flux shape. As the differential cross-section is
measured at several different scattering angles, all the correction procedures have
to be applied to each angle separately, before the individual data sets are merged.
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Figure 3.4: Data analysis programs used to extract G(r) from a diffraction experiment on a
liquid or amorphous sample on a reactor source (D4B).
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In the case of a nuclear resonance (at a fixed energy), the affected region can be
left out, if the remaining detector banks still provide enough angular coverage, and
provided th a t th e scattering length does not change markedly through the reso
nance region, such th a t the levels of the data before and after the resonance region
are the same.
A part from th e above, the same correction procedures as described in 3.3.1
are used to obtain the total structure factor F(Q) from SANDALS and LAD data
(Soper et al.[2]). However, the cadmium correction cannot be applied at low an
gles as the Cd absorption resonance has a finite width and the material is not,
therefore, a perfect absorber for all of the incident neutron energies. Also the inci
dent wavelength changes, so the full wavelength dependence of the total scattering
cross-section has to be used in the correction procedures (see Hannon et al.[12]).
A flowchart of the correction programs for time-of-flight experiments is shown in
fig 3.5

3.4

D ifference functions

First and second order difference functions (section 2 .1 2 ) have the important prop
erty th a t the coefficients of the to tal structure factors sum to zero, see equation 2.76.
The inelasticity corrections P a (Q) for chemical species th a t are not isotopically
substituted will therefore cancel (equation 3.13), and the inelasticity corrections
for the substituted species are often considerably reduced (see Soper et al.[13]).
Furthermore, provided th a t the same container is used for all the sample measure
ments and th a t the total absorption and scattering cross-sections of the samples
are similar, the multiple scattering and container corrections in equation 3.9 will
themselves be similar for all samples. Hence, in the first order difference function,
to a first order approximation, any systematic errors th a t may arise from these
corrections will cancel.

3.5

D a ta transform ation

The scattered intensity is measured in reciprocal-space (Q-space), and to obtain the
real-space representation a sine Fourier transform (see e.g. Champeney[14]) of the
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Figure 3.5: Data analysis procedures used to obtain G(r) for a liquid or amorphous sample on
a time-of-flight instrument (SANDALS & LAD).
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data is carried out as given by equation 2.66. A main problem with the transform
arises from the absence of measured diffraction data for scattering angles greater
than a limiting angle Qmax- Therefore, what is actually transformed, can be de
scribed as Q tim es the measured Q-space function multiplied by a step function,
which is unity where data is measured and zero for values of Q > Qmax- From
the convolution theorem (e.g. Waser & Schomaker[15]) it follows th a t the Fourier
transform of a product of two functions corresponds to the folding or convolution
of the Fourier transforms of those functions. Therefore in real-space, r • g(r) or
r • G(r) will be convoluted with a sinc-function due to the step-function in Q-space,
and hence unphysical oscillations will appear around each peak in real-space. The
sharper the peaks the more pronounced the oscillations will be. Additionally, spu
rious real-space features (most notable before the first real-space physical peak) can
appear, owing to random and systematic errors in the measured Q-space functions.

Different methods are used to overcome the problems arising from the finite Qrange and from noise in the data.
• The effect in real-space of the finite Q-range can be changed by a multiplica
tion of the Q-space function with a suitable factor or modification function
instead of the step function (Waser & Schomaker[15]). A function th at is,
according to Waser &; Schomaker[15], often used is exp(—aQ2) with a cho
sen such th at the integrand has a negligible value beyond Qmax. Since the
Fourier transform of this function is oc exp(—ar2/Aa) it will only broaden the
real-space features but not introduce unphysical oscillations around them.
• A special procedure can be used to overcome truncation effects. In the case
of partial structure factors, the real-space functions are given by
2 r°°
t ap{r ) = ~~
[s <*p{Q) - 1] M (Q ) Q sin(Q r) dQ
7T JO

where ta/3(r) = t ap(r) ® M (r),

t ap(r) = 47rn0r[gap(r) - 1 ],

(3.15)
M (r) is the

Fourier transform of the step function due to the finite range of measured
Q-space data, and <g> is a one-dimensional convolution operator. To enable
those features th a t are artefacts of the step function to be distinguished from
the remainder the

are fitted by using a least squares algorithm to a sum
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of Gaussians (since this is how t ap can be expressed in a solid where the atoms
are assumed to be executing simple harmonic motion around equilibrium po
sitions, see Susman et al.[16]) representing the individual pair correlations
convoluted with M (r). The final t ap(r) are obtained by smoothly merging
the Gaussian representation of tap(r) in the region where the effect of M (r)
is measurable with the tfap(r) obtained by direct Fourier transform of the
Q-space data, and by setting the unphysical low-r oscillations to —47rnor. To
check the validity of the obtained gap(r) their back Fourier transforms have
to agree well with the measured partial structure factors S ap(Q)• A different approach to overcome truncation effects, the finite resolution of
the measuring instrum ent, statistical noise or other systematic errors is given
by the Minimum Noise (MIN) Reconstruction method (e.g. Root et al.[17],
Soper[18] and Soper et al.[19]).
It is a Monte Carlo method th a t uses a restraining function based on min
imising the noise in the data. The degree of smoothness is judged by the
square of the second derivative of the estimated function. The main goal is
to find solutions th a t minimise the quality factor Q /, where
Qf = X2 + X S .
X2

(3.16)

is defined as,
(3.17)

where Mi is an estim ate of the ith data point Di in Q-space and cr* represents
the statistical error on D{. Mi is obtained from a trial distribution N j in
r-space via the transform ation m atrix T^,
(3.18)

Mi = 'Z ,THN i ■
j

In equation 3.16, S represents the noise in the distribution and is given by
S —

Sj, where
Aj / R j

- i Rj < A j < \R 3
( 3 . 19)

~2 R j ^

IA? I
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> 2 A?

R j and A j are defined by the following equations,
R j = ^ i + 1 - ^ '- i ! -

(3-20)

A ; = N , - Ps

(3.21)

with
Pj =

+ 2Nj + Nj+1] .

(3.22)

Pj can be thought of as a prior distribution, which is always smoother than
the distribution from which it was derived.
In summary, minimising the quality factor can be considered as a compromise
between obtaining the best x 2 fit to the data and forcing the distribution to
be smooth, where the extent of smoothness can be controlled by the weighting
factor A.

3.6

Self consistency checks

The efficacy of the performed data correction procedures and therefore the reli
ability of the measured structure factors can be tested by applying the following
checks (Salmon & Benmore[20]):
• The total structure factors F(Q) must tend to their right high-Q limit of zero.
Hence the Sa/?(Q) must tend to unity.
• The low-Q limits for systems in thermodynamic equilibrium are related to
measurable macroscopic quantities, such as for example the isothermal com
pressibility (see e.g. Beeby[21]).
• The sum-rule relations derived by Enderby et al.[22] must be satisfied:
rOO

/

J0

{Sap(Q) - 1}Q2 dQ = - 2

i r 2 n o

(3.23)

The above equation holds for the Faber-Ziman partial structure factors; for
the Bhatia-Thornton partial structure factors the sum-rule equations are,
ro o

/

[ S n

n

{ Q )

~ 1)Q 2 dQ = —27r2n0

J o
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r

[ScciQ ) - CiC2]Q2 dQ = 0

(3.24)

J o

roo

[

S NC(Q)Q2dQ = 0

JO

• The measured structure factors F(Q) and the Fourier back-transforms of G(r),
after the low-r oscillations have been set to their calculated limit of G(0), must
be in good agreement over all values of Q.
Additive and multiplicative errors may arise when, for example an incorrect
sample cross-section or density is used in the evaluation of the Aij(9) and Mj(0)
terms in equation 3.9 (see e.g. Cossy et al.[23]). Additive errors are eliminated
by an appropriate shift of the Q-space data. Now consider a multiplicative error
e, such th a t F'(Q) = (1 + e)F(Q). Hence the Fourier transform of F'(Q) is given
by G'(r) = (1 + e)G(r). In the case of e = 0 and no shift of the data, G'(r) should
oscillate about the right G(0) limit (see equation 2.67) for 0 < r < r0, where r0 is
the closest distance between two sample nuclei. Setting G'(0 < r < ro) = G(0) and
back Fourier transforming it, should essentially reproduce F'(Q). But if e

0 and

G'(0 < r < r0) is again set to G(0), then a discrepancy between the back Fourier
transform of G'(r) and F'(Q ) of the following form will appear,
eG(0)4nnorlQ~lji(Q r 0) ,
where ji{Q ro)

(3.25)

isa first order spherical Bessel function, which is largest at low

values of Q. Therefore if allthe data analysis procedures were performed correctly,
the G (r)’s should oscillate around their right G(0) limits at 0 < r < r0 and the back
Fourier transform and F(Q) should show a high level of agreement.

3.7

C oordination numbers:
D eterm ination and Interpretation

The coordination number or number of nearest-neighbours is defined as the average
number of particles surrounding a certain atom placed a t the origin of coordinates.
Usually one is interested in the number of atoms of species f} surrounding an atom
of species a at a distance ri < r < r 2 . It can be obtained from the partial pair
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distribution functions gap(r) via the expression
/ T2

r 2ga0 (r) dr ,

(3.26)

n

where cp is the atomic fraction of p atoms. The coordination number therefore
contains information about the short range order in amorphous materials and hence
about the chemical bonding connected with it.
If one is not interested in the particular species of atoms, an average coordina
tion number can be defined as,
(3.27)

where <7jvw(r) is the Bhatia-Thornton number-number partial pair distribution
function (see equation 2.71).
For a well defined peak, i.e. gap(r2) reaches the gap(0) limit, n & can be calcu
lated in a straight forward way. Generally, however, the minimum after the first
peak does not return to this limit and problems in unambiguously determining the
coordination numbers can arise. The following short summary gives an overview
of commonly used approaches to deal with an ill-defined peak:
(a) symmetrical peak in rgap(r).
This method involves symmetrising the first peak in rgap(r) about the mean atomic
position.
(b) symmetrical peak in r 2 gap(r).
This method assumes th at the shells are symmetric in r 2gap(r) and it requires
symmetrising the first peak in r 2 gap(r) about the mean atomic position.
(c) extrapolation.
This approach assumes th at the atomic shells are asymmetric in r 2gap(r), and with
the further assumption th a t the functions are continuous and vary smoothly in r,
the trailing edge of the first shell is extrapolated to gap{r = 0).
(d) integration to first minimum in r 2 gap(r).
In this method the integration in equation 3.26 is carried out to a distance rmjn cor
responding to the minimum after the first peak in r 2 gap(r). The method is based
on the assumption th a t the nearest neighbours are more likely to be positioned at
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distances further away, than closer to the central particle.
A graphical illustration of these approaches is given in figure 3.6.

r

r

r

r

r

9999

Figure 3.6: Qualitative plots of <7a/?(r) vs. r showing the four different methods used in the
determination of coordination numbers described in the text. (Reproduced from Waseda[24].)
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Chapter 4
The structure of the liquid
sem iconductor GeSe
4.1

Introduction and previous work

The binary GexSei_x (0 < x < 1) system is a much studied proto-typical glass
forming system with a wide composition range for bulk quenched glass formation,
covering 0 < x < 0.42 (see Azoulay et al.[l], Tronc et al.[2]). However, as the edge
of the glass-forming region is approached, a wide range of experiments indicate th at
there is a significant change in the nature of the chemical bonding. For example, as
the Ge concentration is increased from x = 0.33 to x = 0.5 at 750°C the electrical
resistivity of the liquid decreases by approximately four orders of magnitude (Haisty
& Krebs[3] and Ruska & Thurn[4]), the molar volume decreases by a factor of 1.24
[4], and the adiabatic compressibility decreases by a factor of 2.9 (Tsuchiya[5]). For
the same change in composition at a tem perature of 900°C, the kinematic viscosity
decreases by a factor of approximately two (Glazov & Situlina[6] and Ruska &
Thurn[4]). As the germanium content is increased to x = 1 the system becomes
metallic (see e.g. Uemura et al.[8]). To understand the change in the nature of
bonding in liquid GexSei_x from metallic (Ge) to covalent as x is decreased from
unity, maximum information on the pair distribution functions is required.
The phase diagram for the GexSei_x system in figure 4.1 is reproduced from
Ipser et al.[7].

It can be seen th a t on the Se-rich side GeSe2 has the highest

melting point. It melts congruently at 742(2) °C while GeSe is reported to melt
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Figure 4.1: The Ge-Se phase diagram. (Reproduced from Ipser et al.[7].)
incongruently a t 675(2) °C (Ipser et al.[7]). There are two crystalline compounds
formed in the Ge-Se system th a t have substantially different structures due to
differing bonding mechanisms. The structure of GeSe 2 is determ ined by GeSe4 / 2
tetrahedra and the bonding is sp3. However, in GeSe p a bonding yields a distorted
orthorhombic NaCl-type structure at low tem peratures in which each chemical
species makes three strong and three weak bonds to unlike chemical species to form
a double layer structure (see e.g. D u tta So Jeffrey[10]). It undergoes a structural
phase transition to a normal NaCl-type structure a t 651(5) °C (see Wiedemeier &;
Siemers[9]).
Recent neutron diffraction experiments, for example the measurem ent of the full
set of partial structure factors for liquid GeSe2 (Penfold So Salmon[ll],[12]) and the
investigation of the topology of molten GexSei_x alloys (Salmon So Liu[13]), have
initiated further studies of the Ge-Se system, which are presented in the following
chapters.
The investigation'of the topology of molten GexSei_x alloys (Salmon So Liu[13]),
by using neutron diffraction to measure the B hatia-T hornton number-number par
tial structure factors (see section 2.10), has shown th a t there is a considerable
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change in the liquid structure when x is increased from x = 0.33 to x = 1. For
example the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) at approximately 1 A-1 in GeSe2
is virtually elim inated in GeSe, a composition for which amorphous samples can
not be formed by bulk quenching methods. This indicates th a t for molten GeSe
the interm ediate range order associated with the FSDP does not exit and th at the
GeSe4/2 tetrahedral units of molten GeSe2 are broken-up. Additionally a coordina
tion number of Se around Ge of < < 6 was obtained for GeSe, which is significant as
GeSe melts from a normal NaCl-type crystal structure (Wiedemeier & Siemers[9]).
Instead the number-number partial structure factor was found to be notably dif
ferent to th a t for molten NaCl (Rovere & Tosi[14]) or a 1:1 liquid such as CuCl
which melts from a superionic phase (Eisenberg et al.[15]), but it resembles th at for
liquid As (Bellisent et al.[16]). Indeed, the local structure of molten GeSe was best
thought of as being described by a model in which both Ge and Se are three-fold
coordinated, i.e. the structure of the melt is not similar to the structure of the
high-tem perature crystalline phase of GeSe from which it melts, but is comparable
to its low tem perature phase, described by D utta & Jeffrey[10].
These recent findings for molten GeSe show the importance for a detailed in
vestigation of the local coordination environments of Ge and Se. Since Ge and
Se have close atom ic numbers and sizes and for natural isotopic abundances their
coherent neutron scattering lengths are similar, the use of conventional neutron or
x-ray diffraction m ethods to measure total structure factors cannot yield detailed
enough information. However the partial structure factors are accessible by using
the method of isotopic substitution in neutron diffraction.
The partial pair distribution functions will allow for a detailed comparison with
both the high-tem perature and low-temperature phases of crystalline GeSe, so th at
a decision can be made about how far molten GeSe resembles the low-temperature
phase. Additionally, the structure of GeSe can be discussed by reference to th a t
of the molten AX m aterials CuSe (Barnes & Enderby[17]) and CuBr (Allen &
Howe[18], Saito et al.[19] and Pusztai & McGreevy[20]), where A and X denote the
electropositive and electronegative species respectively. These three AX systems
have the same or similarly sized anions and structural information on CuSe and
CuBr is also available a t the partial pair distribution function level.
Using the results for the glass-forming network melt GeSe2 , measured by Penfold
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& Salm on[ll], th e partial structure factors for two compositions of the same binary
system, which differ in their ability to form glasses by bulk quenching methods,
can be thoroughly compared. Detailed information about the structure of molten
GeSe may also be helpful for solving the structure of amorphous GeSe prepared, for
example, by evaporation techniques (e.g. Uemura et al.[21]). Although the shortrange order of amorphous GeSe has been studied by many authors, there is still a
considerable controversy about whether it has a structure with a 3(Ge):3(Se) coor
dination like in the low tem perature crystalline structure, or if it is best described
by a 4(Ge):2(Se) coordination, see Hosokawa et al.[22].
Previous investigations by Ruska & Thurn[4] and by Okada et al.[23]
showed th at molten GeSe is a semiconductor with an electrical conductivity
a « 40 ft-1 cm-1 just above its melting point and with a positive tem perature co
efficient dcr/dT. Okada et al.[23]’s thermopower measurements are consistent with
p-type conductivity, while the sign of the Hall coefficient is reported to change
from positive to negative on melting (Glazov et al.[24]). However, according to
Cusack[25], an interpretation of the Hall coefficient in disordered materials is prob
lematic.

4.2

Sam ple preparation

The three samples used in the diffraction experiments, NGeNSe, 70GeNSe and
73Ge76Se, where N denotes a natural isotopic abundance, were made from NGe
(99.9999 %, Aldrich), NSe (99.999 %, Johnson M atthey) and highly-enriched iso
topes, 70Ge (99.8 % 70Ge and 0.2 % 72Ge), 73Ge (98 % 73Ge, 0.3 % 70Ge, 0.8 % 72Ge,
0.8 % 74Ge and 0.1 % 76Ge) and 76Se (99.75 % 76Se, 0.2 % 74Se and 0.05 % 77Se),
supplied by Europa Scientific Limited, Crewe. The isotopes were sealed under vac
uum directly after separation to minimise contamination by chemical impurities.
All of the sample handling and preparation was carried out in a high purity
argon filled glove box (purity > 99.999 %, « 1 ppm O 2 and H 2O < 20 ppm) to
avoid any surface contamination with hydrogen or oxygen. The sample preparation
follows the following procedure:
(a)

The silica tubes used for the sample preparation (5 mm inner diameter and

1 mm wall thickness) were cleaned with a chromic acid solution and pure water
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before etching for about two minutes with a 40 %, solution of hydrofluoric acid and
rinsing again carefully with pure water. Then th e tubes were dried overnight in
an oven at about 150 °C, out gassed for four hours under vacuum (approximately
10-5 to rr a t a tem perature of 600 °C) and sealed using a Young’s tap.
(b) The elements were crushed using a stainless steel m ortar and pestle and
loaded in the argon filled glovebox into a cleaned silica tube. The composition was
determined by mass, with the uncertainty being less than 1 mg. The tubes were
sealed again using the Young’s tap, before they were removed from the glovebox,
and were put in an ultrasonic bath to increase th e packing fraction of the sample.
Then the tubes were positioned on a vacuum-line and evacuated slowly to a vacuum
of 10“ 5 — 10“ 6 to rr using a combination of a rotary and a diffusion pump system
th a t also incorporates a liquid nitrogen cold trap, positioned between the pumps
and the silica tubes to prevent any contamination of the samples with hydrocarbon
from the back-streaming oil of the diffusion pump. Subsequently the samples were
flushed three times with helium to enhance outgassing and after evacuating for
another 12 hours they were sealed under a vacuum better than 10~5 to rr into double
walled tubes to prevent oxygen contamination in case the inner tube containing
the sample cracked during the heating or cooling processes.
(c) The sealed tubes were fixed into a rocking furnace by alumel wires on each
end of the tube. The elements were mixed and heated slowly at 1 °C/m in while
the furnace kept rocking a t 1 rpm. The exact heating procedure is as follows:
The samples are heated up at a rate of 1 cC/m in to 200 °C, the approximate
melting tem perature of Se, and held at this tem perature for 60 minutes. Then
they are further heated to 690 °C, the boiling tem perature of Se, and are again
held at this tem perature for 60 minutes before they are taken up further to 938 °C,
the melting tem perature of Ge, and held for 60 minutes. After this the samples
are heated up to 1000 °C and kept at this tem perature for 48 hours. The samples
are then cooled down slowly at 1 °C /m in to room-temperature, separated from the
silica tubes, crushed into a coarse powder, transferred to matched silica ampoules
for the experiment (nominally 5 mm internal diameter and 1 mm wall thickness)
and sealed under a vacuum better than 10” 5 torr, All of the sample handling is
again carried out in the pure argon filled glove box.
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4.3

N eu tron diffraction param eters and experi
m ent

The neutron diffraction experiments were carried out on the D4B instrument at the
Institut Laue-Langevin. A wavelength of A = 0.7051 A for the incident neutrons
was used. The samples (2.2 g of NGeNSe, 1.9 g of 70GeNSe and 1.7 g of 73Ge76Se)
were fully illuminated by a rectangular beam of 16 mm height and 13 mm width.
The complete diffraction experiment comprised the measurement of the scattering
intensities at 727(2) °C for the three samples in silica cells placed within a cylindri
cal vanadium heater, an empty silica cell in the heater and the empty heater. The
diffraction pattern for a cadmium bar of 5 mm diameter placed in the heater was
measured at room tem perature for performing the low-angle background correc
tion (section 3.3.1). The diffraction pattern of a 6.08 mm vanadium rod was used
for the data normalisation. On heating, the NGeNSe sample and empty silica cell,
diffraction patterns were measured at 617(2) °C and 662(2) °C, i.e. on either side
of the reported solid-state structural phase transition (Wiedemeier & Siemers[9]).
The data analysis followed the procedure described in section 3.3.1, and the
tem perature at which the experiment on the liquid was carried out was the same
as th a t chosen by Salmon & Liu[13]. At this tem perature, liquid GeSe forms a
single homogeneous phase: the measured diffraction patterns indicate no small
angle scattering and electrical conductivity (Okada et al.[23]) and sound velocity
measurements (Tsuchiya[5]) show no evidence of phase separation.
The neutron cross-sections and scattering lengths for elemental Ge and Se and
for the enriched isotopes used in the experiment are summarised in table 4.1.
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Element

b

0free,coh

0free,inc

[fm]

[bam]

[barn]

[barn]

NGe

8.185(20)

8.19(4)

0.18(7)

2 .2 0 (4 )

70Ge

10.0(1)

12.25(29)

0

3.0 (2 )

73Ge

5.09(4)

3.19(5)

1.46(29)

14 .8 (4 )

NSe

7.970(9)

7.78(2)

0.31(6)

11 .7 (2 )

76Se

12.2(1)

18.22(29)

0

8 5 (7 )

<7abs (@ 1-798

A)

Table 4.1 : Neutron scattering lengths and cross-sections for the elements and isotopes, calcu
lated for the correct isotopic enrichments (Sears[26]). The statistical errors are given in brackets.

The cross-sections of the three samples, calculated from the above parameters,
are summarised in table 4.2.

0free,sc

Sample

== 0free,coh H” 0free,inc

q

Cabs
(@ A = 1.798

A)

= 0free,sc

total

A

Oabs ( @A)

[bam]

[bam]

[bam]

NGeNSe

8.23(4)

6.95(10)

2.73(4)

70GeNSe

10.17(15)

7.35(14)

2.88(6)

73Ge76Se

11.44(20)

49.9(3.5)

19.6(1.4)

Table 4 .2 : Cross-sections of the samples. Here A = 0.7051 A is the wavelength of the incident
neutrons.

The number density of the sample used in the analysis and for the calculation
of the coordination numbers is 0.0387(2)

A-3, taken

from Ruska & Thurn[4]. It

corresponds to mass density values of 4.870 gcm“ 3, 4.784 gem-3 and 4.782 gem-3
for NGeNSe, 70GeNSe and 73Ge76Se respectively.
Total structure fa cto rs :
Each to tal structure factor F ( Q ) comprises three partial structure factors,
F ( Q ) = A [ S GeGe(Q) - 1] + B [ S CeSe(Q) - 1] + C [ S SeSe(Q) ~ 1]

where A = c^e6^e, B = 2cGecsJ)Gebse and C = c | eb2Se.

(4-1)

These weighting factors

together with the low-r limits and sum-rule relations of the three F (Q )’s are sum
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marised in table 4.3. The low-r limits and sum-rule relations are calculated using
G(0) = - ( A + B + C )

(4.2)

and
/»00

/

0

F{Q) Q 2 dQ = 2r n 0G(O)

(4.3)

J o

respectively. The corresponding real-space functions,, the total pair distribution
functions G(r), are obtained from equation 4.1 by substituting the Sa/?(Q) by the
partial pair distribution functions ga/?(r).
A

B

C

G(0)

sum-rule

[bam]

[barn]

[barn]

|barn]

[bam /A 3]

NGeNSe

0.1675(8)

0.3262(9)

0.1588(4)

-0.6525(13)

-0.4984(10)

70GeNSe

0.250(5)

0.399(4)

0.1588(4)

-0.807(6)

-0.617(3)

73Ge76Se

0.0648(10)

0.311(4)

0.372(6)

-0.747(7)

-0.571(3)

Sample

Table 4 .3 : Weighting coefficients, low-r limits G(0), and sum-rule relations. The statistical
errors are given in brackets.

F ir s t order d iffe re n c e fu n ctio n :
By forming the first order difference function, AGe(Q), many systematic errors can
be eliminated (e.g. Salmon et al.[27] and section 3.4). Therefore it is advisable to
use it as an additional criterion for checking the data self-consistency, even when the
full set of partial structure factors can be obtained by solving the m atrix equation
(see section 2.12). By using the %F(Q) and 7^F (Q ) to ta l structure factors, the
Se-Se correlations can be eliminated,
A Ge(Q )/b a rn

=

™F(Q) - £ F(Q)

= 0.083(5) [SoeGe(Q) - 1] + 0.072(4) [ W ( Q ) - 1]

(4.4)

The real-space function corresponding to A c e{Q) *s denoted by A Gce{r) a11^ is
obtained by replacing the Sap(Q) by the partial pair distribution functions gap(r )
in the above equation. The low-r limit, AG?gc(0)) ls given by
A G Ge(0) =
=

- [cU b 2 (70 Ge) - b2 (NGe)] + 2cCecSe6Se[6(70Ge) - 5(wGe)]]
-0 .1 5 5 (7 ) barn

(4.5)
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and the sum-rule by
27r2noAGce(O) = - 0.118(5) b a m /A 3 .

(4.6)

P a rtia l structure fa c to r s :
The Faber Ziman partial structure factors are obtained by inverting the system of
linear equations defined by the total structure factors (see section 2.12):

SGeGe(Q) ~ 1
S gcSc(Q) ~ 1
$SeSe(Q) — 1

-

-45(17)

33(12)

5.3(2.0)

38(14)

-23.8(8.8)

-6.0(2.2)

-23.7(8.8)

14.1(5.2)

6.8(2.6)

’

$ ff« )

'

7n °F(Q)

The conditioning of these equations is given by the determ inant of the normalised
weighting factor m atrix |An| = —0.02. Therefore th e set of simultanious equa
tions for GeSe is b etter conditioned than for GeSe2 (section 6.1.3 and Penfold &
Salm on[ll]).
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Total structure factors
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F ig u re 4.2: The measured total structure factors for crystalline a) LT-NGeNSe at 617(2) °C and
b) HT-NGeNSe at 662(2) °C. Each peak in a) generally comprises reflections from several different
planes and the h k l indices are therefore not given. The peaks in b) correspond only to reflections
having even-numbered h kl values since b(NGe) « b(NSe) (see Wiedemeier & Siemers[9]). The
small peak at « 2.91 A-1 arises from the vanadium heater.

The diffraction patterns measured for crystalline NGeNSe are shown in figure 4.2.
The Bragg peaks were indexed and the structures were found to be fully consistent
w ith those previously measured for the low tem perature (LT) (Okazaki[29], Kannewurf et al.[30], D u tta & Jeffrey[10], Hulliger[31]) and high tem perature (HT)
(W iedemeier & Siemers[9]) phases of GeSe. The existence of a structural phase
transition to a normal NaCl-type structure prior to melting is therefore confirmed
(Petri et al.[28]). The fractional volume change (V' —V )/V is 0.5 % for the solid
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to solid phase transition and 9 % for the melting transition (Ruska & Thurn[4],
W iedemeier & Siemers[9]), where V ’ and V denote the volumes for tem peratures
ju st above and below the transition of interest.
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Figure 4.3: The measured total structure factors n F(Q), n°F(Q) and t|F (Q ) for molten GeSe
at 727(2) °C. The bars represent the statistical errors on the data points and the thin solid curves
are the Fourier back transforms of the corresponding real-space functions obtained after setting
the unphysical low-r oscillations to their calculated limiting value, G(0). The thick solid curve
represents the previously measured

n F(Q)

by Salmon & Liu[13].

The measured total structure factors are shown in figure 4.3 together with the
Fourier back transforms of the corresponding real-space functions obtained after
the unphysical oscillations have been set to their calculated lim iting value (see table
4.3). The good overall agreement between the d ata and back transform at all de
values indicates th a t the d a ta correction procedure has been properly undertaken
(see Salmon &; Benmore[32]). Our measured n F(Q ) *s found to be in excellent
agreement for Q > 1 A w ith th a t previously measured by Salmon & Liu[13] using
the LAD instrum ent at th e ISIS pulsed neutron source, shown as the thick solid
curve in figure 4.3. The discrepancy at lower Q-values may be attrib u ted to the
difficulty in making the background correction at low angles to the LAD data.
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If only th e to ta l structure factors are considered, the small pre-peak at

« 1.10 A-1

m ight be identified as a small first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP),

corresponding to an interm ediate range atomic ordering (IRO) in real-space. Since
it is more pronounced in ™F(Q) and jjF(Q) than in 7 gF(Q) it is anticipated to
be associated w ith Ge correlations, which have a higher weighting for 70GeNSe and
NGeNSe. This pre-peak is discussed in more detail in section 4.4.3. The oscillations
in the three to ta l structure factors are strongly dam ped a t higher-Q, and at the
maximum measured Q value of 16.75 A-1 they are no longer visible.
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Figure 4.4: The measured total pair distribution functions fjG(r), N°G(r) and 7 gG(r). The solid
curves are the real-space representations of the F(Q)’s given in figure 4.3. The dotted curves for
r < 2.1 A show the corresponding unphysical low-r oscillations.
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2nd peak

3rd peak

3.5(3)

3.74(2)

5.84(2)

2.51(2)

3.5(3)

3.75(2)

5.81(2)

2.50(2)

3.1(3)

3.74(2)

5.82(2)

1st peak

n Ge

[A]

2.09 < r [A] < 3.04 or 2.98

NGeNSe

2.51(2)

70GeNSe
73Ge76Se

sample

Table 4 .4 : Peak positions in the total pair distribution functions, rig® is calculated assuming
only Ge-Se nearest neighbours for r < 3.04 A in NGeNSe and 70GeNSe and for r < 2.98 A in
73Ge76Se.

The corresponding total real-space functions are given in figure 4.4. Each of
them has well defined first and second peaks. The first peak can be identified with
Ge-Se correlations on the basis of a comparison with the crystal structures of both
LT- and HT-GeSe, although the nearest neighbour distance is greater in HT-GeSe
(details will be given in section 4.5). The second peak must contain a large contri
bution from Se-Se correlations, as it shows the highest intensity for the 73Ge76Se
sample where the Se-Se correlations have their largest weighting. The peak posi
tions in the to tal pair distribution functions and the nearest neighbour coordination
number, n§,, obtained assuming no homopolar bonding, are summarised in table
4.4.

4.4.2

F irst order difference functions

The first order difference function A ce(Q)

=

n

F(Q)

~

n

F(Q) is illustrated by the

error bars in figure 4.5 and shows th at there is a significant contrast between jjF(Q)
and n°F(Q) (Petri et al.[28]). It agrees very well over the whole measured Q-range
with the Fourier back transform, given by the thin solid curve. A spline fit to
Aoe(Q) is shown by the thick solid curve. A very small pre-peak is found again at

1.10(2) A"1.
The corresponding real-space function is shown as an inset in figure 4.5. The
dotted curve corresponds to the Fourier transform of the error bars, the solid
curve to the Fourier transform of the spline fitted data set with the unphysical
oscillations set to their theoretical value (equation 4.5). A G ceW oscillates about
the correct A G ce(O ) value and integration of the first peak at 2.51(2)
range 2.09 <

r[A]

< 3.04 yields

A over the

= 3.9(2) which is significantly less than the
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Figure 4.5: First order difference function in Q- and r-space (inset). The error bars represent
^Ge(Q) = n° F(Q) —n F(Q), the thin solid curve is the Fourier back transform of AGGe(r), after
the unphysical low-r oscillations have been removed, and the thick solid curve shows a spline fit
to Ace(Q)- The dotted curve illustrating AGce(r) is the real-space function corresponding to the
error bars and the solid curve corresponds to the spline fitted data set with the low-r oscillations
set to AGce(O).

value of 6 found in HT-GeSe and larger than the value of 3 found in LT-GeSe. If
only Ge-Se correlations contribute to the first peak region then integration of either
G(r) or AGoe(r) over the same range 2.09 < r[A] < 3.04 should give an identical
coordination num ber. However, a larger n ^ value is obtained from A G Ge(r) than
from G (r), i.e. 3.9(2) cf. 3.5(3) (see table 4.4). This discrepancy can be rationalised
by assuming the existence of Ge-Ge homopolar bonds. The Ge-Ge correlations have
a higher weighting in A G ce(r) than in G(r) (equations 4.1 and 4.4), the ratio of
the

gG eG e(r) : gG eS e(r)

coefficients is 1.152 for A G Ge(r), 0.513 for JjG(r) and 0.627 for

N°G(r). Hence if n^® is fixed a t a value of three, a coordination num ber n |ee = 0.8(2)
is obtained from all three real-space functions (Petri et al.[28]).
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4.4.3

Partial structure factors
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Figure 4.6: The experimental partial structure factors SGeGe(Q)5 SceSe(Q) and SseSe(Q) for
molten GeSe. The bars represent the statistical errors on the data points, the dotted curves show
the Fourier back transforms, and the solid curves are the smoothed Sa/j(Q) (see text).

Figure 4.6 shows the Faber-Ziman partial structure factors Sa;g(Q) by the error
bars, obtained directly from equation 4.7. The Sa/fl(Q) satisfy th e sum-rule and
inequality relations (Edwards et al. [33]) and their agreement w ith th e Fourier back
transform s of the gap{r) after the unphysical oscillations have been set to the ga/?(0)
value, is excellent (see the dotted curves). The cubic spline fits to SceGe(Q) and
SceSe (Q) are also shown in figure 4.6 by the thick solid curves. The thick solid curve

for SseSe(Q) was obtained by making a cubic spline fit to the d ata, Fourier trans
forming to real-space, setting the unphysical negative going region between 2.64 A
and 3.01

A

to gseSe(O), and back-transforming to reciprocal-space. An unphysical

negative region after the first peak in

g se S e (r)

has been found before for different

samples. For example in liquid CuSe the Se-Se partial pair distribution function
shows a negative peak a t 2.80 A (Barnes & Enderby[17]) and a sim ilar peak at
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F igu re 4.7: The partial pair distribution functions for molten GeSe at 727(2) °C obtained from
the Sa/j(Q) shown in figure 4.6. The broken curves are the Fourier transforms of the unsmoothed
Sq/j (Q) and the solid curves are the Fourier transforms of the smoothed Sa/?(Q) with the low-r
oscillations set to the SQ^(0) limit.

the same value of r has also been found for liquid NiSe2, where the Se-Se partial
structure factor was directly measured by the use of zero-scattering nickel (Enderby & Barnes[34]). These negative peaks could not be traced to any identifiable
system atic or random errors.
Unlike the to tal structure factors, both the spline fitted partial structure factors
and those obtained by th e direct inversion of the to tal structure factors show no
FSDP. The small pre-peak observed in the to tal structure factors and in the first
order difference function, is therefore anticipated to originate from the interference
of the partial structure factors in the 1.1 A-1 region, see figure 4.8. The like-atom
partial structure factors show strongly damped oscillations and little structure after
the third peaks.
It is seen from figure 4.7 th a t the ga^(r) oscillate about the correct low-r limit
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and there is no trace of a peak at the Si-0 bond length of 1.6 A, which would arise
from an incorrect silica container correction (Barnes et al.[35]).
Homopolar Ge-Ge and Se-Se bonds occur in molten GeSe as represented by the
low-r peaks in gGeGe(r) and gseSeM- These peaks are considered to be real since
their removal, by setting them equal to the limiting value of ga/?(r) = 0, leads to
a detrim ental agreement between the corresponding Sap(Q) and the Fourier back
transform of the resultant ga^(r)'s (see the x 2 values given in table 4.5). A sum
mary of the mean atomic distances and coordination numbers obtained from the
ga^(r) is given in table 4.6.

x2

X2

homopolar bonds incl.

homopolar bonds excl.

SGeGe(Q)

15.1

272.8

SseSe(Q)

36.1

94.4

Table 4.5 : Comparison of the x2 values for the Sa/j(Q) and the back transform of the cor
responding ga/?(r) after the unphysical low-r oscillations have been set to their theoretical limits
when homopolar bonds are present and when they are removed. The values were obtained from
the unsmoothed partial pair distribution functions and the number of data points is 331.

1st peak
position

ng

[A]

integration

2nd peak

range

position

[A]

[A]

integration

n0

range

[A]

gGeGe(r)
a)

2.44(2)

0.7(1)

1.96 - 2.85

3.76(2)

7.4(3)

2.85 - 4.85

b)

2.36(2)

0.8(1)

1.96 - 2.91

3.81(2)

7.4(3)

2.91 - 4.85

gGeSeOO
a)

2.53(2)

3.3(1)

2.15-3.10

» 3.2W

1.6(3)W

3.10 - 3.80<*)

b)

2.54(2)

3.2(2)

2.15-3.10

» 3.5W

2.1(2)W

3.10 - 3.93W

gSeSe(r)
a)

2.35(2)

0.23(5)

2.02 - 2.58

3.74(2)

8.6(3)

2.95 - 4.85

b)

2.34(2)

0.22(3)

1.90 - 2.64

3.76(2)

8.6(3)

3.01 - 4.85

Table 4.6 : Peak positions in ga/?(r), coordination numbers and integration ranges for the
partial pair distribution functions. The integration ranges in

g se S e (r)

are discontinuous because

of the negative going region after the first peak. W Corresponds to the first shoulder in
a) ga /3 (r) unsmoothed, b) ga/?(r) from the spline fits.
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together with the neutron weighted Ge-Ge, Ge-Se and Se-Se contributions

(shifted by -0.7). These contributions are added up to reproduce the total structure factor (thick
dashed curve). The reproduction agrees perfectly with the measured total structure factor.

The homo-polar bonding peak positions represent reasonable bonding distances.
For example, the Ge-Ge bonds appear at a distance of 2.36(2)
m ediate between 2.33(3)

A

A

th a t is inter

estim ated for m olten GeSe2 (Penfold & Salm on[ll])

and 2.45 — 2.47 A observed in crystalline or amorphous Ge (Etherington et al.[36],
D alba et al. [37]). Also the Se-Se bond length of 2.34(2)

A

is comparable to th a t

found in liquid and amorphous Se (see e.g. Hohl &; Jones[38]).
to have a first peak at 2.54(2)

A

g G e S e (r )

is found

and a shoulder at « 3.5 A. The first peak gives

a Ge-Se coordination number of 3.2(2), which with the Ge-Ge homopolar bonding
coordination number of 0.8(1) is consistent w ith the results obtained from the first
order difference function, see section 4.4.2.
The to tal structure factor for the NGeNSe sample w ith its contributions from
the individual SQ/g(Q)’s, weighted by the appropriate concentrations and scattering
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lengths (see table 4.3), is shown in figure 4.8. The added up unsmoothed data
sets perfectly reproduce the measured total structure factor including the small
pre-peak at

1.1 A -1

1.1 A-1 .

The spline fitted Sa^(Q) also add-up to give the pre-peak at

which arises from a cancellation effect in the low-Q region from the Faber-

Ziman partial structure factors rather than from a peak in any individual function.
The peaks in the like-atom correlations are in phase over the entire measured Qspace region, and they both contribute towards the high second and third peaks in
For Q < 5 A-1 the Ge-Se correlations are in anti-phase with the like-atom

iJF(Q ).

correlations. The Ge-Se correlations are the only contributions showing oscillations
up to Q >

12 A-1 ,

therefore the oscillations in the to tal structure factor at higher

values of Q are due to these correlations.
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Figure 4.9: G(r) - G(0) for the NGeNSe sample (thick solid curve) drawn together with the
neutron weighted Ge-Ge, Ge-Se and Se-Se correlations (spline fitted data sets).

The contributions of the partial pair distribution functions to $G (r) in realspace are shown in figure 4.9. It is seen th a t the gap{r) functions differ slightly
in their low-r cut off values, see tables 4.4 and 4.6, an artefact of the smoothing
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procedure. The first peak in the total pair distribution function is dominated by
the Ge-Se correlations, but it also comprises the contributions from the Ge-Ge and
Se-Se hom opolar bonds. All three gQ/?(r )’s contribute to the second peak, although
the Ge-Se correlations show a minimum at the position of the peak maximum.
The Ge-Ge correlations do show little structure for r > 5 A. However the Ge-Se
and Se-Se contributions exhibit slight oscillations out to higher-r values.
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F ig u re 4.10: A G ce(r) obtained from the Fourier transform of A c e(Q) shown by the error bars
in figure 4.5 shifted up by —AGoe(O) (thick solid curve) compared with the function built up from
the neutron weighted Ge-Ge and Ge-Se contributions, called AGo*em(r) (thick dashed curve). The
difference, AG q1™(r) —AGce(r), shows that above functions are indistinguishable on the scale of
the plot. (The individual Ge-Ge and Ge-Se contributions are shifted down by 0.2 bam.)

The first order difference function serves as a critical test for th e self-consistency
of the obtained partial structure factors, since several system atic errors are strongly
reduced on its formation, see section 3.4. A comparison of A G ceW , obtained from
the to tal structure factors, with its reconstruction using the p artial pair distribu
tion functions goeGe(r) and gGeSe(r) weighted according to equation 4.4, is shown
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in figure 4.10.

It can be seen from the difference between these two functions

th a t they agree very well. The first peak in AGce(r) is dom inated by the Ge-Se
correlations, but the Ge-Ge homopolar bond contribution cannot be ignored. The
high-r shoulder on gGeSe(r) contributes to the second peak in A G ceW , which arises
predom inantly from the Ge-Ge correlations.

4.5

Comparison w ith the high and low tem pera
ture structures of GeSe

The low tem perature (LT) crystal structure of GeSe is orthorhombic with unit
cell dimensions of ao = 4.387 A, bo = 3.837 A and Co = 10.83 A, the space group
is Djh — Pcm n (e.g. W iedemeier &; Siemers[9]).

The lattice sites are occupied

alternatively by Ge and Se atoms and each atom has three near and in the op
posite direction three further-removed unlike neighbours, leading to a distorted
NaCl structure w ith a sequence of double-layers perpendicular to the c-axis, see
figure 4.11 below.

1

f m
\ i '» / s
V ijo )
©fo—-V........
a
> -%

OSe
• Ge
Figure 4.11: LT-crystal structure of GeSe, viewed down the [c] axis, showing two layers in the
unit cell. The broken lines correspond to the lower layer, the dotted line marks the unit cell.
(Reproduced from Dutta & Jeffrey[10].)

X-ray diffraction studies by Wiedemeier & Siemers[9] suggested th a t th e unit
cell of GeSe approaches cubic symmetry with increasing tem perature, and at
651(5) °C it undergoes a first-order phase transform ation to a normal NaCl-type
structure, the high tem perature (HT) crystalline structure of GeSe.
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F igu re 4.12: Partial pair distribution functions obtained from the spline fitted data sets com
pared with the corresponding correlations in the HT and LT crystalline phases of GeSe. The
height of the vertical bars represents the number of the nearest neighbours in the crystal. In
each of the three graphs a vertical bar is given, which corresponds to two neighbours for scaling
purposes.
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Figure 4.12 compares the measured partial structure factors with the corre
sponding environments in the HT and LT crystalline phases. In the liquid

gGeSe(r)

has a first peak a t 2.45(2) A and a shoulder at « 3.5 A (see table 4.6). The first
peak gives a Ge-Se coordination number of 3.2(2) which increases to 5.3(3) if the
shoulder extending from 3.10 A to 3.93 A is included in the integration range. HTGeSe comprises Ge-centred octahedra w ith six Ge-Se bonds at 2.87 A (Wiedemeier
& Siemers[9]) while in LT-GeSe each Ge has 1 Se at 2.56 A and 2 Se at 2.59 A
followed by 2 Se a t 3.32 A and 1 Se at 3.37 A (D utta &; Jeffrey[10]). On melting,
the octahedra of HT-GeSe are therefore disrupted and the first nearest-neighbour
Ge-Se correlations in the melt resemble those in LT-GeSe (Petri et al.[39]).
The homopolar bonds found in liquid GeSe, which have already been discussed
in section 4.4.3, occur in neither of the crystalline phases.
In HT-GeSe, Ge has 12 nearest-neighbour Ge at 4.05 A (Wiedemeier &;
Siemers[9]) while in LT-GeSe these 12 nearest-neighbour Ge are distributed be
tween 3.40 A and 4.73 A (D utta & Jeffrey[10]). On melting, the Ge-Ge coordina
tion environment in HT-GeSe is therefore disrupted to give an average of 0.8(1)
Ge-Ge homopolar contacts together with 7.4(3) Ge-Ge next nearest-neighbours
distributed between 2.91 A and 4.85 A (table 4.6). Furthermore, in HT-GeSe, Se
has 12 nearest-neighbour Se at 4.05 A (Wiedemeier & Siemers[9]) while in LT-GeSe
there are 10 nearest-neighbour Se located between 3.68 A and 4.40 A and two fur
ther Se at 5.74 A (D u tta & Jeffrey[10]). Again the Se-Se coordination environment
in HT-GeSe is disrupted on melting to give an average of 0.22(3) Se-Se homopolar
contacts together w ith 8.6(3) next nearest-neighbours distributed between 3.01 A
and 4.85 A (table 4.6).
Overall, the liquid retains little memory of the HT-GeSe solid phase. Further
more, although both the first nearest-neighbour Ge-Se distance and coordination
number in the m elt are comparable to those in LT-GeSe, Ge is not 3+3 coordinated
to Se, which was suggested by Salmon & Liu[13] from measurements of the total
structure factor, b u t it is fourfold coordinated to 3.2(2) Se and 0.8(1) Ge. The 9 %
volume change on melting is accompanied by a collapse of the cubic close packing
associated with HT-GeSe (Petri et al.[39]).
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4.6

Comparison w ith the structure of molten
CuSe and CuBr

It is interesting to compare the structure of liquid GeSe with th a t of the liquids
CuSe (Barnes & Enderby[17]) and CuBr (Allen &; Howe[18], Saito et a l.[19], Pusztai & McGreevy[20]) for which partial structure factors are also available.

All

three systems contain the same or similar sized electropositive (A = Cu or Ge)
and electronegative species (X = Se or Br) but have somewhat different physical
characteristics.

4

2

0

-4

0

2
4
6
Scattering Vector, Q

8

10

[A"1]

F ig u re 4.13: The S q/j (Q) for liquid GeSe at 727 °C (solid curves), CuSe at 700 °C (dotted
curves) and CuBr at 515 °C (dot-dashed curves). The partial structure factors for CuSe are
taken from Barnes & Enderby[17] and those for CuBr are taken from Pusztai & McGreevy[20].
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CuSe m elts a t ~ 525 °C from a structure wherein two thirds of the Se form
pairs, w ith a characteristic bond length of 2.28 A (Berry[40]), to give a molten
semiconductor w ith a high electrical conductivity of 1240(20) fl-1 cm-1 at 540 °C
(Barnes & Enderby[17]).

By comparison, CuBr melts at 488 °C from a high-

tem perature superionic phase, comprising mobile Cu2+ ions in a bcc-lattice of Br“
ions (Boyce & Huberman[41]), to give a liquid w ith an electrical conductivity of
2.6 CL~l cm-1 a t 527 °C (Janz et al.[42]).

D ista n c e ,

r[A]

Figure 4.14: The ga/?(r) for liquid GeSe at 727 °C (solid curves), CuSe at 700 °C (dotted curves)
and CuBr at 515 °C (dot-dashed curves). The partial structure factors for CuSe are taken from
Barnes & Enderby[17] and those for CuBr are taken from Pusztai & McGreevy[20]. The absence
of homopolar bonds in gxx(r) for CuBr should be noted.

The partial structure factors for the AX melts measured by neutron diffraction
are compared in figure 4.13. All of these liquids were studied using the instrum ent
D4B, set-up in the same configuration, and the Sa/?(Q) therefore have the same Qspace range and resolution function. It is found th a t SAa (Q) and SAx(Q) become
increasingly structured in the order from CuBr to CuSe via GeSe. For example,
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whereas the A-A partial structure factor for CuBr is broad and featureless, th a t for
CuSe comprises well-defined oscillations. Also the ‘Coulomb dip’ at « 1.5 — 2 A-1 ,
an indication of charge ordering in S a x (Q)? is strongly marked in CuSe. The high-Q
oscillations in Sxx(Q) fc>r CuBr are more damped than those for GeSe and CuSe.
In liquid GeSe and CuSe there is clear evidence for both A-A and Se-Se ho
mopolar contacts, whereas in the solid state the only homopolar bonds are the
Se-Se pairs in CuSe. By contrast, there is no evidence for Br-Br contacts in molten
CuBr although short Cu-Cu distances are observed in both the liquid and hightem perature solid phases, in keeping with the relatively high mobility of the Cu+
ions (Pusztai & McGreevy[20]).
The corresponding partial pair distribution functions are compared in fig
ure 4.14 and the interatom ic separations and coordination numbers are summarised
in table 4.7.
rfA

Liquid

r AA [A ]

nA

GeSe

2.36(2)

0.8(1)

3.81(2)

7.4(3)

2.43(2)

0.6(3)

3.62(2)

10(2)

CuSe

CuBrW
CuBrW

2.56(2)

CuBrW

3.0(1)

1.3(2)

Ta x

nx
“A

r XX [A ]

nx
nX

3.2(2)

2.34(2)

0.22(3)

3.76(2)

8.6(3)

2.40(2)

0.6(3)

3.35(2)

10(2)

[A ]

2.54(2)

2.52(3)

5.6(3)

2.43(2)

3.6(5)

3.89(1)

11.1(1)

2.39(2)

2.9(2)

4.01(2)

10.2(4)

2.37(2)

3.1

3.88(3)

11.4

From the work of ^ Allen &: Howe[18],

Pusztai & McGreevy[20] or ^ Salto et al.[19] (from

anomalous X-ray scattering measurements)

Table 4.7 : Interatomic separations and coordination numbers in the molten AX systems.
The ra/j(r) denote the peak maximum positions in the ga/?(r)-

In summary, while short A-A distances occur in all three systems, these nearestneighbour correlations are better resolved for liquid GeSe and CuSe where clearly
defined short ranged Se-Se correlations also occur (Petri et al.[39]).
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4.7

Comparison w ith the structure of molten
G eSe2
0.1 r
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1 0

1 2

Scattering Vector, Q [A-1]
F igu re 4.15: Comparison of the Bhatia Thornton partial structure factors for molten GeSe at
727(2) °C (solid curves) and molten GeSe2 at 784(3) °C (dotted curves). The inset shows the
area around the FSDP in S®c(Q) f°r GeSe2 on an enlarged scale.

The comparison between th e structures of liquid GeSe and GeSe2 is carried out
using the formalism of B h atia &; Thornton (see section 2.10), where the correlations
giving rise to the global stru ctu re of the system are separated from those describing
the chemical ordering (Salmon[43]). The B hatia Thornton partial structure factors
are given in figure 4.15 and the corresponding partial pair distribution functions
are shown in figure 4.16.
In a previous paper by Salmon & Liu[13] the evolution with x of the topology
of the structure in molten G exSei_x was investigated by using neutron diffraction.
Since th e coherent scattering lengths of NGe and NSe are very similar the measured
total structure factors gave S®J(Q) to a good approximation. It was pointed out
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CL

D is ta n c e ,

r[A]

Figure 4.16: The Bhatia Thornton partial pair distribution functions for molten GeSe (solid
curves) compared with those for molten GeSe2 (dotted curves).

th a t the occurrence of a glass forming region with decreasing x is accompanied by
the appearance of a FSDP in S§n(Q )5 be. with the development of a second length
scale associated with interm ediate range atomic correlations (see e.g. Salmon[44]).
The comparison in figure 4.15 confirms this observation. At x = 0.5, i.e. for the
GeSe composition, there is a small FSDP at 1.19(2)

A-1

in S®5(Q). As shown in

section 4.4.3 it arises, however, from a cancellation of the partial structure factors
in this Q-space. There is no FSDP present at x = 0 (Salmon & Liu[13]), but at
x = 1/3 the FSDP develops to be a significant feature.
Furtherm ore, although there is a clearly defined FSD P at 0.95(2)

A-1

in the

measured S®c(Q) for molten GeSe2 (Penfold &; Salm on[ll], Salmon[43]), a feature
which has so far been proven not to be reproducible by ab initio molecular dynamics
methods (see e.g. Massobrio et al.[45] and section 6.7.2), no such feature exists for
molten GeSe.
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Overall, there is an absence of any strong fluctuations on the scale of the inter
m ediate range atomic ordering in molten GeSe.

4.8

Conclusions

• All three Faber-Ziman partial structure factors were successfully separated
from the measured total structure factors.
• The nature of the previously reported solid state phase transition from a
distorted to a normal NaCl-type structure was confirmed.
• The local ordering in liquid GeSe is significantly different to that of either its
high or low tem perature crystalline forms, with homopolar bonds occurring
as prominent features in the molten state.
• There are qualitative similarities with the structure of the molten semicon
ductor CuSe. By comparison, in molten CuBr only short A-A distances with
a broader distribution occur, but homopolar X-X homopolar bonds are not
present.
• The FSDP in S§n (Q) for liquid GeSe is small compared to th at for the net
work melt GeSe2. There is no FSDP in the other Bhatia-Thornton partial
structure factors.
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Chapter 5
The structure of liquid G eSe 2 at
high tem peratures :
A sem iconductor to m etal
transition?
5.1

Introduction and previous work

In this chapter the results of a neutron diffraction study on the structure of the
proto-typical glass forming liquid GeSe2 as a function of increasing tem perature
are presented.
A variety of measurements on liquid GeSe2 give evidence for a breakdown of
the network structure and an eventual semiconductor-metal transition with increas
ing tem perature (Andreev et al.[l]). Haisty & Krebs[2] found th a t the electrical
resistivity decreases strongly with raising tem perature. At high tem peratures of
« 1000 °C the measured specific resistivities indicate a metallic-like electrical con
ductivity of the melt. The measurements of Okada et al.[3] show th a t the conduc
tivity gap in the liquid decreases from 1.4 eV at 750 °C to about zero at 1073 °C
while the electrical conductivity a rises from 0.04 f2_1cm_1 to 90 n ~ 1cm“ 1, but
der/dT remains positive. However Ohno et al.[4] found evidence from their electrical
conductivity measurements th at the density of states at the Fermi-level, N(EF), for
liquid GeSe2 increases rapidly with increasing the tem perature, which corresponds
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to a semiconductor-metal transition. Accompanying these changes in molten GeSe2
is an anomalous density behaviour, namely an increase in the mass density with
tem perature (Ruska &; Thurn[5]), and a reduction in viscosity th a t is much more
rapid than for other Ge-Se liquids (Glazov & Situlina[6], Laugier et al.[7]).
Another glass forming binary network melt th at exhibits a semiconductor-metal
transition with increasing tem perature is As2Se3 (Hosokawa et al.[8],[9], Tamura et
al.[10j). X-ray diffraction studies on the structure of liquid As2Se3 as a function of
tem perature and pressure show a marked change in the measured Bhatia-Thornton
(BT) number-number structure factors, S n n (Q)? th a t are directly measured in the
x-ray diffraction experiment since Z(As) = 33 « Z(Se) = 34, when the semicon
ductor to m etal transition occurs. For example, the first sharp diffraction peak in
S n n (Q )

at « 1.2 A -1 disappears and the second and third peaks merge (Hosokawa

et al.[9]). These changes in the topology of the melt are very similar to the changes
observed in S n n (Q ) for the liquid GexSei_x system as x is increased from zero to
unity and the nature of the electrical conductivity changes from semiconducting to
metallic, see Salmon & Liu [11].
Neutron diffraction experiments by Maruyama et al.[12] on molten GeSe2 at
800 °C and 900 °C demonstrate th a t the first sharp diffraction peak decreases
strongly between these two temperatures, indicating th a t the intermediate range
order breaks down with increasing tem perature. In our experiments we measure the
structure of liquid GeSe2 at 800 °C, 1000 °C and 1100 °C. Since the coherent scat
tering length of germanium boe(8.185 fm) is comparable in magnitude to selenium,
bse(7.970 fm), the measured total structure factors will yield a direct measurement
of the BT partial structure factor, S n n (Q)- Information on the topology of molten
GeSe2 can therefore be obtained at both short and intermediate length scales.

5.2

Sam ple preparation and neutron diffraction
experim ents

Glassy GeSe2 samples were prepared using high purity elemental Ge lumps
(99.9999 %, Aldrich) and Se pellets (99.999 %, Johnson M atthey) following the
procedure outlined in section 4.2, except th at the elements were not sealed in dou
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ble walled silica tubes, as this would have reduced the quench-rate of the samples.
The heating in the rocking furnace followed the same procedure as for the GeSe
samples. However after keeping them at 1000 °C for 48 hours they were cooled
down slowly (1 °C /m in) to 850 °C, where they were left to equilibrate, before being
quenched in an ice/salt-w ater mixture at -5 °C.
The resultant GeSe2 glass was then separated from th e silica tube in a high
purity argon filled glove box and transferred to a cylindrical silica tube of 7 mm
inner diam eter and 1 mm wall-thickness designed for the experiment on LAD. To
reduce the Se vapour pressure and thereby keep the sample composition close to the
stoichiometric composition, the ampoule was sealed under argon gas (99.998 %) a t a
pressure of 0.41 atm after it had been evacuated as usual to approxim ately 10-5 to rr
on the vacuum line. The procedure which was used for sealing the ampoule under
an argon atm osphere followed th a t used by Wasse[13] to seal KC1 — BiCl3 glasses
under chlorine gas, and is described below. The experimental set-up is shown in
figure 5.1.
vacuum line
(glass tubing)

gauge Y

(liquid nitrogen trap & pump system, see chapter 4.2)
>
cylinder head
valve D vajve a
regulator & valve
valve C
section X /
(stainless steel tube with
glass to metal connection)

argon gas
cylinder

IS.I valve B
graded seal
valve (Young’s tap)
silica ampoule
with sample

Figure 5.1: Sketch of the set-up used to seal the GeSe2 sample under an argon atmosphere.
W hen the silica ampoule with the sample is connected all valves are closed.
The glass tubing is then evacuated using the rotary and diffusion pum p system
of the vacuum line by opening valves C and D. W hen th e vacuum is better than
10-5 torr, valve B is opened and the sample is evacuated to approximately the
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same pressure. Then the sample is isolated by closing valve B, and the vacuum
line by closing valves C and D.
Argon gas is conducted from the cylinder into section X and valve A is opened.
The pressure of the argon is measured with the analogue gauge Y. When an argon
atmosphere of approximately 1 atm is measured, the valve on the cylinder head
and valve A are closed. In the glass tubing remains a mixture of argon and the air
th a t could not be evacuated from section X before.
The argon/air gaseous mixture is evacuated with the rotary and diffusion pump
system to 10-5 to rr by opening valves C and D.
The above two steps are repeated three times to purge the remaining air out of
the system.
Argon is finally administered into the system as described above to a pressure of
0.5 atm , and valve B is opened, conducting argon into the silica ampoule containing
the sample. The argon pressure decreases to 0.41 atm , and the sample is sealed off
under this argon atmosphere.
The argon pressure was such th a t at the high tem peratures of the neutron
diffraction experiment, 800 °C, 1000 °C and 1100 °C, the pressure of the argon
above the sample was estimated to be 1.56 atm , 1.82 atm and 1.94 atm respectively,
assuming a negligible solubility of argon in the liquid. By considering the GeSe2
sample at 1100 °C to be a system of two non-interacting liquids in equilibrium
with Se2 dimers in the gas phase, a ratio of 1 Ge: 1.95 Se is estimated for the
melt by using the vapour pressures for pure Ge and Se (Weast[14]). The actual
stoichiometry is anticipated to be much closer to 1 Ge: 2 Se owing to the Ge-Se
bonding and the presence of the argon gas overpressure.
The neutron diffraction experiments were carried out at the Rutherford Apple
ton Laboratory on the LAD diffractometer. The complete experiment comprised
the measurement of the diffraction patterns for the molten GeSe2 sample ( « 6.4 g)
in the silica ampoule in the heater at three tem peratures (800(3) °C, 1000(3) °C
and 1100(3) °C), an empty silica ampoule of the same dimensions as the one con
taining the sample in the heater at 778(3) °C and 1000(3) °C, a 8.37 mm diameter
vanadium rod in the heater at room tem perature for the data normalisation, and
the em pty heater with nothing placed at the sample position to perform the back-
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ground corrections. The ‘Leicester’ furnace served as the heater and it is shown
schematically in figure 5.2.
vanadium furnace
/ element

two V heat shields

neutron
beam!
vanadium window
water-cooled A1
vacuum chamber

silica ampoule contained
in thin walled V sleeve

thermocouples

Top View

Front View

Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of the ‘Leicester’ furnace used in the LAD experiment.
The silica cells were supported by a thin vanadium sheath, which conserved
their shape a t the relatively high tem peratures th a t were used. The sample was
fully illum inated at all tem peratures by a rectangular beam, 35 mm high and 40 mm
wide.
The scattering lengths and cross-sections for Ge and Se are summarised in table
5.1.

Element

b

^free,coh

(-Tfree,inc

[fm]

[barn]

[barn]

[barn]

Ge

8.185(20)

8.19(4)

0.18(7)

2.20(4)

Se

7.970(9)

7.78(2)

0.31(6)

11.7(2)

(Tabs (@ 1-798

A)

T able 5.1 : Scattering lengths and cross-sections of Ge and Se taken from Sears[15]. Their
statistical errors are given in brackets.

The

wavelength

dependence

of

the

total

cross-sections

<jtotal(A)

=

tf'free.sc + 0abs(A) for the GeSe 2 sample is shown in fig. 5.3 and was calculated as
suming £7abs oc A.
The measured to ta l structure factors, F(Q ), can be w ritten either as a linear
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Figure 5.3: Calculated crtotal(A) = crfree.sc + ^abs(A) for glassy GeSe2 combination of th e Faber-Ziman partial structure factors,

F(Q)/5arn

=

0 . 0 7 4 4 ( 4 ) [ 5 Ge G e ( Q ) - l ] + 0 . 2 8 9 9 ( 8 ) [ 5 G e 5 e ( < 3 ) - l ] + 0 . 2 8 2 3 ( 6 ) [ 5 5 c s e ( Q ) - l ]

(5.1)

or as a linear combination of the B hatia-Thornton (BT) partial structure factors
(section 2.10),

<b>

2

[S n n { Q )

=

— 1] + c G eC s e ( Ab ) 2/ <

b

> 2

ScciQ) _ ^
CGe^Se

+ 2Ab/

<

b

>

[ S n n ( Q ) ~ 1] + 1.6(3) * 10

=

S n c (Q)
-4

ScciQ) _ 1
0.2222

(5.2)

+ 0.054(5)5^rc(Q),

and the to tal pair distribution function follows from the Fourier transform relation,

< b >2

=
=

fX
Q sin(Qr)dQ
2ir2n0r Jo < b > 2
K '
v '
[9NN(r) - 1] + 1.6(3) * 10-4 <7cc(r ) + cGecSe • 0.054(5)&vcM

7- ^ —

where ca and ba denote the atomic fraction and coherent scattering length of chemi
cal species a , Ab = bGe — &Se> < b > = cGebGe + Csebse and the BT pair distribution
functions, g ^ ( r ) , gNc(r) and gcc(r)> are defined by equation 2.71. From the above
equation it can be seen th a t the B hatia-Thornton number-number partial structure
factor, Snn(Q )3 accounts for 95 % of the to tal structure factor, i.e. the contributions
from the other partial structure factors can, to first order, be neglected.
The m elting point of GeSe2 is a t 742(2) °C (Ipser et al.[16]). The mass densities
for molten GeSe2 a t 800 °C and 1000 °C were taken from Ruska & Thurn[5]. The
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mass density at 1100 °C was obtained by an extrapolation of the density values
given by Ruska &; Thurn. These densities, the number densities, and the low-r lim
its, G (0) = < b > 2 and sum-rule parameters (27r2noG(0)) at the three tem peratures
are summarised in table 5.2.
G(0)

sum-rule

[g/cm3]

no
[A-3]

[barn]

[barn/A3]

800 °C

3.974(5)

0.0312(2)

-0.6467(11)

-0.3976(7)

1000 °C

4.050(5)

0.0317(2)

-0.6467(11)

-0.4052(7)

1100 °C

4.102(5)

0.0322(2)

-0.6467(11)

-0.4104(7)

Temperature

P

Table 5 .2 : Sample parameters at the different temperatures.
LAD comprises 14 groups of detectors with differing instrum ental resolution
functions (see section 3.2.3). The final total structure factors, F(Q), were con
structed by merging all those diffraction patterns from the different groups th a t
showed good agreement, see table 5.3.
20 [°]

±5

±10

±20

±35

±60

±90

±150

Resolution

11

6

2.8

1.7

1.2

0.8

0.5

Q-range for

0.5-3

0.5-6.5

1.6-8

2-13

2.3-25

4-30

10-30

800 °C [A"1]

0.5-1.1

1.9-3.9

1.5-10

2-8.7

2.3-13.6

3.9-9

10.1-30

Q-range for

0.5-3

0.5-6.5

1.6-5.9

2-13

2.3-25

4-30

10-30

1000 ° c [A-1]

0.5-1.1

1.5-10

2.1-8.7

2.4-13.6

3.9-9

20-30

Q-range for

0.5-3

1.6-10.5

2-13

2.3-26

4-18.5

13-19

1100 ° c [A -1]

0.5-0.75

1.5-10

2.1-8.7

2.4-26

3.9-26

12.5-30

AQ /Q [%]

0.5-6.5

Table 5.3 : Contributions of the different detector banks to the total structure factor at the
three temperatures. The top and bottom lines for each temperature correspond to the left-handside and right-hand-side detector banks of the instrument respectively, see figure 3.2.

The d a ta analysis followed the procedure described in section 3.3.2 and was
performed using the ATLAS suite of programs (Soper et al.[17]). It was checked
th a t the resultant F (Q )’s tend to the correct high-Q limit and obey the sum-rule
relations (Salmon & Benmore[18]).

In order to obtain good overall agreement

between the measured data and the back Fourier transform of the corresponding
real-space functions after the unphysical low-r oscillations have been set to their
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calculated lim its, effective number densities of 0.92 * n0 and 0.85 * n0 had to be
used in the d a ta analysis procedure for the 1000 °C and 1100 °C d ata respectively.
This is a typical problem associated with high-tem perature experiments (see e.g.
Salmon [19]).

5.3

Total structure factors

The measured to tal structure factors for the three tem peratures are shown in fig
ure 5.4. The bars represent the statistical errors on each d a ta point of F(Q) and
the sm ooth solid curves correspond to a cubic spline fit to Q * F(Q).
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Figure 5.4: Total structure factors for molten GeSe2 at 800 °C, 1000 °C and 1100 °C. The bars
represent the statistical errors on the data points and the solid curves are the smoothed F(Q)’s
obtained by using a cubic spline fit to the data points weighted by Q.

W ith increasing tem perature marked changes occur to th e FSDP (indicated by
arrows in figure 5.4): it decreases in height and shifts to higher-Q values. Also the
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ratio of the third to the second peak intensity decreases. All these changes will be
discussed in detail in the next chapter.
The d a ta sets are truncated at a maximum Q-value of

Qmax =

20 A-1, where

for the 1000 °C and 1100 °C data sets the high-Q oscillations are fully damped.
4

3
1100 C (+ 3 b)

2

1000°C (+ 1 .5 b)

1

0
800 °C

1

0

2

6

4

8

10

Distance r [A]
Figure 5.5: Total pair distribution functions for molten GeSe2 - The dotted curves correspond
to the Fourier transforms of the error bars in figure 5.4, and the solid curves to the Fourier
transforms of the smoothed data sets. Additionally the unphysical low-r oscillations have been
set to their theoretical G(0) limits.

The G (r)’s for all three tem peratures have the same overall profiles, a sharp
first peak followed by a broad second peak. W ith increasing tem perature the first
peak decreases in height and broadens, but there is little change in its position.
It is seen from figure 5.5 th a t the silica container correction has been performed
properly since for the 800 °C and 1000 °C d ata sets (dotted curves) no peak is
observed a t the S i-0 bond distance of 1.6 A (see e.g. Barnes et al.[20]). Additionally
it was checked th a t the small negative going peak at « 1.6 A in the 1100 °C d a ta set
is not due to the subtraction of too much silica. Reducing the container correction
by 10 % did not influence this peak.
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5.4

B hatia-T hornton

num ber-num ber

partial

stru cture factors
The measured Bhatia-Thornton number-number partial structure factors,

Sn n (Q )5

as obtained from equation 5.2 by assuming A = B = 0, are shown in figure 5.6. The
data, illustrated by the error bars, are obtained by using the smoothed data sets
shown in figure 5.4. The d ata agrees very well w ith its Fourier back transform over
the whole Q-range for th e 800 °C measurement. The agreement is slightly poorer
for the 1000 °C and 1100 °C data, mainly in the region between 2 < Q[A-1] < 8.
It is seen th a t when the tem perature is increased the height of the FSDP
decreases markedly. Its position Qx moves from 0.99(1) A-1 to 1.05(1) A-1 via
1.02(1) A-1 and its full width at half-maximum A Q i, as measured on making
the peak symmetrical by reflecting its low-Q p art about Qi (see dotted curves
in figure 5.6), increases from 0.43(1) A-1 to 0.51(1) A-1 via 0.50(1) A"1. At the
same time the third peak becomes smaller relative to the second and the highQ oscillations become increasingly damped, consistent with a broadening of the
distribution of nearest-neighbours in real-space.

Similar trends with increasing

tem perature have also been observed for liquid As2 Se3 from x-ray diffraction ex
periments (Hosokawa et al.[9]). The parameters describing the estimated numbernumber partial structure factors, including the measured

S n n (Q )

for molten GeSe2

at 784(3) °C (Penfold &: Salmon[21]) and molten GeSe at 727(2) °C (section 4.7
and Petri et al.[22]), are summarised in table 5.4.
Liquid

GeSe2

GeSe

Qi
Q2

Qi
Q2

Q2

Sn n (Q2)

Sn n ( Q i )
S n n (Q2)

S n n (Q s )
S n n (Q2)

S n n (Q4)
S n n (Q2)

2.02(2)

0.49

1.75

2.80

1.14(1)

0.67

1.24

1.00

800

2.03(1)

0.49

1.73

2.81

1.10(1)

0.63

1.24

1.03

1000

2.13(1)

0.48

1.64

2.66

1.07(1)

0.47

1.18

1.04

1100

2.22(1)

0.47

1.57

2.58

1.10(1)

0.38

1.09

0.99

727

2.23(1)

0.53

1.57

2.51

1.32(1)

0.19

098

0.86

T

q2

[°C]

[A-1]

784

Table 5.4 :

Parameters describing Snn(Q«) for molten GeSe2 and GeSe, where Q€

(e = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ) gives the maximum for peak e.

The corresponding B T number-number partial pair distribution functions are
shown in figure 5.7.

The parameters describing the first and second nearest103
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F ig u re 5.6: The measured Snn(Q) = F(Q )/ < b > 2 +1 for liquid GeSe2 at 800 °C, 1000 °C
and 1100 °C. The bars represent the statistical errors on the data points and the thin solid curve
shows the corresponding Fourier back transforms after the unphysical low-r oscillations in gNN(r)
(figure 5.7) have been set to their theoretical limit. The chained curve superimposed on the lower
data set gives Snn(Q) for molten GeSe2 at 784 °C (Penfold & Salmon[21]). The FSDPs, defined
by the symmetrisation of the peaks about their maximum are indicated by the dotted curves.
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Figure 5.7: The measured gNN(r) for molten GeSe2 at 800 °C, 1000 °C and 1100 °C as obtained
by Fourier transforming the Snn(Q) shown in figure 5.6. The unphysical low-r oscillations about
the gNN (0) limits are shown by the broken curves. The chained curve superimposed on the lower
data set gives gNN(r) for liquid GeSe2 at 784(3) °C (Penfold & Salmon[21]).

neighbours are summarised in table 5.5 together with th e corresponding quantities
for the measured gNN(r) for molten GeSe2 at 784(3) °C (Penfold & Salmon[21])
and molten GeSe at 727(2) °C (section 4.7 and Petri et al.[22]).

The ri and n (see equation 3.27) values are in accordance with those measured
for GeSe 2 in the tem perature range from 800 to 900 °C by M aruyama et al.[12].
It is found th a t although there is a notable broadening of the first two peaks
(see figure 5.8) with increasing tem perature, neither their position nor the average
coordination number n change within the experimental error.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the measured gNN(r) for molten GeSe2 at 800 °C, 1000 °C and
1100 °C to illustrate the broadening of the first two peaks.

Liquid

GeSe2

GeSe

T

ri

[°C]

[A]

784

2.38(2)

1.609

2.8(1)

2.02(1)-2.95(1)

800

2.38(2)

1.605

2.7(1)

1.90(l)-2.95(2)

1000

2.40(2)

1.596

2.7(1)

1.90(1)-3.01(2)

1100

2.40(2)

1.608

2.6(1)

2.09(1)-3.01(2)

727

2.52(2)

1.452

3.5(3)

2.09(2)-3.04(2)

r2/ r i

n

Integration
range [A]

T able 5.5 : Interatomic distances and coordination numbers for molten GeSe2 and GeSe,
where ri and T2 give the positions of the first and second nearest-neighbours in gNN(r). The
coordination numbers n were obtained by integrating over the first peak in gNN(r) to the first
minimum.
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5.4.1

D iscussion and com parison w ith isotopic su b stitu tion
results for m olten G eSe 2 at 784 °C

The number-number partial structure factor S n n (Q ) measured by a full partial
structure factor analysis of molten GeSe2 at 784(3) °C (Penfold & Salmon[21]) is
compared in figure 5.6 with th at at 800(3) °C derived from the present work. The
overall profiles of the functions are comparable, the sharper peaks in the 784 °C
measurement corresponding to a lower liquid tem perature.
The limitations of the approximation A = B = 0 in equation 5.2 is most readily
noticed in real-space as shown in figure 5.7 where gNN(r) at 784 °C is compared with
the approximate gNN(r) a t 800 °C. The latter is found to be higher in the regions
around the first peak at 2.38(2) A and the first minimum at 2.94(3)
in the region around the second peak at 3.82(2)

A.

A

and lower

These discrepancies can be as

cribed to the finite value of B in equation 5.2 which gives an additional contribution
to G(r) from the number-concentration partial pair distribution function

gN c(r)>

the Fourier transform of S n c (Q)- From equation 2.71 it can be seen th at

g N c (r)

has additional positive contributions from
contribution from

gseS e(r).

gGeSe(r)

and

gGeGe(r)

and a negative

The discrepancies in figure 5.7 can thereby be ratio

nalised since the strongest real-space features are the first main peaks in gGeSeW?
gG«Ge(r) and

gseSe(r)

at 2.42(2) A, « 3.3 A and 3.80(2) A respectively (Penfold h

Salmon[21]). However, the overall level of agreement between the measured and
estimated gNN(r) functions shows th at the approximation made in the present work
is good to a first order and reveals where the second order effects appear (Petri et
al.[23]).
If it assumed th a t the first peak in each of the G(r) functions comprises Ge-Se
correlations alone, then mean coordination numbers Hq® of 3.9(1), 4.0(2) and 3.9(2)
are obtained for 800 °C, 1000 °C and 1100 °C respectively. These results suggest
th at GeSe4/2 tetrahedra remain the dominant structural motifs at all three temper
atures. They are, however, larger than the value n|® = 3.6(3) obtained from the
measured

gGeSe(r)

for liquid GeSe2 at 784(3) °C, which is consistent with the pres

ence of homopolar bonds (Penfold &; Salmon[21]). Unfortunately no information
about the development of the homopolar bonds with tem perature can be obtained
from our measurements since the Faber-Ziman partial structure factors are not
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available.
There is no evidence for an increase in the coordination number from four to
six w ith increasing tem perature and density in contrast with an earlier deduction
based on several of the physico-chemical properties of GeSe2 (Ruska & Thurn[5]).
Rather, the density increase results from a breakdown of the intermediate range
atomic ordering of the network melt with increasing tem perature as evidenced by
the changes in the FSD R This feature has a dominant contribution from the Ge-Ge
correlations (Penfold & Salmon[21]) and the shift in its position to higher-Q values
implies a reduction in the periodicity 27r/Qi of the corresponding density fluctu
ations. The decrease in its height implies a reduction in the magnitude of these
fluctuations and the increase in its width implies a reduction in the coherence length
from 27r/Qi = 14.6(3) Aa t 800 °C to 12.4(3) Aat 1100 °C (Salmon[24]). Thus, al
though the changes in height and position of the FSDP axe comparatively small
between the glass at low tem perature and the liquid above its melting point (Susman et al.[25]), substantial changes are clearly apparent as the liquid tem perature
is raised.

5.4.2

C om parison w ith th e neutron diffraction results for
G eSe

The observed trend in the profiles of

S n n (Q )

and

gN N (r)

for liquid

G eSe2

with

increasing tem perature strongly resembles th at observed in the liquid phase as
germanium is added to GeSe2 to form GeSe (Salmon & Liu[ll]). For example, the
FSDP disappears with increasing germanium content, the second peak in

S n n (Q )

becomes comparable in height to the third peak and the first peak in gNN(r) undergo
a strong reduction in height. The measured

S n n (Q )

and

gN N (r)

functions for liquid

GeSe at 727(2) °C (section 4.7 and Petri et al.[22]) are compared with those for
GeSe2 a t 1100 °C in figure 5.9. The similarity is not anticipated to result from a
significant loss of selenium from the melt in the present work, see section 5.2.
Several of the physico-chemical properties of liquid GeSe2 at high temperatures
are similar to those for liquid GeSe at a somewhat lower tem perature. For exam
ple, the electrical conductivity is « 6 0 n ~ 1cm "1 for GeSe2 a t 1050 °C and GeSe
at 700 °C, the thermopower is 100/iV K -1 for GeSe2 at « 1020 °C and GeSe at
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of the measured Snn(Q) and gNisr(r) functions for liquid GeSe at
727(2) °C (dotted curves) with those for GeSe2 at 1100(3) °C (solid curves).

« 700 °C, and the conductivity gap is zero for GeSe2 a t 1073 °C and GeSe at
750 °C (Okada et al.[3]). Also the viscosity of GeSe2 rapidly becomes comparable
to th a t for GeSe with increasing tem perature (Glazov & Situlina[6]). Therefore
similarities in the corresponding structures might be anticipated.
B oth S n n (Q ) functions show a small pre-peak at a comparable position, al
though this peak is still larger for GeSe2 at 1100 °C than for GeSe, where it was
shown to originate from a cancellation of the partial structure factors (section 4.4.3)
rather than from a peak in any one of the Faber-Ziman partial structure factors.
Also the second and the third peaks in S n n (Q ) occur at similar positions, but for
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GeSe2 the second peak is still smaller than the third one. These results indicate
th at diffraction experiments on GeSe2 at even higher temperatures would enhance
the agreement between the S n n (Q ) functions. However, although the profiles of
gNN(r) for liquid GeSe a t 727(2) °C and liquid GeSe2 a t 1100 °C are comparable
(figure 5.9), the structures are not identical as shown, for example, by the nearestneighbour distance which is 5 % larger at 2.52(2) A in liquid GeSe and by the higher
average coordination number n in GeSe, see table 5.5 (Petri et al.[23]).

5.4.3

Significance o f th e results for m olecular dynam ics
sim ulations

In a recent Car-Parinello type ab initio molecular dynamics study of liquid GeSe2
at ca. 747 °C the results obtained by treating the electronic structure using two
different approximations within density functional theory, which differ by the way
in which the exchange and correlation energy is accounted for, were considered.
The first is a generalised gradient approximation (GGA) and the second is the
local density approximation (LDA) (Massobrio et al.[26]). It was found th at when
compared with the LDA scheme, the GGA scheme gives rise to a stronger charge
transfer between germanium and selenium and therefore to an increase in the ionic
character of the bonding. This results in a reduction of the number of homopo
lar bonds, and the accompanying enhancement in the chemical ordering results in
the formation of more GeSe4/2 tetrahedral units, which in turn leads to the estab
lishment of intermediate range atomic ordering as manifest by the appearance of
a FSDP. Use of the GGA functional was required to obtain best agreement with
the partial structure factors measured for liquid GeSe2 at 748 °C (Massobrio et
al. [27]) and it was concluded th a t this scheme is crucial for describing the struc
tural ordering in disordered covalent systems (Massobrio et al.[26]). In figure 5.10
a comparison is made between the to tal structure factor obtained within the GGA
and our measured structure factor at 800 °C, and also between the structure factor
obtained within the LDA and our measured one at 1100 °C.
Notably, the structure calculated for GeSe2 at ca. 747 °C using the LDA scheme
bears a strong resemblance to th a t measured for liquid GeSe2 at the higher tem
perature of 1100 °C (figure 5.10) in addition to th a t measured for liquid GeSe
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F ig u re 5.10: Total structure factors for molten GeSe2 obtained within the GGA and LDA
(shifted down by -0.5) approximation compared with our experimental results for molten GeSe2
at 800 °C and 1100 °C.

at 727 °C. It would therefore be interesting to investigate the sensitivity to both
tem perature and concentration of the structures simulated by using both the LDA
and GGA schemes as it appears th a t the Ge-Se binary system will serve as a sen
sitive test-system for the methods used in current ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations.
Finally, liquid GeSe at 727 °C has a substantial number of homopolar bonds,
each Ge being surrounded by an average of 3.2(2) Se a t 2.54(2)
at 2.36(2)

A

A

and 0.8(2) Ge

while each Se has 0.22(3) nearest-neighbouring Se at 2.34(2)

A

(table

4.6 and Petri et al.[22]). Further, the structure of GeSe2 simulated using the LDA
scheme has more homopolar bonds th an th a t calculated using the GGA scheme.
The overall similarity of the B hatia-Thornton number-number partial structure
factor measured for GeSe 2 at 1100 °C with th a t for GeSe measured at 727 °C, and
also the agreement between the total structure factor for GeSe 2 at 1100 °C and th a t
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calculated for GeSe2 using the LDA, might therefore be taken as a signature for the
number of homopolar bonds in liquid GeSe2 increasing with tem perature. For com
parison, in liquid As2 Se3 an increase in the number of As-As bonds with increasing
tem perature has been observed from extended x-ray absorption fine structure ex
periments (Tamura et al.[10]). The detailed structure of bulk quenched GeSe2 and
As2 Se3 glasses should therefore depend on the tem perature from which the melt is
quenched in addition to the quench rate (Petri et al.[23]).

5.5

Conclusions

• The total structure factors for liquid GeSe2 have been measured successfully
a t the tem peratures of 800 °C, 1000 °C and 1100 °C.
• W ith increasing tem perature there is a broadening in the distribution of
nearest-neighbours but their mean position and coordination number n do
not change a t the level of gNN(r).
• The increase in density and decrease in viscosity are found to result from
a destruction of the intermediate range ordering associated with the Ge-Ge
correlations.
• The changes in the profiles of S n n (Q ) and gNN(r) with increasing temperature
resemble those observed as the composition of molten GeSe2 is altered to
the GeSe stoichiometry by the addition of germanium. Therefore further
diffraction experiments on GeSe2 at higher tem peratures would be interesting
to observe the structure through the semiconductor to metal transition and
to see if S n n (Q ) begins to resemble the structure factor for metallic liquid
germanium.
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Chapter 6
The structure of the p rototyp ical
glass GeSe 2
6.1

Introduction

In recent years there has been a strong interest in the study of chalcogenide glasses
from both scientific and technological viewpoints. These glasses are used as switch
ing devices, memory elements and optoelectronic device materials (Afify[l]). Ge-Se
glasses are also interesting as materials for infrared optics, as they exhibit a large
range of transparency from 0.6 to 30 /xm and good mechanical properties. They
have long been under development for use as passive optical components in the
infrared region and as active electronic device components for photocopying, ultra
microlithography and electronic switching (see Susman et al.[2]).
The microscopic structure of the proto-typical network glass GeSe2 has long
been a subject of controversy. There are two competing models describing the
structure of these material. They both agree in th a t the fundamental building
blocks of GeSe 2 are the GeSe4/2 tetrahedral units, but they differ in the descrip
tion of the intermediate-range order as well as in the explanation of the nature
of the like-atom (homopolar) bonds. The first model is th a t originally proposed
by Zachariasen[3] in 1932, which describes the structure in terms of a chemically
ordered continuous random network (COCRN), where homopolar bonds may occur
as defects (see e.g. Tronc et al.[4], Fischer-Colbrie &; Fuoss[5] and Sugai[6]). The
second model describes the structure as an aggregate of motifs th a t keep a memory
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of the high-tem perature crystalline phase of the material and in which homopolar
bonds exist as an integral part (e.g. Bridenbaugh et al.[7], Bresser et al.[8] and
Boolchand et al.[9]).
There are features in GeSe2 th a t still remain a subject of controversy despite a
large number of investigations. Neutron diffraction studies on GeSe2 show a first
sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) a t a scattering vector Q

lA - 1 in the glass th at

exhibits an anomalous tem perature dependence. The FSPD remains in the liquid
state and while the heights of all the other peaks in the structure factor decrease
markedly on going from the glass to the liquid, the height of the FSDP does not.
Susman et al.[2] found a reduction in the height of the FSDP of « 10 % when the
tem perature was raised from —263 °C to 811 °C. Raman spectroscopy experiments
show in addition to the Ai symmetrical breathing mode of corner sharing tetrahedra
at 198 - 199 cm-1 (Bridenbaugh et al.[7], Inoue et al.[10]) a companion mode A f
between 212 - 216 cm-1 , which is still a m atter of controversy. The intensity of
this companion mode varies with composition in the Ge-Se system and is largest
for GeSe2. Like the FSDP the A f mode survives the melting transition (Magana
& Lannin[ll]). The two competing models provide different explanations for the
structural origin of this mode.
In the first model, based on the COCRN, the edge sharing tetrahedra are
thought of as giving rise to the A f companion mode. The intermediate range
order (IRO), which is due to the random packing of the GeSe4/2 tetrahedra, is
considered to account for the FSDP (Nemanich et al.[12] and Sugai[6]) and also for
a three-dimensional structure. The coordination number of each species is given
by the ‘8-n’ rule (M ott[13]), where n is the valence of each species, such that every
atom has a filled outer shell of electrons.
In the second model, known as ‘Outrigger Raft Model’ (ORM), the network is
also presumed to consist predominantly of corner and edge sharing GeSe4/2 tetra
hedra, but these units are covalently bonded together in rafts or fragmented layers
similar to those found in the crystal. Each layer consists of parallel chains of corner
sharing tetrahedra cross linked via pairs of edge sharing tetrahedra and the layers
are term inated by Se-Se dimers parallel to the chains, see figure 6.1.
The lateral size of these rafts is thought to be in the range of 10 —20 A.
Mossbauer d ata by Bresser et al.[8] have, however, been interpreted in terms of
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>b
F ig u re 6.1: The laterally smallest fragmented raft of the ORM. The small circles represent the
Ge atoms and the large circles the Se atoms. The Se-Se dimers which terminate the raft are
marked with double lines. (Reproduced from Bridenbaugh et al.[7].)

the rafts being 60 A wide. In this model the A f companion mode has been a t
tributed to the vibrational motion of the Se-Se dimers and the FSDP arises from
interlayer correlations which also give rise to a Bragg diffraction peak at « 1.06 A-1
in the high-tem perature crystalline phase of GeSe2 (Bridenbaugh et al.[7]).
A first step to solving the outstanding problem of the correct model for GeSe2
requires experim ental information on the full set of partial pair correlation functions
describing the atom ic positions to provide a test for the quantitative predictions
of both models, and to give direct evidence for the existence of structural motifs
such as hom opolar bonds.

Here this outstanding challenge is met by applying

the m ethod of isotopic substitution in neutron diffraction and results will be pre
sented th a t allow an extensive comparison of the structure of the glass with the
high-tem perature crystalline phase of GeSe2 - Evidence is found for a substantial
number of ‘defects’, i.e. structural motifs th at do not exist in the high-tem perature
crystalline phase, and the results perm it a comparison with the structure of liquid
GeSe 2 at the level of the partial structure factors.

6.2

Sample preparation

The three samples, NGeNSe2, 70GeNSe2 and 73Ge76Se2 were prepared using the
same Ge and Se high purity elements and isotopes as for the isotopic substitution
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experiment on GeSe described in chapter 4.
The cleaning and loading of the silica ampoules follows the description in section
4.2, and the three glassy GeSe2 samples were prepared as described in section 5.2.

6.3

Diffraction experim ent and neutron parame
ters

The neutron diffraction experiments were carried out at the ILL using the instru
ment D4B (see section 3.2.1) at an incident wavelength of 0.7046

A.

The samples

(2.5 to 3 g) were in the form of a coarse powder and were loaded under high pu
rity argon gas into a cylindrical vanadium container of 4.8 mm inner diameter
and 0.1 mm wall thickness and were sealed with a greased O-ring to prevent air
contamination. The container then was placed in an ultrasonic bath to increase
the packing fraction of the samples to approximately 55 %. The sample was fully
illuminated by a rectangular beam, 40 mm high and 11 mm wide. The effective
density of the samples, which is required for the calculation of the attenuation
factors and multiple scattering corrections, was determined by weighing the loaded
samples and measuring their volumes after the ultrasonic bath treatm ent.
The experiment comprised the measurement of the diffraction patterns of the
three samples in their container, the empty container, a cadmium rod of 5 mm
diameter for the background correction at low angles, nothing placed at the sample
position, and a vanadium rod of 6.05 mm diameter for normalisation purposes. All
of these measurements were performed at 26(1) °C.
The run-times for the individual samples and the empty container were opti
mised by taking into account the volume illuminated by the neutron beam, the
effective number densities, the total scattering cross-sections and attenuation fac
tors, and the factors of the inversion m atrix (see section 2.12) used to obtain the
partial structure factors. The data analysis followed the procedure outlined in
section 3.3.1.
The scattering length and cross-section parameters of the elements and isotopes
were calculated in accordance with their isotopic enrichments and are shown in ta 
ble 4.1. The cross-sections of the GeSe2 samples, calculated using these values, are
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given in table 6.1.

^free,sc

<7abs

0 .total

(@ 1.798 A)

Sample

= ^free^c “1" ^abs (@ A)
[barn]

[bam]

[barn]

NGeNSe2

8.19(6)

8.53(15)

11.53(8)

70GeNSe2

9.48(14)

8.80(20)

12.93(16)

73Ge76Se2

13.7(3)

61.6(4.8)

37.8(1.9)

T able 6.1 : Cross-sections of the samples used in the data analysis procedure. Here A
(= 0.7046 A) denotes the wavelength of the incident neutrons.

The sample mass densities were 4.26 g/cm 3 (given by Azoulay et al.[14]),
4.21 g /cm 3 and 4.15 g /cm 3 for NGeNSe2 , 70GeNSe2 and 73Ge76Se2 respectively. They
correspond to a num ber density of 0.0334(1) A-3, which is used in the Fourier trans
form procedure and in the calculation of the coordination numbers. The packing
fractions used in the calculation of the attenuation factors and multiple scattering
corrections were 53.2 % for the NGeNSe2 sample, 56.8 % for the 70GeNSe2 sample
and 48.0 % for the 73Ge76Se sample. For the first two samples they agree well
(within 5 %) with the measured packing fractions. However for the 73Ge76Se2 sam
ple the discrepancy between the measured packing fraction and the one used in the
data analysis procedure is about 9 %.
The measured to tal structure factors F(Q) are given as linear combinations of
the three partial structure factors SGeGe(Q)? SoeSe(Q) and Ssese(Q) (see section
2 . 12 ),
F ( Q ) = A [ S GeGe(Q) - 1] + B[SceSe{Q) - 1] + C [ S SeSe(Q) ~ 1]

(6.1)

where A = c^e6^e, B = 2CGeCs^>GJ>Se and C = c |e6 |e. These weighting factors are
summarised in table 6.2 and the corresponding total pair distribution function is
given by,
G(r) = A[gceGe(r ) — 1] + B[gGeSe(r ) — 1] + C\gseSe{r ) — 1] •
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(6.2)

A

B

C

G(0)

sum-rule

[barn]

[barn]

[bam]

[barn]

[barn/A 3]

NGeNSe2

0.0744(4)

0.2899(8)

0.2823(6)

-0.6467(11)

-0.4261(7)

7°GeNSe2

0.1111(22)

0.354(4)

0.2823(6)

-0.748(6)

-0.493(4)

73Ge76Se2

0.0288(5)

0.276(3)

0.6615(11)

-0.966(13)

-0.637(9)

Sample

T a b le 6.2: Weighting coefficients, low-r limits G(0) and sum-rule relations. The statistical
errors are given in the brackets. G(0) and the sum-rule were calculated using equations 4.2 and
4.3 respectively.

Several of the systematic errors resulting from the correction procedure can be
eliminated by forming the first order difference function, A q^Q ), see section 3.4.
Therefore it is advisable to use it as an additional criterion for checking the data
self-consistency, even when the full set of partial structure factors can be obtained
by solving the m atrix equation (see section 2.12). By using the

n F(Q )

and ™F(Q)

total structure factors, the Se-Se correlations can be eliminated,
A Ge(Q )/b a m

F(Q)

=

™F(Q)

=

0.0367(22) [SceCe(Q) - 1] + 0.064(4) [SGe5e(<2) - 1]

(6.3)

The real-space function corresponding to A c e(Q) is denoted by A Gcei'f') and is
obtained by replacing the S ap{Q) by the partial pair distribution functions gap(r)
in the above equation. The low-r limit, A<2gc(0), is given by
AG aM

= - [ 4 > 2(70Ge) - b2(NGe)} + 2cGeCsef>Se[6(7»Ge) - b(NGe)]}
=

—0.101(4) barn

(6.4)

and th e sum-rule by
27r2n0AGGe(0) = - 0.069(3) barn/A 3 .

(6.5)

It is also possible to eliminate the Ge-Ge correlations by subtracting a scaled
to tal structure factor %F(Q) or ™F(Q) from £gF(Q),
A si (Q) /b arn

=

%F(Q) -

jJf-(Q) = I[SGeSe(Q) - 1] + K[SSeSe(Q) - 1]
( 6 ' 6 )

A « (Q ) /barn = ^F(Q ) _

J»F(Q) = 7[5GeSe(Q) - 1] + K[SSeSe(Q) ~ 1]
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with
I
K

— 2CQeCSe b(73Ge)b(n Se) = 4

&2(76se) - i f M

• b(’Ge)b(N3e)

(6.7)

b rse)

where 'Ge stands for NGe and 70Ge in A ^ (Q) and A ^ (Q) respectively.
Difference

I

K

AGse(0)

sum-rule

Function

[barn]

[barn]

[barn]

[barn/A3]

4 V (Q)

0.164(3)

0.5523(11)

- 0.716(3)

- 0.486(2)

ASe>(Q)

0.184(3)

0.5884(11)

- 0.773(3)

- 0.525(2)

T able 6.3: Weighting coeflBcients, low-r limits AGse(O) = —(I + K) and sum-rule relations.

The partial structure factors are obtained by solving the m atrix representation
of linear equations, as described in section 2.12, and are given by,
SGeGe(Q) — 1
SaeSe(Q) ~ 1
SscSciQ) — l

=

-102(38)

74(28)

11.9(4.4)

43(16)

-27(10)

—6.8(2.5)

%F(Q)

-1 3 (5 )

8(3)

3.8(1.5)

. 76F (Q) .

’

n f (Q)

'

The weighting factors in this equation are quoted in units of barn, and a measure
of reliability (conditioning) with which the partial structure factors are obtained,
given by the normalised determinant of the weighting factors, |An|, is -0.011.
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6.4
6.4.1

R esu lts
D S C m easurem ents

The therm al properties of the three GeSe2 samples were measured in a differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiment on a TA Instruments Thermal Analyst
2000 machine. The tem perature range covered was 20 - 450 °C, with a heating rate
of 10 °C/m in. About 20 mg of each sample were placed in a hermetically sealed
aluminum pan, and the chamber was kept under a constant stream of dry oxygen
free nitrogen purge gas at 40 m l/m in.
Since the glass transition tem perature does not correspond to a sharp transition
(Elliott [16]), it is im portant to define the way Tg is obtained. In our analysis
both the onset and ‘m idpoint’ or inflection point of the transition are given (see
figure 6.2). The midpoint values are determined by drawing construction lines
parallel to the baselines before and after the transition. A tangent to the DSC signal
is then drawn and where it intercepts the two baselines the onset and completion
tem perature axe defined. The value for T g is taken to be the tem perature where
the tangent touches the DSC signal. At least two measurements per sample were
made to ensure th e reproducibility of the measured Tg.
Figure 6.2 shows the DSC traces for the glass transition region of the three
samples used in the neutron diffraction experiment. The tem peratures for onset
and inflection points are summarised in table 6.4.
NGeNSe2

70GeNSe2

73Ge76Se2

onset [°C]

397(3)

399(3)

387(3)

midpoint [°C]

414(3)

417(3)

400(3)

sample mass [mg]

23.32

18.15

17.29

NGeNSe2

NGeNSe2

Sarrach et al.[17]

Wang et al.[18]

422

405(10)*

Table 6 .4 : Measured glass transition temperatures using DSC compared with values in the
literature. *)In the paper it is not defined if the given value relates to the onset or midpoint.

The glass transition tem perature, Tg, for the NGeNSe2 and 70GeNSe2 samples
agrees within the errors, but for 73Ge76Se2 a slightly lower Tg is measured, although
the preparation procedure was the same for all three samples. The mass of all
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Heat Flow

(N/fl)

(W/g)

heat Flow

(H/g)
■0 . 0 1

(l)3.9e ot

Kilt Flow

investigated samples is about 20 mg, and for each sample the DSC signal starts
descending downwards from the baseline a t % 380°C . However, T g is measured
to be lower in the 73Ge76Se2 glass. The reason for this could not be found. Our
values for NGeNSe2 and 70GeNSe2 are just in between the values given by Sarrach et
al.[17], which was measured by DSC with a heating rate of 20 °C /m in on a sample
th a t was w ater quenched from about 990 °C, and the value measured by Wang
et a l.[18], also obtained by DSC using a heating rate of 10 °C /m in for a sample
quenched from 900 °C.

6.4.2

Total structure factors

The to tal structure factors, F(Q ), are shown in figure 6.3.

2.5
,F(Q) + 2 bam

,F(Q) + 1 bam

LL

0.5

!F(Q)

■0.5

0

2

4

8

6

10

Scattering Vector Q

[A-1;

12

14

16

Figure 6.3: The measured total structure factors n F(Q), n°F(Q) and ^F (Q ) for glass/ GeSe2.
The bars represent the statistical errors on the data points and the solid curves are th« Fourier
back transforms of the corresponding real-space functions obtained after setting the urphysical
low-r oscillations to their calculated limiting value, G(0).
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Figure 6.4: Measured G(r)’s. The solid curves give the real-space representation of the total
structure factors obtained by Fourier transforming the data points given by the error bars in
figure 6.3, the dotted curves for approximately r < 2.1 A show the corresponding unphysical low-r
oscillations.

All three total structure factors exhibit a clear first sharp diffraction peak
(FSDP) at 1.00(2) A " 1 for NGeNSe2 and 70GeNSe2 and at 0.99(2) A " 1 for 73Ge76Se2,
and its intensity increases w ith increasing Ge scattering length (see table 4.1).
There are marked oscillations in the F (Q )’s up to the maximum measured scat
tering vector of 15.9 A-1 , which indicate the existence of well defined short range
order in the glasses.
The corresponding real-space functions are given in figure 6.4. For all three
samples the first peak in G (r) is well defined and is a very sharp feature. Trunca
tion effects (Truncation wiggles’) are visible on both sides of this peak, impeding
the discussion of the d a ta in the region beyond the first peak up to « 3 A. On the
basis of a comparison with the crystal structure of th e high tem perature phase of
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GeSe2, this first peak will comprise Ge-Se contributions. However it will be shown
in section 6.4.4 th at Ge-Ge and Se-Se nearest neighbour correlations (homopolar
bonds) also contribute. The broader second physical peak in G(r) contains predom
inantly Ge-Ge and Se-Se contributions. This can be concluded from comparing the
shape and maximum positions of this peak in 70GeNSe2 and 73Ge76Se2 and compar
ing the distances with those found in the HT crystalline phase of GeSe2. The peak
shifts from 3.73(2) A in 70GeNSe2 to 3.89(2) A in 73Ge76Se2 and seems to comprise
two contributions, one at a slightly lower value of r than the other. The lower-r
contribution is emphasized for 70GeNSe2 , indicating th at it comprises Ge-Ge corre
lations. The higher-r contribution is strongly accentuated in 73Ge76Se2 , where the
Se-Se contributions have the largest weighting of the three samples. The oscilla
tions, which are visible in all of the total pair distribution functions out to high
values of r > 10 A, indicate the presence of strong intermediate range order in the
GeSe2 glasses.
The peak positions and no® coordination numbers for the data sets shown in
figure 6.4, assuming no homopolar bonds, are summarised in table 6.5.
sample

1st peak

w£>e

n Ge

[A]

2nd peak

3rd peak

[A]

[A]

NGeNSe2

2.36(2)

4.2(2)

3.85(2)

5.65(2)

70GeNSe2

2.36(2)

4.2(2)

3.73(2)

5.65(2)

73Ge76Se2

2.36(2)

4.4(2)

3.89(2)

5.67(2)

T a b le 6.5 : Peak positions in the total pair distribution functions. The hgee are obtained by
integrating over the region 2.09 < r [A] < 2.61 and they are given as an illustration, since it will
be shown in section 6.4.4 that homopolar bonds contribute to the first peak.

6.4.3

F irst order difference functions

The first order difference functions, A Ge(Q), A ^ (Q ) and Ag^(Q) obtained by
using equations 6.4 and 6.7 respectively, are displayed in figure 6.5 together with
the back Fourier transforms of the corresponding real-space functions after the
unphysical low-r oscillations have been set to their theoretical limiting values. The
agreement between the data and back transforms is very good for all the functions.
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F igu re 6.5: First order difference functions AGe(Q) multiplied by 10 and Ag^(Q) and

a

£>(Q).

The bars represent the statistical errors on each data point and the solid curves are the back
Fourier transforms of the corresponding real-space functions after the unphysical low-r oscillations
have been set to their theoretical limits.

The real-space functions at low-r oscillate around the correct calculated limits, see
figure 6.6.
All of the first order difference functions show a FSDP. It is marked in A Ge(Q) at
a position of 1.00(2)

A-1 .

In the Ase(Q) functions, where the Ge-Ge correlations

are removed, the FSD P is very small and found at 0.98(2)

A-1 .

This indicates

th a t in addition to a strong interm ediate atomic ordering (IRO) of the Ge-Ge
correlations there are also other correlations with some degree of IRO. There are
high-Q oscillations extending to Q > QmaxIn real-space, AGoe(r) exhibits a first peak at 2.36(2)
intense th a n the second at 3.62(2)
2.35(2)

A

A.

A,

which is much more

In the AGse(r) functions the first peak at

is much lower relative to the second because of the low weighting of the

Ge-Se contributions in comparison to th e weighting of the like-atom contributions,
see equation 6.7 and table 6.3. The shift of this first peak, although within the
errors, can be taken as an indication for the presence of Se-Se homopolar bonds
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Figure 6.6: First order difference functions for GeSe2 in real-space, Ace(Q ) scaled by a factor of
10, A ^ (Q ) and A ^ (Q ). The dotted curves for approximately r < 2.1 A show the corresponding
unphysical low-r oscillations.

which, as will be shown in the next section, are apparent in the GeSe 2 glass and
have a nearest neighbour distance of 2.32(2)

A.

Due to the high weighting of

the Se-Se contributions in A G se(r) they might contribute sufficient intensity to
shift the first peak to a slightly lower-r value. Integrating the first peak over the
range 2.09 <

r[A]

< 2.61 and assuming heteropolar bonds only gives coordination

numbers Hq® of 4.1(1) for A G ceW and 4.7(1) for both A G se(r) functions, therefore
indicating again the presence of homopolar bonds.
3.62(2)

A

in A G ce(r) and a t 3.89(2)

A

The second peak occurs at

in AGse(r). This again indicates th a t the

Ge-Ge correlations peak a t a lower value of r than the Se-Se correlations.
Our measured first order difference functions can be compared with the results
obtained from the differential anomalous x-ray scattering (DAS) experiments of
Fischer-Colbrie & Fuoss[5]. They make two difference functions using the Ge Kedge and the Se K-edge. The first eliminates the Se-Se correlations and the second
the Ge-Ge correlations, therefore these functions are com parable to A q^ Q ) and
Ase(Q)-

reciprocal-space they also found th a t the FSD P th a t is marked in the
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Ge K-edge difference function almost vanishes in the Se K-edge function, and th a t
like for our d a ta (figure 6.5) the second peak at 2.05 A is very strong in the Se
K-edge difference function b u t negative for the Ge K-edge function. In real-space
Fischer-Colbrie & Fuoss[5] found in the Ge K-edge difference function the first
peak at the same position of 2.36 A like us and also th eir coordination number TTq®,
assuming no hom opolar bonds, of 4.21 is in agreement w ith our value of 4.1(1).
They also measure the peak shift of the second peak to lower-r values. In the Se
K-edge difference function they measure the first peak at 2.34 — 2.36 A and the
second peak at 3.86 A, which again agrees well with our m easurements.

6.4.4

Partial structure factors
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Figure 6.7: Partial structure factors obtained by direct inversion of the matrix equation (error
bars) and cubic spline fits (solid curve). For SseSe(Q) the spline fit and the raw data are identical.

The Faber-Ziman partial structure factors, Sa/j(Q), obtained by direct inversion
of the total structure factors using equation 6.8 are shown in figure 6.7 by the
error bars. Cubic spline fits to these Sa/3 (Q) are shown in this figure by the solid
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curves. The corresponding ga/?(r) are given in figure 6.8 as broken and full curves
respectively.
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F igu re 6.8: Partial pair distribution functions. The dotted curves correspond to the Fourier
transform of the error bars given in figure 6.7 and the solid curves show the Fourier transform of
the cubic spline fits (in this case the corresponding unphysical low-r oscillations have been set to
their theoretical value.)

The measured partial structure factors fully satisfy the sum rules and inequality
relations given by Edwards et al.[19].

Also, they are in good agreement with

the Fourier back transform s of the corresponding gQp(r) after the unphysical lowr oscillations are set to the ga/?(0) = 0 limit and they give ga/?(r) th a t oscillate
about this correct low-r lim it. Also the neutron weighted Sap(r) can be added
up to reproduce the to tal structure factor, see figure 6.12 and the sum of the
neutron weighted ga/?(r) perfectly represents both first order difference functions,
see figure 6.14.
The partial structure factors are measured using a finite Q-space range with
Qmax = 15.9 A-1 which implies th a t the corresponding real-space functions are
modified by the Fourier transform of the Q-space window function, an effect th a t is
particularly marked for the first peak in

g G e S e (r )
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(see description in section 3.5 and

Petri et al.[20]). To separate those features th a t are artefacts of the finite Q-range
from the rem ainder, the functions t ap(r) = 47rn0r[pa^(r) — 1] were fitted following
the procedure described in section 3.5 (for a listing of the fitted Gaussians see ap
pendix A). In the fit the ga/?(r) obtained from the spline fits to the d ata sets were
used, since the effect of noise is reduced when compared to the Fourier transform
of the unsm oothed data points.

8

0.00

2.00

4.00
Distance r [A]

6.00

1
8.00

Figure 6.9: Fits to the functions t^ (r ). The smoothed data sets are given by the thick solid
curves, the fits by the dotted curves. The fitted functions are identical to t^ (r ) at large-r
values. The thin dashed curve shows the effect of omitting the defect peak at 3.02 A in the Ge-Se
correlations (see text).

As shown in figure 6.9 this approach provides a good representation of the
measured data sets and enables those features th a t are artefacts of the finite Qspace measurement window to be distinguished from the remainder. The R-factors
for the fits, which are defined as
last fitted i

(6.9)
where data(i) is the ith da,ta point in t Q/?(r) and

the ith point of the fit, are

given in table 6.6. The resulting partial pair distribution functions are displayed
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Figure 6.10: Partial pair distribution functions after the effects of the finite Q-space measuring
window have been removed (bold curves), compared with the direct Fourier transforms of the
cubic spline fits shown in figure 6.7 (dotted curves).

in figure 6.10 together with those obtained by the direct Fourier transform ation
of the spline fitted d ata sets. From this figure the strong influence of the finite
Q-space window can be seen especially for the

gG eS e(r)

partial structure factor. To

show th a t these gays(r) give a reasonable account of the measured partial structure
factor, the back Fourier transform s of the corresponding gQ/?(r) are compared with
the partial structure factors obtained from the measured d ata sets in figure 6.11.
The corresponding x 2 values are given in table 6.6.
Features occur in the gap(r) th a t are not expected from the structure of the
high-tem perature crystalline phase of GeSe2 - For example, there are peaks cor
responding to homopolar bonds a t low-r in
correlations a t 3.02 A in

gG eSe(r )-

g GeG e(r)

and

g se S e (r)

and there are

The effect of om itting these ‘defect’ peaks on
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Figure 6.11: The partial structure factors for glassy GeSe2 - The bars represent the errors on
the data points (neglecting errors on the scattering cross-sections and concentrations), the solid
curves are the Fourier transforms of the fitted ga/?(r) (solid curves in figure 6.10). The solid curves
are in good agreement with the Fourier back transforms (dotted curves) of the spline fitted data
sets, shown by the dotted curves in 6.10.
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the R-factors and x 2 values is given in table 6.6. Clearly their removal has a detri
mental effect on the quality of the fits.
R-factor

number of points

range of fit

X2

for R-factor
gGeGe(r)a)

0.165

34

gGeGe(r)b)

37.16

34

gGeSeM50

0.498

49

gGeSe(r)b)

2.928

49

gSeSe(r)a)

0.002

15

gSeSe(r)b)

2.784

15

a) defect peaks (homopolar bonds in

gG eG eO O

2 .0 9 -4 .1 7

A

262.2
327.0

2 .1 5 -5 .1 5

A

357.4
519.2

2 .0 2 - 2.95 A

126.5
1230.3

and

g se S e (r)

and peak at 3.02 A in

g G e S e (r))

in

cluded, b) defect peaks neglected

T able 6 .6 : R-factors and

x2 values (for 314 data points)

obtained for the fits to the partial

structure factors.

It can be seen from figures 6.7 and 6.11 th a t all three partial structure fac
tors contribute to the FSDP, but th a t it arises predominantly from the Ge-Ge
correlations, i.e. from the real-space intermediate range ordering of Ge-centred
structural motifs. This agrees with the results found for liquid GeSe2 , see Penfold
&; Salmon[21]. The positions of the FSDPs are given in table 6.7.

S<*(Q)

position of F S D P [A x]
raw data

spline fitted data

SGeGe(Q)

1.00(1)

1.01(1)

SGeSe(Q)

1.00(1)

0.99(1)

SseSe(Q)

0.95(2)

0.95(2)

Table 6.7 : Positions of the FSDPs in the partial structure factors, obtained from the direct
inversion of equation 6.8 and from the spline fits to these functions.

The first main peaks in gGeSe(r), gGeGe(r) and gseSe(r), a t 2.36(2)
and 3.89(2)

A (figure 6.10), give Ge-Se, Ge-Ge and

A, 3.57(2) A

Se-Se coordination numbers of

3.7(1), 3.2(3) and 9.3(3) respectively. Since the ratio of the Ge-Se:Se-Se distances
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is 0.607(6), close to the value of ^/3/8 = 0.612 expected for perfect tetrahedral co
ordination, the results imply th at there are a large number of tetrahedral GeSe4/2
structural motifs, the basic building blocks of crystalline GeSe2 - The main Ge-Ge
peak is preceded by a smaller peak at 3.02(2)

A, with a corresponding Ge-Ge coor

dination number of 0.34(5), see appendix A. The like-atom gap{T) show Ge-Ge and
Se-Se correlations at 2.42(2)

Aand

2.32(2)

A, with homopolar coordination num

bers of 0.25(5) and 0.20(5) respectively. This means th at within the experimental
error Ge and Se are, on average, four-fold and two-fold coordinated, i.e. they have
a full outer shell of eight electrons. Figure 6.10 also gives evidence of further Se-Se
correlations at 2.74(2)

A, and there are Ge-Se correlations also at 3.02(2) A.

The maxima and coordination numbers of the first few features for all the ga/?(r)
shown in figures 6.8 and 6.10 are summarised in the table 6.8.
1st peak

integration

2nd peak

integration

3rd peak

integration

position

range

position

range

position

range

[A]

[A]

[A]

[A]

[A]

[A]

gGeGe(r)

a)

2.42(2)

0.25(5)

2.02 - 2.73

3.02(2)

0.34(5)

2.73-3.19

3.57(2)

3.2(3) -

3.19 - 4.23

b)

2.39(2)

0.29(5)

2.09 - 2.79

3.03(2)

0.2(1)

2.79-3.13

3.57(2)

3.3(3)

3.13 - 4.26

c)

2.38(2)

0.30(5)

2.09 - 2.85

3.06(2)

0.2(1)

2.85-3.19

3.58(2)

3.3(3)

3.19 - 4.26

gGeSefr)
a)

2.36(2)

3.7(1)

2.09 - 2.61

3.02(2)

0.29(5)

2.61 - 3.16

b)

2.36(2)

3.8(1)

2.09 - 2.61

c)

2.36(2)

3.8(1)

2.09 - 2.61

gSeSe (r)
a)

2.32(2)

0.20(5)

2.02 - 2.55

2.74(2)

0.06(3)

2.55-3.09

3.89(2)

9.3(3)

3.09 - 4.39

b)

2.31(2)

0.22(5)

2.09 - 2.61

2.78(2)

0.05(3)

2.61-3.09

3.89(2)

9.3(3)

3.09 - 4.39

c)

2.31(2)

0.22(5)

2.09 - 2.61

2.78(2)

0.05(3)

2.61-3.09

3.89(2)

9.3(3)

3.09 - 4.39

a) g a 0 (r) obtained from the fit
b) gQ/?(r) obtained from the Fourier transform of the spline fits
ga/?(r) obtained from the Fourier transform of the raw data sets

Table 6.8 : Peak positions in g(r), coordination numbers and integration ranges from the
differently obtained g<*/?(r).

The to tal structure factor for the NGeNSe2 sample together with each of the
partial structure factors Sap(Q) weighted according to the factors given in table 6.2
are shown in figure 6.12. It can be seen that the FSDP in the total structure factor
is predominantly due to the Ge-Ge correlations. However, the contribution from
the Ge-Se correlations is also marked. The second peak mainly arises from the Se-Se
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Figure 6.12: F(Q) together with the weighted Ge-Ge, Ge-Se and Se-Se contributions (spline
fitted data sets, shifted by -0.7 barn). The contributions of the single Sq/j(Q) to the total structure
factor become obvious in this representation.

contributions. This has already been inferred from a comparison of the first order
difference functions, A c e(Q) and Ase(Q), in section 6.4.3. The large negative Ge-Se
contribution, coinciding w ith the positive Ge-Ge and Se-Se contributions, strongly
reduces the height of this peak. Finally the high-Q oscillations in SceSe(Q) give
rise to the oscillations observed in F(Q). As an additional self-consistency check
the contributions from the partial structure factors are added up and compared
with the total structure factor. The agreement is good (see figure 6.12), except for
the FSD P region where the spline fit to the measured SceGe(Q) smoothes the data
by too much, see figure 6.7.
The contributions of the partial pair distribution functions ga/?(r) to G(r) in
real-space are shown in figure 6.13. It is clear th a t the first peak in G(r) is mainly
produced by the Ge-Se correlations, but th at the homopolar bonds are necessary
to reproduce the full height of this first peak. It is interesting to note th a t the
low-r contributions from the Ge-Ge and Se-Se bonds are partly concealed by the
truncation effects on Ge-Se. T he second physical peak in G(r) can be seen to com136
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F igu re 6.13: G(r) - G(0) for the NGeNSe2 sample (thick solid curve) with the contributions
from the neutron weighted Ge-Ge, Ge-Se and Se-Se partial pair distribution functions (from the
spline fits).

prise contributions from all three ga^(r)? although the Se-Se correlations dominate.
The double shoulder on the high-r side of the second peak and the peak at « 5.7 A
are due to Ge-Se contributions. The IRO in G(r) is obscured, because the Ge-Se
and Se-Se correlations are in antiphase a t distances r > 6 A, and the IRO inherent
in gGeGe (r) ls n° t apparent in G(r) because of the small weighting of the Ge-Ge
contributions.
The self-consistency of the d a ta can be checked by a comparison of the first
order difference functions in real-space, A G ceW an<^ AG se(r), with the recon
structions obtained from the neutron weighted partial pair distribution functions.
This serves as a critical test for self-consistency since SGeGe(Q) and SGeSe(Q) are
the two least well conditioned partial structure factors and also because several
types of system atic errors are reduced or essentially elim inated in Ace(Q) (see e.g.
Salmon et al.[15] and section 3.4).
In figure 6.14 this comparison is shown. The agreement of both over the whole rspace range is striking for A G ceW and AGse(r). It is also clear th a t the homopolar
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Figure 6.14: AGce(r) and AGg^(r) compared with the functions built up by the corresponding
neutron weighted Ge-Ge, Ge-Se and Se-Se correlations obtained from the measured data points
(thick dashed curves).

bonds for Ge-Ge as well as for Se-Se are necessary to reproduce the first peak of
the measured first order difference functions.

6.5

Comparison w ith crystalline G eSe 2

There are two known crystalline phases of GeSe2 , th e low tem perature (LT or
a — GeSe2) and high tem perature (HT or 0 — GeSe2) phase. Both comprise GeSe4
tetrahedra as their main structural units and only heteropolar bonds between near
est neighbours exist. W hile in the LT phase solely corner sharing tetrah ed ra occur
(D ittm ar & Schafer[22]), the HT form contains equal am ounts of corner and edge
sharing GeSe4/2 tetrahedra (D ittm ar &; Schafer[23]). It was shown before th a t the
structure of glassy GeSe2 (Susman et al.[2], Nemanich et al. [12]) and the structure
of molten GeSe2 (e.g. Penfold & Salmon[21]) resemble the HT-crystalline phase.
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HT — GeSe2 has a layered, monoclinic structure (C jjJ and its unit-cell parameters
are a = 7.016(3)

A,

b = 16.796

A,

c = 11.831(5)

A

and 0 = 90.65(5) °.

a

° G e o Se

Figure 6.15: Fragment of a mono-layer of HT-GeSe2 in the a-b plane (a) and b-c plane (b).
The smaller circles denote Ge atoms, the larger circles denote Se atoms. The broken lines illus
trate GeSe4/ 2 tetrahedra, A : comer sharing chain tetrahedra, B : edge sharing bi-tetrahedra.
(Reproduced from Matsuda et al.[24].)

Figure 6.15 shows projections of the atomic arrangem ent for a mono-layer of
/3 — GeSe 2 in the a-b and b-c planes respectively. In the structure there are corner
sharing tetrahedra (A in th e figure) th a t form chains along the a-axis and edge
sharing bi-tetrahedra (B) th a t connect the chains like bridges. The shortest Ge-Ge
and Se-Se correlations are a t distances of 3.049

A

and 3.45

A

respectively. In the

crystal there are two-, three- and eight-fold rings, creating void space. The rings
are defined by starting from one Ge atom, moving to the next neighbouring Se
atom , then to the next Ge atom , until returning to the original Ge atom via the
shortest direct route. An n-fold ring therefore contains n Ge and n Se atoms.
Figures 6.16- 6.18 show a comparison of the ga/?(r) we obtained by the least
square fitting procedure (see section 6.4.4) with the corresponding coordination
environments in the HT-GeSe 2 crystalline phase.
From figure 6.16 it can be seen th a t there are edge sharing tetrah ed ra present in
glassy GeSe2. The small peak at 3.02(2)

A in

gGeGe(r) for the glass almost matches

the Ge-Ge distance for edge sharing tetrahedral motifs in HT - GeSe2 at 3.049

A.

The corresponding coordination number of 0.34(5) is consistent with 34(5) % of
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obtained by the fitting procedure described in section 6.4.4 in comparison

with the Ge-Ge coordination environment in HT - GeSe2 - At low r (r < 5.4 A) the Ge correlations
are separated into comer sharing (CS) and edge sharing (ES) correlations. At higher r the average
coordination number (using both edge and corner sharing Ge sites) is given. Vertical lines denote
the positions of the Ge atoms, while horizontal lines indicate a range of atomic positions. The
accompanying numbers give the average coordination numbers in the crystal.

the Ge being in edge sharing tetrahedra in accordance with the previous estimate
of « 40 % given by Susman et al.[2 ]. The coordination number of n § | = 3.2(3) (see
table

6

.8 ), obtained by integrating over the range from 3.19

main peak in

g G eG e (r )>

A

to 4.23

A

under the

excludes the contribution of the first edge sharing Ge site

and therefore has to be compared with an average coordination number of 3.0 in
the HT crystal (there are equal numbers of edge and corner sharing sites in HTGeSe2 ). The Ge-Ge correlations in the crystal a t « 5.4

A

seem to be represented

in the structure of the glass by a feature in gGeGe(r) at the same distance. It should
be noted th a t for distances > 5.4 A average coordination numbers are quoted in
figure 6.16, i.e. the correlations are not separated into edge and corner sharing
contributions.
Figure 6.17 compares the Ge-Se correlations in the glass and in the crystal. The
position of the first peak in

g G e S e (r )

agrees very well with the Ge-Se distance in the

HT crystalline form although the coordination number is less a t TTq® = 3.7(1). The
shoulder at « 3.7 —4.0 A found in

g G e S e (r )
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coincides with edge sharing sites in the
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gGeSe(r) ob tain ed by th e fitting procedure described in section 6.4.4. T he cor

relations in H T c-GeSe2 at low r (r < 4

A)

are split into corner sharing (CS) and edge sharing

(ES) contributions. T h e vertical lines denote the positions o f the Se atom s, th e horizontal lines
indicate a range o f atom ic p osition s and the accom panying num bers give the average coordination
num bers in th e crystal.

crystal and therefore confirms the existence of edge sharing GeSe 4 / 2 tetrah ed ra in
the glass.
In figure 6.18 our measured gseSe(Q) is compared with the Se-Se correlations
in HT — GeSe 2 - The coordination number of n§* = 9.3(3) obtained for the glass

r[A] <
3.454 A and

for the range 3.09 <

4.39 agrees well with the coordination number of 9.75

found between

4.25

A

in the crystal. The IRO in all three partial pair

distribution functions is shown by the structure th a t extends to high values of r.
In summary, it has been found th a t the structure of glassy GeSe 2 comprises both
corner and edge sharing tetrah ed ra and th a t the short range order of the glass is
similar to th a t of the H T crystalline phase. However the partial pair distribution
functions provide clear evidence for a substantial number of defects which will be
discussed in the following section.
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F ig u re 6.18: gseSe(Q) obtained by the fitting procedure described in section 6.4.4 compared
with the Se-Se coordination environment in HT —GeSe2 • As there is little difference between the
Se-Se correlation arising from edge and comer sharing sites the average correlations of both axe
drawn.

6.6

Discussion o f the defects in glassy GeSe 2

It has been shown th a t the measured Faber-Ziman partial pair distribution func
tions ga/?(r) provide clear evidence for a substantial number of defects, i.e. struc
tural units th a t are not present in the HT phase of crystalline GeSe2 (D ittm ar &;
Schafer[23]). For example, the like-atom ga^(r) show Ge-Ge and Se-Se correlations
at typical homopolar single bond distances of 2.42(2)

A

for Ge-Ge, which is close

to the distance of 2.45 —2.47 A observed in crystalline or amorphous Ge (Etherington et al.[32], D alba et al.[33]), and at 2.32(2)
errors w ith the distance of 2.34(2)

A

A for Se-Se,

measured for amorphous Se (see section 7.5).

There is evidence of further Se-Se correlations at 2.74(2)
Se correlations at 3.02(2)

A.

which agrees w ithin the

A

and there are also Ge-

The Ge-Ge and Se-Se homopolar bond coordination

numbers are 0.25(5) and 0.20(5). They give a maximum number of Ge and Se in
volved in homopolar bonds of 25(5) % and 20(5) %, respectively, which corresponds
to the case of exclusive dimer formation. The number of these bonds is roughly the
same, giving a ratio for the number of Ge-Ge (or Se-Se) bonds to the total number
of bonds in the glass of « 4%, in agreement with an estim ate based on the law
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of mass action assuming the following bond energies (see Feltz[34]), 225 k J mol-1
for Ge —Se bonds, 188 k J mol-1 for Ge —Ge bonds, and 227 k J mol -1 for Se — Se
bonds. Mamedov et al.[35] quote an even higher estimate of « 6 % for this ratio,
obtained by analysing the chemical shifts of the Ge and Se Kai lines measured in
x-ray emission spectroscopy experiments. The difference in the Ge-Ge and Ge-Se
bond energies gives preference to the formation of heteropolar bonds. Therefore
the large fraction of homopolar bonds has to be explained by them being formed
at tem peratures above the melting point by, for example, the dissociation of GeSe4
tetrahedra. The quenching procedure then freezes-in GeSe2 the structural frag
ments produced by this dissociation process (Mamedov et al.[35]). This indicates
a strong influence of the sample preparation procedure on the detailed structure of
GeSe2 glasses.
Although the presence of homopolar bonds and defects in the stoichiomet
ric glass GeSe2 has been inferred from some spectroscopic experiments, like Ra
man spectroscopy (Bridenbaugh et al.[7]) and Mossbauer spectroscopy (Bresser
et al.[8 ], Boolchand et al.[9]), their existence has proved controversial (Tronc et
al.[4], Sugai[6 ]), and they have not previously been identified by using diffraction
(Fischer-Colbrie & Fuoss[5], Susman et al.[ 2 ]) or EXAFS (extended x-ray absorp
tion fine structure) (Zhou et al.[36]) methods. This results, in part, from the similar
neutron scattering lengths for Ge and Se of natural isotopic abundance and their
close atomic numbers and sizes. Application of the present diffraction method has,
however, enabled these im portant structural features to be resolved and thus allows
for a test of the models for the intrinsic broken chemical order.
As an illustration, if the predominant Ge-centred motifs are regular GeSe4/2
tetrahedra and Se3/ 2 Ge —GeSe3/2 ethane-like dimers, as in the discussed ‘Outrigger
Raft Model’ (ORM) (Bridenbaugh et al.[7], Bresser et al.[8 ], Boolchand et al.[9]),
then the upper limit of 25(5) % on the number of Ge involved in dimers is consistent
with an estim ate of 16(1) % from Mossbauer experiments by Boolchand et al.[9]
where they used Sn as a Ge probe. However a more detailed analysis must include
the Ge-Se defect peak at 3.02(2) A. When tetrahedral coordination with distances
found in the experiment is assumed, it is found that this defect peak cannot be
due to intramolecular Ge-Se distances in ethane-like units, since this expected
Ge-Se distance in ethane-like units is « 3.91 A. Therefore the defect peak may
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be associated with additional Ge-centred motifs comprising three-fold coordinated
Ge in defected GeSe4/2 tetrahedra and one-fold coordinated Se (see figure 6.19).
These motifs were found by Cobb et al.[26] from molecular dynamics calculations
at a Ge-Se distance of 3.2 A in glassy GeSe2.

Se
Se — G e

Se — Se

F igure 6.19: Schematic drawing of a defected tetrahedra as described in the text.

The coordination number for this peak of 0.29(5) yields a maximum fraction
(if we assume there is only one long bond per tetrahedron) of Ge in the defected
tetrahedra of 29(5) % such th at the minimum fraction of Ge in regular tetrahedra is
54(6) %. These fractions together with the fraction of 25(5) % of Ge-Ge dimers adds
up, within the errors, to unity as required. These fractions are roughly similar to
those found in the recent molecular dynamics calculations of Cobb et al.[26]: 61 %
of Ge form undistorted GeSe4/2 tetrahedra, 25 % of Ge form ethane-like units, and
15 % of Ge take part in defected tetrahedra. Such a large number of intrinsic
defects invokes the question as to how they can be reconciled with the appearance
of pronounced intermediate range ordering.
Our measured defect concentrations are also in accordance with the Raman
results of Nemanich et al.[37] on as-deposited and annealed GeSe2 films. A ratio of
Ge dimers to GeSe4/2 tetrahedra of 0.16(3) for the as-deposited film and of 0.03(1)
for the annealed film was measured. Our results give a ratio of 0.14(4) if we divide
the number of Ge dimers by the sum of the defected and regular tetrahedra. The
results by Nemanich et al.[37] suggest th a t the number of homopolar bonds will
decrease if amorphous GeSe2 is annealed near the glass transition temperature.
In summary it can be concluded th at our results allow for a detailed discussion of
the defects. The concentration of homopolar bonds we measure is neither consistent
with the random covalent network (RCN) model, which gives a ratio for the number
of Ge-Ge (or Se-Se) bonds to the total number of bonds of 25 %, nor with the
chemically ordered network (CON) model, which does not give any homopolar
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bonds for the stoichiometric GeSe2 composition (for details on both models see e.g.
Elliott[16]). Also the obtained coordination numbers for homopolar bonds cannot
be used as a basis for distinguishing between the defected CO CRN and the ORM
models, since both models give equal numbers of Ge and Se atoms involved in
homopolar bonds, i.e. in both models TTq| = 2 n§J.

6.7

Com parison o f th e structure o f glassy and
liquid G eSe 2 w ith first-principles molecular
dynam ics studies

In this section a comparison of the structure of glassy GeSe2 and liquid GeSe2 ,
measured on D4B at the ILL at a tem perature of 784(3) °C by Penfold & Salmon
[21 ], [25], will be made a t the partial structure factor level. Both data sets will
also be compared with the recent results obtained from first-principles molecular
dynamics studies by Cobb et al.[26], [27] and by Massobrio et al.[28].

6.7.1

Faber-Zim an partial structure factors

In figures 6.20 - 6 .2 2 the partial structure factors, Saig(Q), and partial pair distri
bution functions, g<*/?(r), of the liquid and the glass are shown in comparison with
the results obtained from the molecular dynamics studies. The structure factors
shown for liquid GeSe2 in reciprocal-space are spline fits to the measured data. In
real-space the Fourier transform of these spline fits are shown together with min
imum noise solutions (MIN), see section 3.5, which allow for homopolar bonds in
the Ge-Ge and Se-Se correlation functions (Penfold & Salmon[21 ], [25]). Cobb et
al.[26] studied glassy GeSe2 at 27 °C and liquid GeSe2 [27] at 727 °C using a 216
atom model. Massobrio et al.[28] also chose a tem perature of 727 °C for liquid
GeSe2 and a stoichiometric composition of 120 atoms.
A striking feature in the comparison of SGeGe(Q) for the liquid and the glass is
the survival FSDP. Its position hardly changes ( 1.01 A -1 in the glass vs. 0.98 A -1
in the liquid, see Penfold & Salmon[21]) and it is of the same height and width.
This observation confirms previous neutron diffraction work at the total structure
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F ig u re 6.20:

Comparison of SceGe(Q) and

gG eG e(r).

The thick solid curves represent the

experimental data for the glass and for the liquid (shifted by -3). The spline fitted data sets
are used for both the glass and the liquid in reciprocal-space, and the partial pair distribution
function obtained from the Gaussian fit is used for the glass in real-space (thick solid curve). For
the liquid in real-space the direct transform of the spline fit (thick solid curve) and a minimum
noise (MIN) solution, allowing for homopolar bonds (thick dotted curve), are given. The thin
solid curves for the liquid and glass correspond to the Cobb et al.[26], [27] studies and the fine
dotted curves for the liquid show the Massobrio et al.[28] results.
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factor level by Susman et al. [2], who found th at the height of the FSDP in the
liquid is 10 % less than in the glass at 10 K and th a t the positions and halfwidths
are identical. This behaviour has been interpreted in term s of an increase with
density of the ‘frustration’ associated with the packing of Ge centred structural
units (Petri et al.[20]). The second peak in SoeGe(Q) is markedly smaller in the
liquid and the low-Q shoulder on the third peak in the liquid is not found in the
glass. In real-space in the spline fit the main peak in the liquid is shifted to lowerr, but the coordination number associated with this peak agrees with the number
we measure for the glass (table 6.9). The coordination number for the homopolar
bonds Hq| = 0.2, found from the MIN solution for the liquid, agrees within the
errors with the value found for the glass of 0.25(5). However, the Ge-Ge distance
is lower in the liquid at 2.33(3)

A compared with

2.42(2)

A in

the glass. In the

MIN solution the second peak in gGeGeM splits into a small low-r peak and a larger
high-r peak (see figure 6 .2 0 ), which occurs at a position comparable with the second
peak in the glass (table 6.9).
In SoeGe(Q) the agreement between the experimental data and the molecu
lar dynamics studies are not very satisfactory. For both the liquid and the glass
data the calculated FSDPs are too small and slightly shifted to higher Q. All of
the calculations do not produce the correct high-Q oscillations. In real-space the
calculations of Cobb et al.[26],[27] yield homopolar bonds with a Ge-Ge contact
distance larger than in the experiments (table 6.9). Also the main peaks are shifted
to higher-r. Between the homopolar bond and the main peak, i.e. at 3.06
glass and at 3.08

Afor the

Afor the liquid Ge-Ge contributions from edge sharing tetrahedra

are found in the calculations, giving rise to about 40 % edge sharing tetrahedra in
the glass and 50 % in the liquid (Cobb et al.[26],[27]).
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1st peak

2nd peak

position [A]

position [A]

n0
xxa

g G e G e f t)

glass, this study
glass, Cobb et al.[26]

2.42(2)

0.25(5)

3.31(2)

liquid, Cobb et al.[27]

2.33(3)

3.2(3)

3.5 h 3.8

2.46

liquid, Penfold & Salmon[21]
liquid, Penfold & Salmon[21]*)

3.57(2)

0.2(1)

3.3(6)

3.59(2)
3.6

3.4

3.89(2)

9.3(3)

2.48

g G e S e f t)

glass, this study
glass, Cobb et al.[26]

2.36(2)

3.7(1)

2.37
2.42(2)

3.6(3)

2.37

3.6

glass, this study

2.32(2)

0.20(5)

glass, Cobb et al.[26]

« 2.32

liquid, Penfold &; Salmon[21]
liquid, Cobb et al.[27]
g S e S e f t)

3.8
3.80(2)

liquid, Penfold & Salmon[21]
liquid, Penfold & Salmon[21]*)
liquid, Cobb et al.[27]

2.30(2)

0.2(1)

10.3(5)

3.75(2)

2.43

3.8

10.4

Table 6.9 : Peak positions and coordination numbers of the experimental data compared with
the results from molecular dynamics studies. *) Values obtained from the MIN solution.

The SoeSe(Q) obtained from the spline fitted data set for the liquid shows no
marked FSDP, see figure 6.21 although the position th at Penfold & Salmon[21 ] give
for the unspline fitted partial structure factor, 0.95(5)
with the 0.99(3)
negative second

A\

agrees within the errors

A 1 value we obtain for the glass. The glass exhibits a sharper
peak around 2 .0 A 1 and in the liquid the high-Q oscillations

are more rapidly damped. In real-space the first peak in the liquid is shifted to a
slightly higher value of r (table 6.9) and is lower and broader, as would be expected
due to the higher tem perature. Also the peak in the glass at « 5.7

A, which is due

to Ge correlations with Se on neighbouring tetrahedra, is not as clearly defined in
the liquid.
The agreement between the molecular dynamics results and experiment for
the Ge-Se correlations is considerably better than for the Ge-Ge correlations, but
there are still problems in, for example, correctly calculating the FSDP. For the
glass it occurs at a lower-Q value, and for the liquid its intensity is too high in both
calculations. In real-space the first peak for the glass is much lower and broader in
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Figure 6.21: Comparison of the Ge-Se correlations in reciprocal and real-space. The thick solid
curves represent the experimental data for the glass and for the liquid (shifted by

-2

in reciprocal

and by -5 in real-space). The spline fitted data sets are used for both in Q-space, and the partial
pair distribution function obtained from the Gaussian fit is used for the glass in real-space (thick
solid curve). For the liquid the direct transform of the spline fit (thick solid curve) and a minimum
noise (MIN) solution, removing the unphysical negative going region behind the first peak (thick
dotted curve), are given. The thin solid curves for the liquid and glass correspond to the Cobb
et al.[26], [27] studies and the dotted curves for the liquid show the Massobrio et al.[28] results.
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the molecular dynamics study, but the peak positions agree within the errors. The
calculations do not reproduce the defect peak found at 3.02(2)
but they do reproduce the peak found at « 5.7

Aby the experiment,

A. For the liquid the first peak in

real-space is well represented by both molecular dynamics studies, although again
a slight shift in the peak position occurs. For higher-r the calculations show less
structure compared with the experimental results.
For the Se-Se correlations (figure 6.22) the liquid and glass structure factors
show a small FSDP a t 0.93(1)

A"1 and

0.95

A-1 respectively

and the high-Q

oscillations are more strongly damped in the liquid. In real-space the number
and position of homopolar bonds found in the liquid and glass agree within the
errors.

The main peak in the spline fitted data set for the liquid occurs at a

slightly lower-r value (table 6.9) and is more smeared out than for the glass. The
coordination number associated with the peak is higher for the liquid compared
to the glass, but the value of 10.3(5) includes the right hand side shoulder of the
peak a t approximately 4.75

A, whereas

our quoted value of 9.3(3) (table 6.9) for

the glass does not. If we include the broad shoulder and integrate to 5.0

Afor

the glass, we obtain nf® = 11.5(5). The ratio of the Ge-Se:Se-Se distances for the
glass is 0.607(6), which is closer to the value of ^ 3 /8 = 0.612 expected for perfect
tetrahedral coordination than the value of 0.637(6) obtained for the liquid. This
implies th a t the tetrahedral GeSe4/2 structural motifs are more regular in the glass
than in the liquid.
In reciprocal-space the molecular dynamics results for the glass do not agree
well with the experimental data. The FSDP is overestimated, all of the higher-Q
peaks have a considerably too low amplitude and are too broad. For the liquid the
agreement is much better, although Cobb et al.[27] obtain a slightly larger FSDP
and Massobrio et al.[28] do not seem to obtain a FSDP at all. Their results do how
ever better represent th e peak heights of the second and third peaks. In real-space
in the glass the homopolar bonds occur at the same distance in the experimental
and molecular dynamics results. Although in the calculation no indication of a
second peak at 2.74(2)

Ais given, a shoulder on the low-r side of the main peak is

present and the main peak is to some extent shifted to lower-r (table 6 .9 ) compared
to the experiment. Both experiment and simulation show IRO, although there is
no quantitative agreement. The agreement is much better for the liquid. Both
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F ig u re 6.22: Comparison of SseSe(Q) and gseSe(r). As in figure 6.20 the thick solid curves
represent the experimental data for the glass and for the liquid (shifted by -2). The spline fitted
data sets are used for both the glass and the liquid in Q-space, and the partial pair distribution
function obtained from the Gaussian fit is used for the glass in real-space (thick solid curve). For
the liquid in real-space the direct transform of the spline fit (thick solid curve) and a minimum
noise (MIN) solution, allowing for homopolar bonds (thick dotted curve), are given. The thin
solid curves for the liquid and glass correspond to the Cobb et al.[26],[27] studies and the dotted
curves for the liquid show the Massobrio et al.[28] results.
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molecular dynamics studies show rather different peaks for the homopolar bonds,
but at r >

3

A they represent the experimental d ata very well.

In general it was found th a t all the simulated Sap(Q) and ga^(r) for the glass
do not show sharp enough structures, the peaks are predominantly too low and too
broad. The agreement with the experimental d ata is significantly b etter for the
liquid data. Cobb et al. [27] a ttrib u te this to the fact th a t simulating the quenching
process w ith femtosecond tim e scales makes the system more disordered than the
real glass.

6.7.2

B hatia Thornton partial structure factors
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Figure 6.23: Comparison of the Bhatia Thornton partial structure factors, S®T(Q), for the
liquid (dotted curves) and the glass (solid curves). The small inset shows the area of the FSDP
in Sec (Q) on an enlarged scale for better comparison.

The d a ta can also be presented in term s of the B hatia Thornton partial structure
factors (see section

2

.1 0 ), S®J(Q), S®£(Q) and Scc(Q ), which are linear combina

tions of the Faber-Ziman partial structure factors. This formalism is particularly
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useful as it separates those correlations th a t give rise to the global structure of the
system from those which describe the chemical ordering (see e.g. Salmon[30]).
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Figure 6.24: Bhatia Thornton partial pair distribution functions, g®T (r) for the liquid (dotted
curves) and the glass (solid curves).

In figures 6.23 and 6.24 the B hatia Thornton partial structure factors and their
real-space representations are illustrated. Since the scattering lengths of Ge and
Se are very similar, Snn (Q)> which describes the topology of th e system, closely
resembles the total structure factor, pjF(Q). Therefore its real-space representation
g^rSM is closely related to JjG(r).
In keeping with the reduced tem perature, the peaks

S®n (Q)

for glassy GeSe 2 are much sharper than for the liquid.
0.98

A-1

in the liquid (Penfold & Salmon[2 1 ]) and

1 .0 0

A-1

at Q >

1 .5

A-1

However the FSDP, at
in the glass, is reduced

in height by about 13 % in the liquid. This observation confirms previous neutron
diffraction experiments by Susman et al.[2] on the to ta l structure factors, who
found a reduction of « 10 %. They also reported the disappearance of the high-Q
shoulder on the fourth peak upon melting, which we observe.
The large deviation in the number-concentration pair distribution function,
SNc(r)> fr°m

z e r 0

indicates th a t GeSe2 , neither as a m elt nor as a glass, can be
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considered as a substitutional alloy, i.e. Ge and Se have different mean coordination
environments.
It is of particular interest to compare the concentration-concentration structure
factor,

Scc(Q),

of the liquid with the glass, since in the melt a FSDP a t Q «

1

A -1

has been observed (Penfold & Salmon[21]), which implies th a t there are concen
tratio n fluctuations on the scale of the intermediate range order. It has not proved
possible to reproduce this peak by using a variety of theoretical methods includ
ing conventional molecular dynamics (Vashishta et al.[31]) and ab initio molecular
dynamics (Cobb et al-[26],[27] and Massobrio et al.[28]) simulations, see figure 6.25.
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Figure 6.25: Concentration-concentration structure factors from the experiments (thick solid
curves) compared with the ab in itio molecular dynamics results by Cobb et al.[26],[27] for the
liquid and glass (thin solid curves) and by Massobrio et al.[28] for the liquid (thin dashed curve).
The

(Q) from the molecular dynamics studies were obtained by a linear combination of the

functions given in figures 6.20- 6.22. The vertical arrows point out the FSDPs in the experimental
data.

It is seen from figure 6.23 th a t the new results for the glassy phase of GeSe 2
also show a FSDP in the concentration-concentration partial structure factor. The
position, full w idth at half maximum and height of the FSD Ps are
0.37(5)

A-1

and 0.13(1) for the glass, and 0.95(2)
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A-1 ,

0.36(5)

A-1

1.00(2) A ”1,
and 0.15(2)

for the liquid, respectively. This implies th at the structural models used in the
molecular dynamics studies are still insufficient to explain the physical origin of
the FSDP in Scc(Q) (Massobrio et al.[28]). More realistic interaction models for
these disordered network materials are therefore needed.
The emergence of this FSDP in Scc(Q) for molten and glassy GeSe2 might
be explained by the covalent bonding that yields a relatively open arrangement of
the atoms within the system, characterised be large voids, which in turn lead to a
non-uniform density distribution on the scale of the IRO.
Additionally the deviation of Scc(Q) from CceCse shows th at the distribution of
atom s is not random. The negative peak in gcc(r) at w 2.4 A for both the liquid
and the glass, indicates the preference for heteropolar bonding.
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6.8

Conclusions

• All three partial structure factors contribute to the intermediate range order
ing in glassy GeSe2 , but it is dominated by the Ge-Ge correlations, i.e. by
the real-space intermediate range ordering of Ge-centred structural motifs.
• The short range order in glassy GeSe2 is very similar to th a t in the HT
crystalline phase, although a substantial number of defects are present. In
the glass 34(5) % of Ge are in edge sharing tetrahedra compared to 50 % in
the crystal.
• Defects in glassy GeSe2 have been identified for the first time by diffraction
methods. An analysis of the defects yields a maximum fraction of Ge in de
fected tetrahedra of 29(5) %, a minimum fraction of Ge in regular tetrahedra
of 54(6) % and a fraction of Ge in Ge-Ge dimers of 25(5) %.
• In keeping with the reduced tem perature, the peaks in the partial structure
factors a t Q > 1.5 A -1 for glassy G eS e 2 are sharper than for the corresponding
liquid. However, the FSDP in SceG e(Q ) and in S n n (Q ) is of comparable height
and at a comparable position to the FSDP in these functions measured for
the liquid.
• Problems are inherent in the molecular dynamics studies by Cobb et al-[26]
to reproduce the structure of the GeSe2 glass. In reciprocal and real-space
the simulated peaks are too low and too broad. Real problems are encoun
tered in the simulation in the region of the homopolar bonds for gGeGe(r)>
which are found at a too large distance. Further, the FSDP in the BhatiaThornton concentration-concentration structure factor has not been possible
to be reproduced.
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Chapter 7
The topology of GexS e i_ x
(0 < x < 0.4) glasses
7.1

Introduction

In the preceding chapters the structures of disordered GexSei_x materials at two
compositions, GeSe and GeSe2 , were discussed in detail. It is also interesting to
study the structure of glasses in the GexSei_x system as a function of the Ge
content x, since the structure of the corresponding melts has been shown to un
dergo marked changes on both the short and intermediate length scales (Salmon &
Liu[l]). Glasses can be formed by bulk quenching methods over a wide composi
tion range, covering 0 < x < 0.42 (Azoulay et al.[2 ]), but the glass-forming ability
varies notably with x, see figure 7.1.
It was shown by Tronc et al.[3] th a t glassy GexSei_x compounds show significant
changes in their optical properties, e.g. in their optical absorption coefficient and in
their Raman spectra, with variation in the Ge content x. Particularly, compositions
around GeSe4 are of interest since on the basis of mean-field constraint theory there
is a rigidity percolation threshold in a covalent network glass which occurs at an
average coordination number of 2.4, corresponding to x = 0 .2 , in GexSei_x (Wang
et al.[4]). Direct evidence for this threshold has been found by experiments, see
for example Wang et al.[4] and Feng et al.[5]. Additionally, glasses in the Ge
Se system have several commercial applications. For instance, Ge-Se glasses doped
with As or Sb are available to be used as lenses for infrared sensors, and Smektala et
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Figure 7.1: Glass forming difficulty as a function of the Ge content. (Reproduced from Azoulay
et al.[2]).

al. [6 ] recently discovered th a t GeSe 4 is a favourable m aterial for ultrafast nonlinear
optical applications, for example in all-optical switching telecommunication uses.
Since the coherent neutron scattering lengths for naturally occurring Ge and
Se are very similar, the measured total structure factor F(Q) reduces to the single
B hatia-Thornton partial structure factor S n n (Q) in a first order approxim ation (see
section 5.2). The Fourier transform of this function, gNN(r), describes the average
sites of the scattering particles, but is not concerned with their chemical identity.
Therefore it contains inform ation on the topology of the system. The F(Q ) for
many binary glasses exhibit a characteristic three-peak structure (Wright et al.[7])
for

0

< Qri <

1 0

, where ri is the nearest neighbour distance, whose origin can be

traced to S n n (Q) (Salmon[8 ]). The first of these three peaks is the so called ‘First
Sharp Diffraction Peak’ (FSD P), th a t has already been discussed in detail in the
preceding chapters. It is found in a wide variety of oxide, halide and chalcogenide
disordered systems at low values of Qri between «

2 .1

and « 3.1 (Price et al.[9]).

Since the FSDP refers to the interm ediate range order (IRO) in the system, the
presented experiments on the GexSei_x system will provide information on the
topology a t both short and interm ediate length scales.
Due to its im portance as a proto-typical glass forming system, GexSei_x glasses
have been subjected to numerous studies. A summary of their mechanical, elec
tronic, magnetic and optical properties can be found in Borisova[10]. Their therm al
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properties, mainly the glass transition temperatures, have been measured by DTA
(differential thermal analysis), see e.g. Azoulay et al.[ 2 ], DSC (differential scanning
calorimetry), e.g. Sarrach et al.[ll], and Modulated DSC, see Wagner et al.[12 ] and
Feng et al.[5]. The results of these measurements will be compared with our results
in section 7.3. A plethora of Raman scattering experiments have been carried out
on the GexSei_x system (e.g. Tronc et al.[3], Boucenter &; Duval[13], W ang et al.[4]
and Feng et al.[5]), leading to models to describe the glasses. There are reports
using electron diffraction (Fawcett et al.[14], Uemura et al.[15]), x-ray diffraction
(Hafiz et al.[16]), and EXAFS (Zhou et al.[17]) on the structure of Ge-Se amorphous
alloys.
Very recently Rao et al.[18] published results of a neutron diffraction study
on the structure of GexSei_x glasses for different Ge contents. Our results will
mainly be compared with these findings, although in our experiments the d ata was
measured up to higher values of the scattering vector Q, and therefore truncation
effects are reduced when the d ata is Fourier transformed into real-space (see section
3.5). Additionally our measurements are carried out with a better instrumental
resolution A Q /Q , and we also studied a wider range of compositions in addition
to GeS2 - Importantly, we performed a thermal characterisation of our glassy alloys
using DSC since their structure, e.g. the number of homopolar bonds (see chapters
5 and 6 ), is influenced by the method of preparation, e.g. by quench tem peratures,
the quench rate (Feltz & Lippmann[19]), and the therm al history.

7.2

Sample Preparation

The Se, GeSe4 , GeSe3 , GeSe2 and GeSei.s samples were prepared by mixing high
purity elemental Ge lumps (99.9999 %, Aldrich) and Se pellets (99.999 %, John
son M atthey) following the procedure described in section 4.2. All of the sample
handling and preparation was carried out in a high purity argon filled glove box to
prevent any oxygen or hydrogen contamination of the samples. The samples were
contained in silica tubes of 5 mm internal diameter and 0.1 mm wall thickness
during the preparation process.
The heating procedure used for GeSe4, GeSe3 , GeSe2 and GeSei.s is the same
as for the GeSe2 samples described in sections 4.2 and 5.2, with the exception th at
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GeSe3 and GeSei.5 were quenched from a tem perature of 750 °C and GeSe4 from
650 °C into an ice/salt-water mixture at -5 °C. The glassy Se sample was prepared
by heating the silica tube containing the sample by 1 °C /m in up to 210 °C, the
melting tem perature of Se. After equilibrating at this tem perature for three hours
it was heated up further to 450 °C with the same heating rate, and quenched after
m aintaining it at 450 °C for approximately 12 hours.
Glassy GeS2 was prepared using high purity germanium (99.9999 %, Aldrich)
and sulfur flakes (99.998 %, Aldrich). Because of the high vapour pressure of sulfur,
the heating rate was reduced to 0.9 °C/min. During the heating process the sample
was equilibrated for four hours at the melting tem perature of S (110 °C) and for
another four hours at 500 °C, before heating it up to 950 °C. It remained at this
tem perature for 19 hours, then the rocking furnace was set vertically, the sample
cooled down slowly (1 °C/m in) to 900 °C and, after allowing it to equilibrate at
this tem perature, it was quenched like all the other samples into an ice/salt-water
mixture a t -5 °C. The glasses containing Se were dark-reddish in their appearance
whereas GeS 2 was yellow-brown.

7.3

D SC m easurem ents

The therm al properties of the GexSei_x and GeS2 samples were measured in a dif
ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiment using a TA Instruments Thermal
Analyst 2000 machine. The tem perature range covered depended on the particular
sample, but was in most cases 20 - 400 °C and the heating rate was 10 °C/m in. For
Se and GeSei.5 about 10 mg of sample was contained in a small sealed glass am
poule (inner diameter approximately 0.86 mm, 0.32 mm wall thickness). This was
held in an aluminium pan which was heated under a constant stream of oxygen free
nitrogen purge gas at 40 m l/m in. For the GeSe4, GeSe3, GeSe2 and GeS2 samples
the sensitivity of this set-up was too low to observe the glass transition. Therefore
these samples were contained in hermetically sealed aluminum pans, which provide
a better therm al contact with the tem perature sensor. Additionally the pans can
contain approximately 5-10 mg more sample and have a lower therm al mass.
In our analysis both the onset and ‘m idpoint’ or inflection point (obtained as
described in section 6.4.1) of the transition were determined. Additionally at least
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Figure 7.2: DSC trace in the glass transition region measured for Se sealed in a small glass
ampoule. The scan rate was 10 °C/min.

two samples were measured to ensure the reproducibility of our measurements. For
all the samples, except pure Se, the measurement was limited to the glass tra n 
sition region, as crystallisation and melting take place a t such high tem peratures
th a t either the glass ampoules start to soften or the vapour pressure of Se (S) is
sufficiently high to promote sample leakage, thus contam inating the DSC cell.
The measured DSC traces in figures 7.2- 7.4 show th a t, except for pure Se,
the glass transition in the investigated samples in the Ge-Se system is a very low
enthalpy event. The glass transition tem perature increases monotonically w ith the
germanium content x up to the GeSe2 composition then decreases again. A sum
mary of our results for T g is given in table 7.1.

Se

GsSg4

GeSe3

GeSe2

GeSei.s

GeS 2

onset [°C]

51(2)

167(4)

231(4)

396(3)

341(3)

487(10)

m idpoint [°C]

53(2)

191(3)

253(3)

415(3)

351(3)

491(6)

T able 7.1 : Measured glass transition temperatures using DSC.

O ur glass transition tem peratures lie well within the values given in the liter
ature. In figure 7.5 our results for the GexSei_x samples are compared w ith the
DTA measurements of Feltz & Lippmann[19] and Azoulay et al.[2 ], with the DSC
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F igu re 7.3: DSC traces for GeSe4 and GeSe3 , both in hermetically sealed A1 pans, measured in
the glass transition region. The scan rate was 10 °C/min.

results of Sarrach et al.[ll] (heating rate 20 °C /m in, given T g is inflection point)
and Wang et al.[4] (heating at 10 °C /m in), and with the M odulated DSC (MDSC)
measurements of Wagner et ai.[12] (heating rate 20 °C /m in, onset points for T g are
given) and Feng et al.[5] (heating at 3 °C /m in). The differences between the results
obtained from the different authors might be due to different preparation methods
used for the samples (especially different quench rates and quench tem peratures)
or due to the different experimental conditions used for the therm al measurements
(e.g. heat rate and purge gas). Additionally, only Sarrach et al.[ll] and Wang et
al.[4] state how their T g was extracted from the DSC traces, i.e. if the onset or
inflection point of the transition is quoted. Details of th e glass preparation proce
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Figure 7.4: DSC traces measured for GeSei.5 , in a glass ampoule, and GeS2 , in an A1 pan.
(The trace for GeSe2 is already shown in figure 6.2.) The scan rate was 10 °C/min.

dures, as far as they are quoted in the literature, are given in table 7.2.

quench

Feltz &

Azoulay

Sarrach

Wang

Wagner

Feng

Lippmann[19]

et al.[2 ]

et al.[ll]

et al.[4]

et al.[1 2 ]

et al.[5]

« 990°C

900° C

1000°C

liquidus

800-900°C

temp.-f50°C

temp.
method

H2 O qu.

H20 qu.

H20 qu.

H2 O qu.

H2 O qu.

T able 7.2 : Temperatures from which samples were quenched and method of quenching.

Figure 7.4 shows th a t T g for the GeS 2 sample is very difficult to determine.
Our value of 491(6) °C is lower than the T g of 520 °C given by Feng et al.[5], who
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of the glass transition temperatures (inflection points are given for our
measurements) with literature values. The lines are drawn as a guide for the eye.

used MDSC with a heating rate of 20 °C /m in.

7.4

N eutron parameters and experim ents

The diffraction experiments were carried out using two different instruments.
Glassy GeSe 4 and GeS 2 were investigated using D4B (see section 3.2.1) a t an in
cident wavelength of 0.7047 A, while all of the other samples were measured at
the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory using the SANDALS diffractometer (section
3.2.2).
About 2.8 g of GeS2 or 4.6 g of GeSe4, in the form of a coarse powder, were
contained in a cylindrical vanadium container of 6 . 8 mm inner diam eter and

0 .1

mm

wall thickness (see section 4.3). The packing fractions were maximised by placing
the cans in an ultrasonic bath for

1 0

minutes and the samples were fully illuminated

by a rectangular beam, 35 mm high and 13 mm wide.
For the SANDALS experiment the samples were also in the form of a coarse
powder. Glassy Se, GeSe3 , G eSei . 5 (each «
167

8

g) were loaded into cylindrical vana

dium containers of 8 .8 mm inner diameter and GeSe2 ( « 4 g) was loaded into a
cylindrical vanadium container of 6.8 mm inner diameter. Both containers had a
wall thickness of 0.1 mm, and they were sealed with a greased O-ring after the
samples were loaded. All of the sample handling was again carried out under a
high purity argon gas atmosphere. To increase the packing fraction of the powder
the samples were left in an ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes before fully illuminating
them by a circular neutron beam of radius 1.6 cm.
Both the D4B and SANDALS diffraction experiments comprised the measure
ment of the diffraction patterns of the samples in their cans, the empty vanadium
cans, nothing placed at the sample position and a vanadium rod of 6.08 mm (D4B)
or 6.06 mm (SANDALS) diam eter for normalisation purposes. On D4B the inten
sity for a Cd rod of 7 mm diam eter placed at the sample position was also measured
to perform the background correction at low angles. All of the diffraction experi
ments were carried out at room tem perature, 26(1) °C.
The scattering lengths, nuclear and absorption cross-sections for Ge, Se and S
are given in table 7.3.
Element

b

^free,coh

^free,inc

<7abs (@ 1-798 A)

[fm]

[barn]

[barn]

[barn]

Ge

8.185(20)

8 .1 9 (4 )

0.18(7)

2.20(4)

Se

7.970(9)

7.7 8 (2 )

0.31(6)

11.7(2)

S

2.847(1)

0.9579

0.007(5)

0.53(1)

Table 7.3 : Scattering lengths and cross-sections of Ge, Se and S (Sears[20]). Their statistical
errors are given in brackets.

The

wavelength

dependence

of the

total

cross-sections

<jtotal(A)

=

0free,sc + Oabs(^) for the samples measured on SANDALS is shown in fig. 7.6. It

was calculated by setting the scattering cross-section equal to the free nuclear
cross-section for all wavelengths, and assuming th at <r0&5 oc A. The total crosssections crtotal = <7free,sc + 0 "abs(^ = 0.7047A ) for GeSe4 and GeS 2 are 11.99(8) barn
and 3 .8 6 (3 ) barn respectively, and they are also indicated in fig. 7.6.
The to tal structure factors F(Q) for the glassy alloys can be written as,
F

( Q

)

=

A

[ S G e G e ( Q )
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Figure 7.6: Calculated trtotal(A) for glassy GexSei_x and GeS2 alloys.
where A = c^e6 ^ e, B =

2

cceCy^GeW and C =

and V denotes Se or S. The

weighting factors, low-r limits and sum-rule relations (see equations 4.2 and 4.3)
are summarised in table 7.4.

A

B

C

G(0)

sum-rule

[barn]

[barn]

[barn]

[barn]

[barn/A 3]

Se

-

-

0.6352(14)

-0.6352(14)

-0.4100(9)

GeSe4

0.02680(13)

0.2088(6)

0.4065(9)

-0.6421(11)

-0.4296(7)

GeSe3

0.04187(20)

0.2446(7)

0.3573(8)

-0.6438(11)

-0.4308(7)

GeSe2

0.0744(4)

0.2899(8)

0.2823(6)

-0.6467(11)

-0.4261(7)

GeSei . 5

0.1072(5)

0.3131(8)

0.2287(5)

-0.6490(11)

-0.4367(7)

GeS 2

0.0744(4)

0.1036(3)

0.03603(3)

-0.2140(5)

-0.1517(4)

Glass

T able 7.4 : Weighting coefficients, low-r limits and sum-rule relations.
The to tal structure factors can also be expressed as a linear combinations of
the B hatia-Thornton (BT) number-number, S n n {Q) i concentration-concentration,
Scc{Q), and number-concentration, S n c (Q), partial structure factors (see section
2.10):

F(Q) = < b >

2

[ S ™ ( Q ) - l] + * ( l - z ) ( A

& )2

SccjQ)
-1
x{ \ —x)

+

2

< b > (Ab)SNC(Q)
( 7 .2 )
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where < b > = xbGe + (1 - x)by and Ab = (bGe - M - The weighting factors are
given in table 7 .5 , together with the mass densities and number densities of the
investigated samples.
X

Glass

x(l-x)(A b ) 2

2< b > (Ab)

P

n0

[bam2]

[barn2]

[barn2]

[g/cm3]

[A -3]

< b

> 2

Se

0

0.6352(14)

-

-

4.288*

0.0327

GeSe4

0 .2

0.6421(11)

0.00007(2)

0.034(4)

4.372*

0.0339

GeSe3

0.25

0.6438(11)

0.00009(2)

0.035(4)

4.355*

0.0339

GeSe2

0.33

0.6467(11)

0 .0 0 0 1 0 (2 )

0.035(5)

4.26(1)+

0.0334(1)

GeSei.s

0.4

0.6490(11)

0 .0 0 0 1 1 (2 )

0.035(5)

4.325*

0.0341

GeS2

0.33

0.2140(5)

0.014(2)

0.494(1)

2.717(6)&

0.0359(8)

T a b le 7 .5 : Weighting factors for the Bhatia-Thornton partial structure factors and further
sample parameters. The density values were taken from *Borisova[10], +Azoulay et al.[2] or
^Feltz et al.[21].

The d ata analysis followed the procedure outlined in section 3.3.1 for the D4B
data and section 3.3.2 for the SANDALS data. The packing fractions used to
calculate the attenuation factors and multiple scattering corrections were 70%
for Se, 63% for GeSe2 and GeS 2 , 65% for GeSei.s, 54% for GeSe4 and 53% for
GeSe3. The fined F (Q )’s for the SANDALS data were obtained by merging all of
the diffraction pattern from the 18 different detector banks. However the patterns
from the low-resolution detector banks 8 - 1 0 were only used in the very low-Q
region ( Q < Q f s d p , with Q fsdp being the position of the maximum of the first
sharp diffraction peak). Since the element Se has an absorption resonance at an
energy of 2.6 eV (Soper et al.[22 ]), the diffraction patterns from the detector banks
were truncated a t Q-values well before any influence of this resonance could be
observed. For all of the Q-space data sets it was tested th a t they tend to the
correct high-Q limit, fulfil the sum-rule relations, and th a t they agree well with
the back Fourier transforms of the corresponding real-space functions after the
unphysical low-r oscillations have been set to their G( 0 ) limiting values, given in
table 7.4.
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7.5

R esults

7.5.1

Total structure factors:
2.5

Se + 2.2 b

GeSe^ + 1 .8 b

E
05

-O

O
LL

G eSe0 + 1.0 b

0.5

G e S e ., + 0.6 b~

GeS,
0

2

4

6
8
10
Scattering Vector Q [A 1]

12

14

16

F ig u re 7.7: The measured total structure factors for several GexSei_x glasses and glassy GeS2 The bars give the statistical errors for each data point and the solid curves are the back Fourier
transforms of the G(r)’s given by the solid curves in figure 7.8.

The measured to tal structure factors, F(Q ), for all of the investigated samples
and their real-space representations, G (r), are shown in figures 7.7 and 7.8 respec
tively. It is seen from these two figures th a t w ith increasing Ge content from x =

0

to x = 0.4 there are changes in the short range order (G (r)’s) as well as in the
interm ediate range order (FSDPs in the F (Q )’s). These changes will be discussed
in detail in section 7.6.
As the total structure factor of GeSe2 was measured on both the diffractometer
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Figure 7.8: Measured G(r)’s for several GexSei_x glasses and glassy GeS2 - The solid curves give
the real-space representation of the total structure factors given by the error bars in figure 7.7
and the dotted curves for approximately r < 2.09 A show the corresponding unphysical low-r
oscillations.

D4B a t the reactor source of the ILL (see chapter

6

) and on the pulsed source

diffractometer SANDALS, which at the time of the experiment had been newly
equipped with four detector banks in the range 29° < 20 < 41°, a short note on the
correspondence of both instrum ents can be made. The two investigated samples
came from different batches, but were prepared using exactly the same procedure.
Figure 7.9 compares the measured F(Q) and G (r) functions.
Although the differences are small they exceed the statistical errors on the data
points. There is no indication th a t any of the differences are due to the different
resolution functions of the instrum ents, since e.g. the width of the FSDP measured
on both instrum ents is the same. Nevertheless the measured differences do not have
any quantifiable effect on the coordination numbers and peak-positions at the total
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of the measurements for GeSe2 in reciprocal and real-space. The total
structure factor for the SANDALS data is drawn as solid curve together with its statistical errors
that for the D4B data without its errors and as a dashed curve. Both F(Q)’s were truncated at
the same Q-value, Qmax = 16 A-1. G(r) from the D4B data is given by the dashed curve, for the
SANDALS data by the solid curve. The differences of the SANDALS data minus the D4B data
are also included in the graphs.

structure factor level.
The structure of GeS 2 will now be compared with th e structure of GeSe 2 at
the to ta l structure factor level. Figure 7.10 shows th a t both total structure fac
tors comprise the similar four peak structure, with a FSD P at
0.99(2)

A

1

1

.0 2 ( 2 )

A -1

and

for GeS2 and GeSe 2 respectively. The FSDP is followed by two peaks

of increasing height and a fourth peak, at

6

.0 0 ( 2 )

A

1

for GeS 2 and 5.95(2)

A 1

for GeSe 2 , which has a shoulder on its high-Q side. The larger relative height of
the FSD P for GeS 2 dem onstrates th a t it also arises prim arily from interm ediate
range Ge-Ge correlations. Since the weighting of these correlations in GeS 2 is much
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Figure 7.10: Total structure factors of GeS2 and GeSe2 shown by the error bars, and their
Fourier back transforms after the unphysical low-r oscillations have been removed. The dashed
curves show the FSDPs obtained by the symmetrisation of the peaks around their maximum.

higher than in GeSe 2 (a+b+c = 3 5 % for GeS 2 and only

1 2

% for GeSe2 , see table

7.4) they give rise to a peak in F(Q ) w ith a higher relative intensity.
GeS 2 and GeSe2 both melt from a monoclinic Cfh high tem perature form
(Hulliger[23]), which has already been described in chapter

6

for GeSe2 - The sim

ilarity between GeS 2 and GeSe 2 is also reflected in their to tal pair distribution
functions, G (r), shown in fig. 7.11. This close correspondence has also been re
ported by Feltz et al.[21] on the basis of total x-ray diffraction experiments. The
first peak w ith a maximum a t 2.35(2)

A

A for GeSe

2

and at the lower value of 2 .2 1 (2 )

for GeS2, reflecting the smaller covalent radius of S compared to Se, comprises

the Ge-Y (Y = Se or S) nearest neighbours. For GeSe 2 it is shown in chapter

6

th a t there are also contributions from homopolar Ge-Ge and Se-Se bonds to this
first peak. The area under th e first peak for GeS 2 accounts very well for the same
number of nearest neighbours as found for glassy GeSe 2 in the isotopic substitu
tion experiment. If n | e = 3.7 and TTq| = 0.25 are assumed as measured for GeSe2,
a n | = 0.18 is obtained th a t agrees w ith the measured n f| = 0.20(5) (table
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Figure 7.11: Total pair distribution functions, G(r), measured for GeS2 and GeSe2 - The dotted
curves show the unphysical low-r oscillations.

and see figure 7.12. Also it can be seen in this figure th a t the neutron weighted
Ge-Se contributions alone are insufficient to account for all of the intensity un
der the first peak in GeS 2 - However, if the homopolar bonds are included a good
account is given of the first measured peak in G(r) for GeS 2 - Using the second
peaks a t 3.49(2) A (GeS2) and 3.88(2) A (GeSe2), the ratio r 2 / r l 5 where r* is the
position of the maximum of the ith peak in G(r), can be calculated. It is 1.579 and
1.651 for GeS 2 and GeSe 2 respectively, i.e. it is just below and above the value of
y j 8 /3 = 1.633 expected for a perfect tetrahedron. The param eters describing the

total structure factors and to tal pair distribution functions of GeS 2 and GeSe2 are
summarised in table 7.6.
To summarise, it has been found th a t the structures of glassy GeS 2 and GeSe 2
are very much alike, comprising GeS4 / 2 and GeSe4 / 2 tetrahedral units as their basic
building blocks like in the crystalline structures from which they melt. By com
parison w ith the results obtained from the isotopic substitution measurements on
GeSe 2 , the existence of homopolar bonds in GeS2 can be inferred.
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F ig u re 7.12: G (r/ri) for glassy GeS2 shifted up by -G(0) (thick solid curves) compared with
the representation obtained using the measured partial pair distribution functions for GeSe2 , see
chapter 6, after scaling them accordingly to the weighting factors appropriate for GeS2 , see table
7.4. It is seen that the Ge-Ge homopolar bonds are necessary if a good account is to be given of

the first peak (see small inset).

Glass

Position of
FSDP

[A"1]

FSDP

^Ai

FW HM of

Height of

FSDP

[A -1]

[A]

GeSe2

0.99(2)

0.509(5)

0.30(1)

2.35(2)

1.651

4.1(1)

GeS2

1.02(2)

0.355(5)

0.35(1)

2.21(2)

1.579

4.1(1)

Glass

Q2 [A -1]

Si
Qi

Q?

G cS c2

2.02(2)

0.49

GeS2

2.35(2)

0.43

Q4

F(Q4)

F(Q 2) [barn]

F(Qi)

f (q 3)

Q-

1.74

2.80

0.269(1)

-0.258

1.497

0.441

1.58

2.55

0.009(1)

15.3

12.1

5.4

T able 7.6 : Parameters describing the

F!Q,!

FfQi'

f (Q2)

F(Q ) and G(r) functions for glassy GeSe2 and GeS2 -

The FSDP was defined by reflecting its low-Q part about Qi. rj (i = 1, 2, 3 or 4) denotes the
position of the maximum of the ith peak in G(r), Qi the ith maximum in F(Q ) and F(Qj) its value.
nQe calculated under the assumption that only Ge-Y correlations contribute to the first peak in
G(r) and by integrating over 2.09 A < r < 2.61 A for GeSe2 and 1.96 A < r < 2.52 A for GeS2 -
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7.5.2

B hatia-T hornton num ber-num ber partial structure
factors

The weighting factors for the

table 7.5 show th at the measured total

S n n (Q ) in

structure factors for the GexSei_x alloys are dominated by the number-number
partial structure factor

S n n (Q )-

Therefore

S n n (Q )

is set equal to F(Q) < b > - 2

+1

and plotted in figure 7.13 as a function of Qri, where ri is the position of the
maximum of the first peak in gNN(r). Many binary glasses exhibit a characteristic
three-peak structure (Wright et al.[7]) for 0 < Qri < 10, where the first one is the
FSDP, see section 7.1.
Table 7.7 summarises the parameters defining the

S n n (Q )

and

gN N (r)

functions

for the glassy Ge-Se system and GeS2Glass

Position

Height of

FWHM

of FSDP

FSDP

of FSDP

ri

[A -1]

[A]

[A -1]

r2/ri

n

4*6

Se

-

-

-

2.34(2)

1.573

2.10(10)

-

GeSe4

1.12(2)

0.455(5)

0.44(1)

2.35(2)

1.583

2.55(10)

6.3(1)

GeSe3

1.04(2)

0.586(5)

0.34(1)

2.35(2)

1.609

2.62(10)

5.2(1)

GeSe2

0.99(2)

0.787(5)

0.30(1)

2.35(2)

1.651

2.78(10)

4.1(1)

GeSei.s

0.94(2)

0.618(5)

0.29(1)

2.37(2)

1.629

2.79(10)

3.5(1)

Glass

Q2 [A -1]

Se

1.92(2)

GeSe4

2.04(2)

GeSe3

Si

Si

Si

q2

Sn n (Q2)

S n n (Q i )
S n n (Q 2)

S n n (Q3)
S n n (Q 2 )

S n n (Q4)
Sn n (Q 2)

1 .8 8

2.96

1.196(1)

-

1.171

1 .0 1 2

0.55

1.75

2.81

1.325(2)

0.414

1.161

0.909

2.03(2)

0.51

1.75

2.81

1.355(1)

0.501

1.155

0.882

GeSe2

2 .0 2 (2 )

0.49

1.74

2.80

1.416(1)

0.631

1.146

0.836

GeSei.s

2 .0 2 (2 )

0.47

1.78

2.80

1.325(1)

0.554

1.234

0.904

q2

q2

Table 7 .7 : Parameters describing the Snn(Q) and gNN(r) functions for the glassy Ge-Se
system. The FSDP was defined by reflecting its low-Q part about Qi. ri (i = 1, 2, 3 or 4) denotes
the position of the maximum of the ith peak in gNN(r), Qi the ith maximum in the reciprocal-space
function and Snn(Q0 its value, n = 47m0 J** r2gNN(r)dr = CGe(n§e + 4 e ) -I- cse(n || + nfee) is
the average coordination number. It was calculated by integrating over the area defined by the
two minima on either side of gNN(r), i-e. 2.09 A < r < 2.61 A. n|* was calculated under the
assumption that only Ge-Se correlations contribute to this first peak.

The d ata fulfil the obligational inequality relation, Snn(Q) > 0 (see e.g. Bhatia
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Figure 7.13: Measured Snn(Q)’s for glassy GexS ei_x alloys plotted as a function of Qri,
where ri is the position of the maximum of the first peak in gNN(r). The vertical lines give the
statistical errors on each data point and the solid curves are the back Fourier transforms of the
corresponding gNisr(r) functions shown in fig. 7.14, after the unphysical low-r oscillations are set
to their calculated limiting value. The dashed curves represent the FSDPs.
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Figure 7.14: The gNN(r) plotted as a function of r/ri, where ri is the position of the maximum
of the first peak. The dotted curves show the unphysical low-r oscillations obtained by Fourier
transforming the Snn(Q)’s given in fig. 7.13.
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& Thornton[24]), and agree well with the back Fourier transforms of the corre
sponding gNN(r)’s, shown in figure 7.14, after the unphysical low-r oscillations are
set to their calculated limiting value gNN(O) = 0 .

7.6
7.6.1

D iscussion
N um ber-num ber partial stru cture factor, S n n (Q)

The most apparent change with increasing Ge content happens in the FSDP at
about

1A-1. W ith

the addition of

20 % Ge to

pure Se a new intermediate range

ordering (IRO) develops, as evidenced by the appearance of the FSDP. The inten
sity of the FSDP increases with increasing Ge content and reaches its maximum for
x = 0.33, then it decreases again. All of the Snn(Q) for glasses containing Ge show
the characteristic three-peak structure for 0 <

Qri <

10

discussed in the introduc

tion. The second and third peaks show a slight tendency to increase in height as
x is increased to 0.33, and they tend to shift closer together. The second peak for
GeSei.5 does not shift relative to GeSe2 and has a lower intensity (see table 7.7).

7.6.2

Short range order (SRO)

The first peak in gNNr(r) shifts marginally to larger values of r with increasing Ge
content, from 2.34(2)

A for pure

defined by a maximum at 3.68(2)

Se to 2.37(2)

A, i.e.

A for

GeSei.s. The second peak,

at r2/ r i = 1.57 for Se, becomes notably

broader with the addition of Ge and its maximum shifts to higher r-values. The
peak a t 5.64(2)

A, i.e.

at r 3/ r i = 2.4, does not exhibit any shifts with increasing

x and has the highest intensity for the GeSe4 composition. These observed trends
are in agreement with the recent neutron results by Rao et al.[18].
Table 7.8 summarises the parameters defining the SRO for the investigated
samples and gives a comparison with literature values.
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Sample

ri

r2 /ri

n

A

Probe,

Preparation

Reference

Method

Se

2.34(2)

1.573

2 .1 0 ( 1 0 )

neutrons

melt qu.

present work*

Se

2.36

-

2 .0

neutrons

1. 250 °C

Maruyama et al.[26]*

Se

2.350(5)

-

1 .8 (2 )

EXAFS

melt qu.

Zhou et al.[17]

Se

2.34(1)

1.603

2 .2 ( 1 )

electrons

evaporation

Uemura et al.[15]**

GeSe4
GeSe4
GeSe4

2.35(2)

1.583

2.55(10)

neutrons

melt qu.

present work*

2.39(3)

1.611

2.78

x-rays

melt qu.

Hafiz et al.[16]**

2.38(1)

1.609

2.38(20)

x-rays

melt qu.

Malaurent et al.[27]***

GeSe4

2.368(5)a

“

2.4(2)

EXAFS

melt qu.

Zhou et al.[17]

2.35(2)b
GeSe4

2.34(1)

1.608

2.4(1)

electrons

evaporation

Uemura et al.[15]**

GeSe3

2.35(2)

1.609

2.62(10)

neutrons

melt qu.

present work*

GeSe3

2.378(5)

1.623

2 .6 8

neutrons

melt qu.

Rao et al.[18]**

GeSe3

2.37(3)

1.624

2.76

x-rays

melt qu.

Hafiz et al.[16]**

GeSe3

2.38(1)

1.618

2.43(20)

x-rays

melt qu.

Malaurent et al.[27]***

GeSe3

2.35a

1.638

2.5

AWAXS

melt qu.

Armand

2.38b
GeSe3

2.366(5)a

et al.[28]***
-

2.5(2)

EXAFS

melt qu.

2.35(2)b

Zhou et al.
[17]

GeSe2

2.35(2)

1.651

2.78(10)

neutrons

melt qu.

present work*

GeSe2

2.386(5)

1.630

2.77

neutrons

melt qu.

Rao et al.[18]**

GeSe2

2.385

1.648

2.74

neutrons

melt qu.

Susman et al.[25]**

GeSe2

2.36

-

2.5

neutrons

1. 800 °C

Maruyama et al.[26]*

GeSe2

2.39(2)

1.607

2 .6 ( 1 )

neutrons

1. 784 °C

Salmon & Liu[l]**

GeSe2

2.364(5)a

-

2.5(2)

EXAFS

melt qu.

Zhou et al.[17]

GeSe2

2.37(3)

1.646

2.8(4)

DAS

melt qu.

Fuoss et al.[29]***

GeSe2

2.34(1)

1.613

2.63

electrons

evaporation

Uemura et al.[15]**

GeSei.5

2.37(2)

1.629

2.79(10)

neutrons

melt qu.

present work*

GeSei.s

2.392(5)

1.651

2.92

neutrons

melt qu.

Rao et a!.[18]**

GeSei.s

2.41(2)

1.618

2 .8 (2 )

neutrons

1. 784 °C

Salmon & Liu[l]**

GeSei.s

2.39(1)

1.619

2.7(2)

x-rays

melt qu.

Malaurent et al.[27]***

GeSei.s

2.365(5)a

“

2.7(2)

EXAFS

melt qu.

Zhou et al.[17]

2.41(2)c
GeSei.5

2.38(2)

1.616

2.65(10)

electrons

evaporation

Uemura et al.[15]**

GeSe

2.52(2)

1.452

3.5(3)

neutrons

1. 727 °C

present work*

GeSe

2.52(2)

1.520

3.6(3)

neutrons

1. 728 °C

Salmon & Liu[l]**

Table 7.8 : Parameters obtained for samples in the Ge-Se system (only the investigated com-
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positions axe included), ri and t 2 are the maximum positions of the first and second peak in
g N N (r)* ,

rgNN(r)** or r2 gNN(r)*** and ‘1.’ stands for ‘liquid at’.

a : rGeSe, b : rSese and c : rGeGe
AWAXS : anomalous wide angle x-ray scattering,
EXAFS : extended x-ray absorption fine structure
DAS : differential anomalous scattering.

S&JL
Our structure factor for pure amorphous Se exhibits the typical features measured
previously (Johnson et al.[30]). In real-space it shows a nearest-neighbour distance
of 2.34(2)

A th at agrees, within the error, with the values of 2.359(5) A and 2.346 A

measured by Johnson et al.[30] using neutron diffraction and EXAFS respectively.
The nearest-neighbour coordination number of 2.1(1) obtained from the integration
range of 2.09 <

r[A] <

2.61 is consistent with the value of 2.03 given by Johnson et

al.[30], and with a (Se)n chain structure, as found in the trigonal crystalline form
of Se.
G eSeA :
W ith the addition of 20 % Ge to pure Se to give GeSe4 , the first peak in gNN(r)
moves to 2.35(2)

A.

This can be explained by the appearance of the tetrahedral

GeSe4/2 units, having a Ge-Se bonding distance of 2.36(2)

A as measured for glassy

GeSe2 (see section 6.4.4). The first peak therefore comprises both Ge-Se and Se-Se
correlations on the basis of the ‘8 -N’ rule. It is not possible to unambiguously iden
tify the relative contributions from these correlation functions. However Zhou et
al.[17] found in their EXAFS measurements on bulk-quenched GeSe4 coordination
numbers Hq® = 4.1(2) and n || = 0.7(2). Our data gives similar results, i.e. by fixing
n ^ at 4.1 a slightly higher Se-Se coordination number of n|® = 1.1(1) is obtained
by integrating over the first peak. Very recent first-principles molecular dynam
ics simulations of liquid GeSe4 by Haye et al.[31] gave coordination numbers of
n&? = 3.87, n || = 1.04 and n ^ = 0.06, which yields an average coordination num
ber of n = 2.40, which is outside the errors of our measured value of n = 2.55(10).
If we fix n^, at 4.0 we obtain n || = 1.16(10) which agrees within the errors with
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the value of 1 .3 (2 ) found by Rao et al.[18] and also with the values expected using
the chemically ordered continuous random network (COCRN).
To explain the shift in the second peak in gNN(r) towards higher-r values with
the addition of germanium, the second nearest neighbour Se-Se distance in our
measured distribution function for Se at r = 3.68(2)A is compared with the Se-Se
distance within the GeSe4/2 tetrahedron of 3.89(2)A (chapter 6 ). Therefore the
observed shift can be understood in terms of the appearance and increase in the
number of GeSe4/ 2 units.
As the partial structure factors for glassy GeSe2 were measured (chapter 6 ) and
the fundamental building blocks of GeSe2, the GeSe4/ 2 units, are also apparent in
GeSe4, the Faber-Ziman partial pair distribution functions are used to construct
the to tal pair distribution function for GeSe4, see figure 7.15, by applying suitable
weighting factors (table 7.4). From the regions where the measured and created
G (r)’s disagree it becomes obvious th a t the Se-Se distribution function describing
GeSe2 cannot be used to express the Se-Se correlations in GeSe4. Additionally,
using the measured distribution function for pure Se to describe the Se-Se corre
lations does not represent the measured G(r) for GeSe4. However it can be seen
from figure 7.15 th a t by using a combination of the two it should be possible to
reproduce the short range structure of GeSe4. This is consistent with the Raman
results of Wang et al.[4] which indicate th at for a Ge content of 0.18 < x < 0.25
glassy GexSei_x comprises both (Se)n chains and GeSe4/ 2 tetrahedra.
GeSes i
For GeSe3 the average nearest-neighbour coordination number increases to 2.62(10)
and the maximum of the second peak in gNN(r) shifts to slightly higher values of
r. Figure 7.15 shows th a t by using the weighted partial pair distribution functions
measured for GeSe2, a better agreement with the total pair distribution function
is obtained than for GeSe4. This indicates th a t the number of GeSe4/ 2 tetrahedra
increases with increasing Ge content (up to x = 0.33) and a higher percentage of
the Se atoms are arranged in these units. This has also been confirmed by Raman
measurements (e.g. Wang et al.[4]). The first peak in gNN(r) is again assumed to
comprise Ge-Se and Se-Se correlations. Zhou et al.[17] obtained from their EXAFS
measurements coordination numbers of n ^ = 4.1(2) and n f| = 0.4(2) whereas our
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F igu re 7.15: Measured pair distribution functions for GexSei_x (thick solid curves) compared
with the functions obtained by a linear combination of the spline fitted pair distribution functions
measured for glassy GeSe2 which have been weighted according to the composition (thick dotted
curves). For GeSe4 the reconstruction is also shown when the Se-Se correlations are described
by the measured distribution function for pure Se (thick long dashes). The neutron weighted
contributions are shifted down by 0.5 bam for clarity.
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data by fixing

at a value of 4.1 and integrating over the first peak in gNN(r)

yields a higher n || of 0.7(1). If we compare with the COCRN and fix Hq® at 4.0,
we obtain nf® = 0.8(1), which is close to the expected value of 0.6 (see E lliott[32]).
G eSe2 :
The structure of GeSe2 was discussed in detail in chapter 6 . Glassy GeSe2 com
prises approximately 34 % of edge sharing GeSe4/2 tetrahedral units with a Ge-Se
coordination number of 3.8(1) and a ratio roeSeAseSe of the bond distances of 0.608
which is close to the ratio ^/3/8 = 0.612 expected for perfect tetrahedral coordi
nation. The substantial number of Ge-Ge and Se-Se homopolar bonds in which
about 24 % of the Ge and 20 % of the Se are involved show th a t GeSe2 cannot be
treated as a chemically ordered network (cf. Elliott [32 ]).
G eSe 1.5 i
A further increase of the Ge content to x = 0.4 to give GeSei.5 causes the first peak
in gNN(r) to shift to the higher value of r = 2.37(2)A which can be understood by
the disappearance of Se-Se homopolar bonds and an increase in Ge-Ge homopolar
bonds which have a longer bond distance r^Ge = 2.42A (see table 6 .8 ). Addition
ally the average coordination number for the first peak increases to 2.79(10). If we
assume n § | = 1 and n || = 0 our data yield a n§e = 3 .1 (1 ) which agrees within the
errors with the value expected from the COCRN model and exactly with the value
found by Rao et al.[18] and also with the

= 1.0(2) and Hq® of about 3 found by

Zhou et al.[17]. Therefore we agree with them in suggesting th a t each Ge atom has
on average three Se atoms and one Ge atom as its nearest neighbours. This gives
support to the presence of Ge 2Se6/2 ethane-like units, the occurrence of which was
also supported by the x-ray emission spectroscopy investigations by Mamedov et
al. [33].

7.6.3

Interm ediate range order

The FSDP can be viewed as a signature of the atomic intermediate range order
(IRO) present in the system. Using the properties of Fourier transforms, its position
Qi is related to intermediate ranged oscillations in real-space of a periodicity given
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by 27r/Qi.

Its full width at half maximum (FWHM) and intensity define the

modulation of those oscillations (Salmon[34]). For example a high FSDP indicates
th a t the oscillations in real-space have a large amplitude, and a narrow peak is
the manifestation of a slow decay of these oscillations- A quantity often called the
‘coherence length L’ (e.g. Rao et al.[18]) can be defined by L = 27r/FWHM.
The FSDPs in our measured data were obtained by symmetrising the first peaks
around their maxima. They are shown in figure 7.13 and their positions, intensities
and FWHMs are summarised in table 7.7. W ith increasing Ge content the position
of the FSDPs shift to lower values of Q, from 1 .12 A -1 for GeSe4 to 0.94A " 1 for
GeSei.5 . This indicates th at the characteristic periodicity of the intermediate range
oscillations increases with increasing Ge content. This trend was also found by Rao
et al.[18]. A comparison of our data with these results can be found in table 7.9.
GeSe4

GeSe3

GeSe2

GeSei.5

2ir/Q i

5.61(10)

6.04(11)

6.35(13)

6.68(14)

present data

[A]

5.74

-

6.36

6.51

Rao et al.[18]

L = 2tt/FW H M

14.2(3)

18.4(5)

21.2(7)

21.7(7)

present data

[A]

(20.9)

-

(28.6)

(28.6)

Rao et al.[18] *)

Table 7.9 : Parameter defining the FSDPs for the Ge-Se system. Our results axe compared
with the recent measurements of Rao et al.[18]. *) Rao et al.[18] extrapolated the low-Q part
of the second peak into the FSDP region. The FSDP was then obtained by subtracting this
background. Hence the method used is different to ours.

The coherence length L increases for our samples up to x = 0.4, which indicates
th a t the IRO is stronger in glasses with x = 0.33 and x = 0.4 than in glasses with a
lower Ge content. By contrast, in liquid GeSe2 and GeSei.5, there is no significant
change in the position and width of the FSDP between these two compositions
(Salmon & Liu[l]). However a decrease in intensity of the FSDP when x is increased
from 0.33 to 0.4 was found in both the liquid and glassy states. In our investigation
the intensity of the FSDP increases up to the GeSe2 composition (x < 0.33) with
increasing Ge content. A further increase in x leads to a reduction of the height of
the FSDP. Thus it is concluded th at the underlying features of the IRO have the
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highest am plitude for the GeSe2 composition.
The measured Faber-Ziman partial structure factors for GeSe2 , shown in chap
ter 6 , prove th a t the FSDP primarily arises from the Ge-Ge correlations, i.e. from
the relative positions of the GeSe4/2 tetrahedron centers. Thus it is understandable
th a t the intensity of the FSDP reaches its maximum for GeSe2 , where the maxi
mum number of these tetrahedra is found, and with a further increase in the Ge
content the FSDP and the associated intermediate range order becomes weaker,
until at GeSe it is lost (chapter 4).
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7.7

C onclusions

• Our DSC measurements show that the glass transition tem perature, T g, in
creases with the germanium content for x < 0.33 and decreases with higher
germanium content.
• Changes in the topology of GexSei_x glasses in the range 0 < x < 0.4 are
clearly evident, both in reciprocal and in real-space, although the nearest
neighbour bonding remains characterised by coordination numbers for Ge
and Se of 4 and 2 respectively, which is independent of the concentration.
• Compositions with 0 .2 < x < 0.4 are characterised by a number-number par
tial structure factor SnnCQfi) th at shows the typical three-peak structure for
0

< Qri < 1 0 .

• The intermediate range order changes in the investigated compositions. The
am plitude increases with increasing Ge content up to x = 0.33 and decreases
again with a further increase of the Ge content up to x = 0.4, however the
periodicity and coherence length increase up to x = 0.4.
• The average coordination number n and the nearest neighbour distance ri
increase with increasing x, giving rise to a slightly closer-packed structure.
• In GeSe4 , GeSe3 GeSei.5 heteropolar bonding is favoured and their structures
measured on the total structure factor level are in agreement with the chem
ically ordered continuous random network (COCRN) (Elliott[32]). However
since deviations from this model are found from the full partial structure
factor analysis for GeSe2 , deviations for the other compositions might be
expected.
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Chapter 8
Ion-Ion and Ion-Valence Electron
Structure Factors in Liquid
Lithium
In this chapter the results of the analysis of neutron diffraction data for liquid
lithium will be presented. The actual experiments were carried out in August 1995
by D r Paul de Jong and D r Peter Verkerk from the Interfaculty Reactor Institute
of the Delft University of Technology.

8.1

Introduction

Liquid lithium is a very interesting liquid metal to study. It has an electronic
configuration, ls 22 s, i.e. the ratio of valence to core electrons is larger than in
all other metals, except for beryllium which is, however, an extremely difficult
m aterial to handle as a liquid. It is possible to treat liquid lithium as a binary
m ixture of electrons and ions, and therefore to describe it in terms of the ion-ion
S n (Q ), ion-valence electron S ie (Q ), and valence electron-valence electron S e e (Q)

partial structure factors (see e.g. Silbert[l]). In a diffraction experiment, neutrons
are scattered by the nuclei1 and directly determine the ion-ion structure factor.
1Li has an unpaired electron, therefore magnetic scattering might be expected to be important.
However, the impaired electron is a conduction electron and the Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility
has a minute size characteristic of diamagnetic susceptibilities (Ashcroft & Mermin[2]).
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X-rays are, however, scattered by the electrons and yield a combination of all
three structure factors. Following Chihara’s approach (Chihara[3]), it is possible to
extract S ie (Q ) for a liquid metal from the ratio of the x-ray and neutron diffraction
structure factors. Due to the electronic configuration of lithium, it is hoped that
S ie (Q ) will be large enough for it to be measured with current instrumentation.

In recent years the ionic structure and dynamics of liquid lithium have been
studied thoroughly using various simulations and calculations.

For example,

Gonzalez et al.[4],[5] carried out VMHNC (Variational Modified Hypernetted
Chain) integral equation calculations to calculate the structure and Canales et
al.[6 ] used classical molecular dynamics simulations to predict the static and dy
namic structure factors at different temperatures. Recently Anta h Madden[7] used
the so-called Orbital-Free ab initio molecular dynamics method to obtain the ionion and ion-electron static structure factors for liquid lithium. Therefore reliable
experimental results are needed to check the accuracy of the different theoretical
approaches.
Previous diffraction experiments on liquid lithium have shown th at its inves
tigation at a microscopic level involves significant problems. X-ray diffraction is
not straight forward because the proportion of valence (delocalised) electrons is
very high in lithium compared to other alkali metals, and therefore the corrections
arising from the inelastic Compton scattering are large (see e.g. Olbrich et al.[8 ]).
Also the determination of the ionic structure factor from neutron diffraction ex
periments is not undemanding due to the small mass of the lithium nucleus, which
complicates the correction of the d ata for inelasticity effects (see section 2.9), and
there are problems following from the high velocity of sound (see Ohse[9]). In every
neutron diffraction experiment there exists an accessible kinematic Q — u range,
which is determined, in part, by the velocity of the incident neutrons. The integra
tion path of the detector has to cover the main features of the dynamical structure
factor, S(Q,cj) if the static structure factor is to be reliably obtained, especially
the Brillouin excitations at low-Q, whose position in energy is determined by the
speed of sound.
Former experiments on liquid lithium using neutrons were carried out by Ruppersberg & Egger[10 ] and Olbrich et al.[8 ] using neutrons of wavelength A = 0.7 A.
In their d ata analysis procedures they were not aware th at S(Q,cj) did not fall
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completely within the kinematically allowed Q —u range of the experiment. De
Jong[ll] showed th at considerable parts of the dynamic structure factor at low-Q
values lie outside the integration path of the detector in the case of incident neu
trons with a wavelength of 0.7 A. Further, the structure factor in the Ruppersberg
& Egger[10] and Olbrich et al.[8 ] experiments was normalised by using the incoher
ent cross-section o\ as an adjustable parameter to ensure th a t the long and small
Q-limits were correct (e.g. Olbrich et al.[8 ]). This lead to a wrong scaling of the
data sets and therefore to erroneous peak heights (see de Jong[ll]).
All of the above provided motivation for a new experiment to study the struc
ture of liquid lithium. The D4B diffractometer at the ILL (see section 3.2.1) was
chosen because at the tim e of the experiment its set-up was optimised for furnace
experiments on liquids. A 7Li sample was selected for the investigation since 7Li
is a much weaker absorber of thermal neutrons than 6Li. This hinders the use
of natural lithium which comprises 7.5 % 6Li (Sears[12 ]). The experiments were
carried out at two different wavelengths i.e. at 0.7011 Abecause at this wavelength
the highest neutron flux is attained, and at 0.4962 A to reduce the inelasticity
corrections and to obtain a larger maximum accessible energy transfer humax, see
section 8 .2 .1 . The experiments were performed at three tem peratures above the
melting point, Tm = 180.54°C (Weast[13]), namely at 197 °C, 452 °C (only for
A = 0.7011 A) and 595 °C. The aim was to follow the tem perature development of
the structure factor S(Q) and the corresponding pair distribution function g(r), and
to check th a t the low-Q limits, S( 0 ), are in agreement with those from isothermal
compressibility measurements (see e.g. Squires [14]).

8.2

A dditional contributions to th e theory im
portant for th e liquid lithium experim ents

8.2.1

K inem atically allowed Q —u> range

The effective coherent differential cross-section in a neutron diffraction experiment
is given by (see section 2.9)
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where h u max = E 0, the energy of the incident neutrons, rj(k') is the detector effi
ciency, k and k' are the incident and scattered wavevectors respectively, and 5(Q , u)
is the dynamic structure factor. For a reactor experiment the measured differen
tial cross-section is, however, determined experimentally by evaluating the integral
over u) at constant angle 0 instead of at constant values of the scattering vector Q.
The dynamic structure factor S ( Q ,u ) of liquids at low-Q generally comprises
three peaks, the Rayleigh peak at u = 0 accompanied by a Brillouin peak or sound
peak on each side at u = ±Cs Q, where cs is the speed of sound in the liquid. Liquid
lithium has a large sound velocity, cs = 4554 ms-1 at the melting point (Ohse[9j),
and therefore the Brillouin modes are anticipated to lie outside the accessible Q —w
range of the detector for longer wavelength neutrons. In figure 8.1 the expected
positions of the sound mode are compared with the detector paths used in our
experiment. The normalised variables u* = ^ = Jjj- and k* = ^ are used in order
to obtain the same detector path for the neutrons incident at different wavelengths.
In these variables the function describing the position of the sound mode becomes,
fc* = ^ - u , ‘

(8.2)

and using the definition of the scattering vector (see figure 2.2) the detector path
is given by,
k * = \]2 - W* - 2V l - U1* cos(20)

(8.3)

where v is the velocity of the incident neutrons, 20 the scattering angle and cs the
sound velocity in lithium, which has a value of 4544 ms-1 at 197 °C, 4389 m s-1 at
452 °C and 4302 ms-1 at 595 °C.
Because of the broad sound mode its width has to be taken into consideration
(De Jong[ll]) in the comparison with the integration path of the detector. It is seen
in figure 8.1 th at for the A = 0.4962 A neutrons the integration path of the detector
intersects the curve giving the position of the sound mode even when its half
width at half maximum (HWHM), given by De Jong[ll], is included. Therefore no
problems with the accessible Q —u range are expected when the detector performs
the experimental integration over the dynamical structure factor. For the neutrons
with the higher incident wavelength of A = 0.7011 A, however, a problem with the
kinematically allowed Q —u range occurs when the HWHM of the sound mode is
taken into account. The detector path does intersect the curves giving the position
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Figure 8.1: Kinematically accessible Q —u range for incident neutrons with a wavelength of
A = 0.4962 A and A = 0.7011 A respectively. The thick solid curve shows the integration path of
the detector used in the experiment and the thin solid curves display the expected position of
the sound mode, if the finite width of the mode is neglected. The upper and lower curves for
A = 0.4962 A correspond to temperatures of 595 °C and 197 °C respectively and the three curves

for A = 0.7011 A correspond to temperatures of 595 °C, 452 °C and 197 °C in descending order.
The thin dashed curves give the HWHM of the modes and are only shown on one side of the
maxima.

of the sound mode but then a t low-Q runs approximately parallel to them and
does not intersect the curves giving the HWHM of the sound mode. Therefore the
integration of S(Q, u) is anticipated to produce a static structure factor S(Q) which
has too high an intensity at low-Q. Measured d ata points a t low-Q th a t are affected
by this artefact have therefore to be om itted from the S(Q) for the A = 0.7011 A
results.
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8.2.2

Inelasticity corrections

It is shown in section 2.9 th a t the static approximation is problematical for nu
clei of low mass, as in this experiment, and incoming neutrons with low energies.
Different approaches to correct the resulting data for deviations from the static
approxim ation are therefore considered and compared for our experimental condi
tions.
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Figure 8.2: Different possibilities to perform the inelasticity corrections on the A = 0.4962 A
data sets at a temperature T = 197°C for liquid lithium with the atomic mass of Li= 7.016.

The effective coherent cross-section

h, see equation 2.56, can be w ritten

as
( s ) l - ’l ,: J 7 |s < e ) - - p ( ® 1

where r)0 =

1

—e- 7

/* 0

(84)

is the detector efficiency for neutrons having the incident

energy E 0 and P(Q ) is the inelasticity correction.
In Yarnell et al.’s[15] approach, described in section 2.9, S(Q,o;) du; is expanded
about hu; = 0 and P (Q ) is given by

rrn

-

^

- 0 , ( 8 ) + « :% i

where rrt is the mass of the neutron, M the mass of an atom in the scattering
system, ci, c 2 and C3 are detector constants, E 0 the incident neutron energy and
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(8-5)

Erec = wlf- the recoil energy of the scattering nucleus. The functions 0 2 (Q) and
0'2{Q) are higher order correction terms th a t are zero if the correction is carried
out to

1

st order and for the case of a correction to
■p

0

2

-°rec

(Q) = c2

2

nd order,

x 2

( 8 .6 )

Etn

(8.7)
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Figure 8.3: Different possibilities to perform the inelasticity corrections on the A = 0.7011 A
data sets at a temperature T = 197°C for liquid lithium with the atomic mass of Li= 7.016.

W ick’s[16] approach, see section 2.9, is based on an expansion of S(Q,cj) about
the recoil energy Erec, and gives an inelasticity correction P(Q ) to first order (Egelstaff & Soper[17]),
’M1
Vo

S(9)
1■ ~ A r

( M 1+ l ) 3

+ 2 J[6)

M' + 1

■J

+

/ M1\

kBT

' M'E0 \S { 9 ) J

[ S ( 0 ) { M ' - l)(sin 2 (0) -

2

8

f 1 _ 3 ( M 1 - 1) sin2 (9)
{ 2

2 S{9)2

cos ( 9)S(9)) + 2 S ( 9 ) M ' ( M ' - cos2 (0))

+ cos {0))2{ M' - cos( 9)S{9) + sin2 (0)) - cos2 (0) sin2 (0)(l + 2 M' ) ) }

• —
: M ' { S {....................
9 ) + cos(0))*2........................
(M' - cos {9)S(9) + sin
2 (0)) 1 1
2(M' + l )4

where Q =

( 8 .8 )

(8 .9)

sin(0), S(0) — yjM'2 —sin 2 (0), M ' = M /m with M the mass of the

scattering nucleus and m the mass of the neutron, and Ar and B r are the detector
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constants, defined by,

Ar = l - ( — - l W —
\Vk>

J

)

V1 -

Br = Ar + ( — - l W f — )
\Vu
J
\rik'J

(8.10)
(8.11)

where rjk> = 1 —e-7 /fc/ is the counting efficiency of the detector at ErecIn the third approach (Soper[18]) an integration is made over a modei scattering
law assuming a perfect gas, Sig(Q,u;), following the detector integration path (see
program ‘integideaT at the ISIS facility program suite). Slg(Q,u;) is given by (e.g.
Sears [12]),
(E _ _

S t9(Q,u) =

,
exp
ATrhBT^m

Q lm V

Uo
M m)
AksTQlrn

y 47r Eo k $ M

(8.12)

* Eq kT M

The resultant correction functions for liquid lithium (atomic mass = 7.016) at
T = 197°C at the incident neutron wavelengths of A = 0.4962 A and A = 0.7011 A
are compared in figures 8.2 and 8.3.

8.3

N eutron diffraction experim ents

The diffraction experiments were carried out on the D4B diffractometer at the ILL
on a sample consisting of enriched 7Li (99.99 at%). For the experiment the sample
was contained in a vanadium can of 1.31 cm diameter and 0.2 cm wall thickness th at
was evacuated and sealed by electron beam welding at the Institut fur Kerntechnik
und Energiewandlung E.V. (IKE), S tuttgart (Verkerk [19]). The sample was fully
illuminated by a 5 cm high and 1.4 cm wide beam.
The experiment included the measurement of the diffraction patterns for the
sample at the different tem peratures (197 °C, 452 °C and 595 °C) in its container
in a cylindrical vanadium furnace, an empty vanadium can of the same dimensions
as the one containing the sample at the three temperatures, the empty vanadium
heater at the three tem peratures, a cadmium rod in the can and the heater at room
tem perature for the background correction at low angles, and the empty bell jar.
Also the diffraction pattern for a vanadium rod of 1.0018 cm diameter without the
heater at room tem perature was measured for the data normalisation. First the
empty can was measured at 197 °C and 595 °C at the lower wavelength, then the
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sample at the two tem peratures at this wavelength. After this the sample was kept
at the higher tem perature and the wavelength of the incident neutrons changed
to A = 0.7011 A, where measurements were made at 595 °C, 452 °C and 197 °C.
Finally all the additional measurements were performed at the two wavelengths.
The following table shows the coherent scattering lengths and cross-sections for
the lithium isotopes and the sample. All of the values were taken from Sears[12].

A)

atomic

b

0free,coh

<7free,inc

[fm]

[bam]

[bam]

[barn]

mass

6Li

2.00(11) - 0.261(l)*i

0.37(4)

0.34(4)

940(4)

6.015

7Li

-2.22(2)

0.474(8)

0.60(2)

0.0454(3)

7.016

sample

-2.22(2)

0.474(8)

0.60(2)

0.1394(5)

7.016

O abs

(@ 1-798

Table 8.1 : Neutron parameters and atomic mass for 6 Li, 7Li and the isotopically enriched
99.99 at% 7Li sample used in the diffraction experiments.

The absorption cross-sections of the sample at both wavelengths were calcu
lated from the <jabS (@ 1.798
and 0.0544(2) barn for the

A) values assuming crabs oc A. They are 0.0385(1) barn
0.4962 A and 0.7011 A incident neutrons respectively.

The mass densities for liquid lithium at the three different tem peratures were taken
from Ohse[9], and are given in table 8.2 together with the corresponding number
densities.
Temperature

P

no

sum-rule

[g/cm3]

[A-3]

[A-3]

197(3) °C

0.5134(1)

0.044066(9)

-0.870(2)

452(3) °C

0.4909(1)

0.042135(9)

-0.832(2)

595(3) °C

0.4771(1)

0.040951(9)

-0.808(2)

Table 8.2 :

Mass density and number density values for the different temperatures,

taken from Ohse[9], and sum-rule relations that have to be fulfilled for F(Q), calculated from
/ ~ [ S ( Q ) - l ] Q 2 dQ = —2 * % .

The low-r limit of the total pair distribution function, G(0), is given by
G(0) = -{ ? = - 0.0493(9) barn ,
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(8.13)

8.2 when the atomic mass of Li= 7.016 is used. However, as seen is figure 8.4, it
does not give a satisfactory result. (Even using an effective mass of 8 instead of
7.016 in the correction procedure following Yarnell et al.[15] still ‘over-corrected’
the d ata set shown in figure 8.4. Changing the mass in the perfect gas approach,
see section 8.2, showed th at the best result with this approach could be obtained
by using an effective mass of « 8, however the curvature of the correction was not
entirely correct, therefore an empirical correction was favoured.) It is anticipated
th at problems for inelasticity effects are arising for the A = 0.7011

A data

since

the energy of the incident neutrons scales with ^ and therefore stronger effects
are encountered for longer wavelength neutrons. The A = 0.7011 Adata sets could
only be corrected satisfactory for inelasticity effects by an empirical method using
a polynomial expansion of the form, P(Q) = ao + 0L2 Q2 + tkQ 4, to fit the difference
between the d ata and the Fourier back transform of the corresponding real-space
function after the unphysical low-r oscillations have been set to their theoretical
value. This approach followed the inelasticity correction used e.g. for liquid water
by Bellissent-Funel et al.[20]- Despite this empirical correction, S(Q) started sloping
upwards slightly at values Q > 14 A-1, therefore a truncation of the data sets at
14 A-1 was necessary.
The effect of the integration path of the detector on the A = 0.7011 Adata sets
at low-Q values can best be seen in figure 8.7, where a shifted S(Q )/Q is displayed
for all the d ata sets. The intensity for Q —> 0 increases strongly and to remove this
artefact the d ata sets had to be cut-off at 0.75 A-1.
For all of the d ata sets the static structure factors were found to sit on too
low a level. To obey the correct high-Q limit, S(Q —>0 0 ) = 1, an upwards shift
of « 0.11 barn to all of the d ata sets at both wavelengths was necessary. The
source of this problem was investigated by testing the effect on the data analysis
procedure of changing, for example, the cross-sections within their errors, using
the bound scattering cross-section instead of the free scattering cross-section and
changing the sample enrichment. Finally, it was concluded th a t the shift arises
from an uncertainty in using the empty heater as background in the data correction
procedure. After the shifts had been applied, the structure factors fulfil the correct
high-Q limit, the sum-rule relations are obeyed, and the expected S(Q —»0) limits
were consistent with the data. Consequently, there was no need to impose any
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additional scaling of the data, i.e. the normalisation procedure using vanadium
was found to be appropriate.

8.4

R esults - Static structure factors

In figure 8.5 all of the measured static structure factors, S(Q), are shown together
with the Fourier back transforms of the corresponding g(r) after the unphysical
low-r oscillations are set to their theoretical limit. For the lower wavelength, the
agreement between the data sets and their Fourier back transforms is satisfactory,
but not as good as for the 0.7011 A data sets, see x 2 values summarised in table 8.3.
This may be anticipated since for this higher wavelength an empirical inelasticity
correction was used (see section 8.3).

wavelength

452 °C

197 °C

0.4692 A

242.6 for 318 pts.

0.7011 A

120.2 for 275 pts.

Table 8.3 :

595 °C
149.4 for 313 pts.

26.2 for 278 pts.

134.8 for 275 pts.

x2 values for the data sets shown in figure 8.5.

W ith increasing tem perature, the first peak in S(Q) moves to lower-Q values,
see table 8.4, the peak heights decrease and the higher-Q oscillations are more
strongly damped.
wavelength

197 °C

452 °C

595 °C

0.4692 A

2.48(2) A”1

0.7011 A

2.49(2) A"1 2.46(2) A"1 2.43(2) A"1

2.43(2) A-1

Table 8 .4 : Positions of the first peak in the static structure factors, S(Q).
In our work special attention has been drawn to the behaviour of the structure
factor, S(Q), at low-Q values. This low-Q region is of strong interest in simple liquid
metals since it contains information about the long-ranged part of the interionic
forces. In the literature an acute demand for accurate neutron scattering data at
small values of Q is found as it is the most important region for the comparison with
simulations and calculations (e.g. Canales et al.[6], Silbert[l], March &; Silbert[21]).
The structure factor in this low-Q region also offers a good guide to the reliability
of the applied correction procedures, since the measured data should extrapolate
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Figure 8.5: Measured static structure factors at both wavelengths (error bars) shown together
with the Fourier back transforms of the corresponding g(r) after the unphysical low-r oscillations
have been set to their theoretical limit (thin solid curves). Additionally a spline fit to the 595 °C
data for the 0.4962 A wavelength is shown as a thick solid curve and is representative of all the
other cubic spline fits that have been used to smooth the measured data sets.
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to the S(Q = 0) lim it calculated from therm odynam ics (e.g. Squires[14])
5(0) = KTnokgT.
kt

(8.15)

is the isothermal compressibility, n 0 the number density, /c# B oltzm ann’s con

stant, and T the absolute tem perature.
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1.5

2.0

: Measured structure factors in the low-Q region compared with the S(Q = 0) values

calculated from the isothermal compressibility values given in Ohse[9], marked by the error bars.
The solid curves correspond to A = 0.7011 A and the dotted curves to A = 0.4962 A.

In figure

8 .6

with the S(Q =

the measured structure factors in the low-Q region are compared
0

) values calculated from the isothermal compressibility values

given in Ohse[9]. The lim iting values are 0.029(2), 0.051(3) and 0.065(3) for 197 °C,
452 °C and 595 °C respectively. To extrapolate the measured structure factors at
low-Q, * » M (°) was plotted as a function of Q and the d a ta were fitted by a
straight line which was constructed to pass through the origin using a least squares
algorithm (see figure 8.7). The fitted lines show th a t the measured neutron struc
ture factors for Q <

1 .8

A - 1 has a quadratic profile as expected by th e theoretical

considerations of, for example, Silbert[l].
In figure

8 .8

the structure factors at 197 °C and 595 °C, measured using the two

different wavelengths, and their differences are shown. For the two tem peratures,
both structure factors are in good agreement over the whole measured Q-range ex
cept around the first peak position, where serious discrepancies are observed. These
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Figure 8.7: Data sets in the low-Q region, plotted as
vs. Q. The two graphs in the
first row correspond to A = 0.4962 A, the three graphs in the second row to A = 0.7011 A. The
dotted curves correspond to the whole of the measured static structure factor, whereas the solid
curves represent that part of S(Q) used for the fit, which is itself displayed by the thick solid
curves. The rise in intensity at small-Q values of the A = 0.7011 A data is explained in section
8.3.

result from a small shift to a lower-Q value of the first peak in the A = 0.4962 A
d ata set with regards to th e A = 0.7011

A

d a ta set and from a lower first peak

height for the A = 0.4962 A d ata set. These differences are found for both tem per
atures, although they are reduced for the 595 °C data. They are due to the different
instrum ental resolution functions of the D4B diffractometer at A = 0.4962 A and
A = 0.7011

A,

which will be discussed in section 8.5.1. The additional small differ

ences between the d a ta sets occurring after the first peak are due to the different
approaches to carry out the inelasticity corrections.
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: Static structure factors at 0.4692 A and 0.7011 A at the temperatures of 197 °C

and 595 °C and their difference (thick solid curves). The main contrast occurs in the region of
the first peak.

8.5

Discussion

The discussion is divided into four parts.

In the first part the static structure

factors will be corrected for the instrum ental resolution function. In the second
part the pair distribution functions for the different tem peratures will be presented
and commented upon. In the third p art our results will be compared with the
results obtained from simulations and calculations, and in the fourth part the ionvalence electron structure factor obtained from our d ata in combination with x-ray
diffraction data will be presented and compared with simulation results.

8.5.1

R esolution function of the D4B diffractometer

The resolution function of a two-axis diffractometer like D4B is determined by
several param eters, e.g. the sample dimensions, the detector height and distance
from the sample, and the instrum ental set-up. Additionally the so called ‘umbrella
effect’ (see e.g. van Laar & Yelon[22]) causes small peak asymmetries and peak
shifts towards lower angles. The umbrella effect arises a t low-Q angles from the
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intersection of the diffraction rings of the Debye-Scherrer cone with the finite de
tector. W hen the radius of a ring is small and the detector elements are large, each
element can observe intensity from a diffraction ring at

0

—values higher than the

scattering angle a t which the element is nominally located (see figure 8.9). Hence if
the diffraction pattern is increasing in intensity with scattering angle, the measured
intensity at the nominal angle will be increased, i.e. peaks will be shifted to lower
angles. The correction for this effect only affects the peaks at low-Q values in a
measurable way, particularly when large samples are used, like in our experiment
(van Laar &; Yelon[22]). The effect also increases with decreasing wavelength since
the rings of the Debye-Scherrer cone move closer together.
D e te c to r s e g m e n t

D e te c to r

D e b y e -S c h e rre r
cone

Figure 8.9: Schematic drawing of the umbrella effect. The intersection of the Debye-Scherrer
cone with the detector is shown.

Howells[23] showed th a t the ‘moments m ethod’ can be used for deconvoluting
the structure factor of a liquid from the resolution function of the diffractometer.
The measured intensity I(29s) is expressed by
1 ( 2 e. ) = J

R(26„

5 (2

9,

where 29S is the scattering angle, p the angular displacement of the detector from
20S, and R{29s,p) the resolution function of the instrum ent. The aim is to use
the moments procedure to calculate S(29s) from the measured I(29s) when the
form of R(29s,p) is known. The moments m ethod, as applied to our experiment,
is outlined in appendix B.
The resolution function for the D4B diffractometer in a set-up corresponding to
our experimental conditions has been obtained by using the program d4pro, now
208

(8

installed a t the D4 programs suite a t the ILL (Fischer[24]). The program follows
a code originally w ritten by Finger, see e.g. Finger et al.[26], and calculates the
resolution function profile for a Bragg peak taking into account the sample width,
the sample height, the vertical focussing, the horizontal angular beam dispersion,
the detector height, the detector distance, and the umbrella effect (Fischer[24]).
Then the moments of the resolution profile can be calculated using the program
m o m e .e x e , w ritten by Howells[25] and now also installed as p art of the D4 pro
grams suite. Using these moments the deconvolution of the measured intensity
from the resolution function can be carried out using the program d e c 2 t a at the
ISIS program suite, Howells[25]. For the liquid lithium d ata only the first and
second derivatives of the measured intensity were included in the correction proce
dure since the use of more derivatives introduced too much noise in the resultant
corrected function.
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Figure 8.10: Structure factor for the A = 0.4962 A data set at T = 197 °C before and after the
resolution function correction together with first and second correction, see appendix B (shown
by the thick solid and dotted curves).

In figure

8 .1 0

the structure factor for the A = 0.4962 A d ata set at T = 197 °C, in

which the corrections are largest, is shown before and after the resolution function
correction together w ith the corrections.
A comparison of the structure factors for liquid lithium at the two different
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Figure 8.11: Comparison of the structure factors for liquid lithium at the two different wave
lengths for T = 197°C and T = 595 °C. The solid curves give the A = 0.7011 A data sets and the
dotted curves the A = 0.4962 A data sets. The difference between them is given by the thick solid
curves.

wavelengths is shown in figure

8 .1 1

comparison of this figure with figure

for the d ata sets a t 197°C and 595 °C. A
8 .8

shows the impressive effect of the resolution

correction. The correction was also applied to the 452 °C data set.
The corrected static structure factors are shown in figure

8 .1 2

together with the

Fourier back transform s of the corresponding real-space functions. The agreement
is sim ilar to the uncorrected functions shown in figure 8.5 and the d ata still fulfil
the sum-rule relations. The resolution function corrections do not affect the low-Q
regions of the d ata sets used to extrapolate the d ata to the S(Q = 0) limit in a
measurable way.

8.5.2

Pair distribution functions at different tem peratures

The pair distribution functions, g(r), obtained at the different wavelengths and
tem peratures are shown in figure 8.13. All of these pair distribution functions were
obtained by a Fourier transform of Q-space functions, corrected for the resolution
function and truncated a t a

Qmax =

14 A -1 , such th a t the g (r)’s from the two differ-
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F ig u re 8.12: Static structure factors obtained after the resolution function correction. The data
sets are given by the error bars and the cubic spline fits used to smooth the measured data sets
are shown as a thick solid curves.
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Figure 8.13: Measured pair distribution functions for liquid lithium. The dotted curves repre
sent the Fourier transforms of the measured data points, shown by the error bars in figure 8.12.
The solid curves correspond to the real-space functions of the spline fits to the data points, where
the unphysical oscillations have been set to their theoretical limit.
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ent wavelengths can be directly compared with each other. (Fourier transforming
the Q-space functions up to a

Qmax =

16 A-1 for the A = 0.4962 A data did not

make any m easurable difference to the real-space functions outside the range of the
unphysical oscillations.) There is an indication of a slight slope on the A = 0.4962 A
data sets, illustrated by the first high positive peak a t low-r in the unphysical region
of g(r) (see e.g. Xin[27]).
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Figure 8.14: Pair distribution functions for the A = 0.7011 A data sets at 197°C, 452°C and
595 °C.

he real-space tem perature development of the structure of liquid lithium is illus
trated in figure 8.14. W ith increasing tem perature the peaks in the pair distribution
functions become broader and decrease in height. Also the position of the peaks
shifts to higher-r values. These shifts are minor and within the errors for the first
peak, but they become larger for successive peaks. The maximum peak positions
in g(r) and nearest neighbour coordination numbers are summarised in table

8

.5 .

The coordination numbers obtained by integrating over the first peak to the first
minimum in g(r) are rather high. They have a relatively large error of ± 0 . 5 since
the minimum after the first peak is broad and g(r) does not return to its g( 0 ) value.
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ri
[A]

shoulder4
[A]

n

integration
range [A]

T2
[A]

0.4962 A*)

2.97(2)

3.52(3)

12.9(5)

2.15-4.17

5.53(3)

0.4962 A**)

2.98(2)

3.52(3)

12.9(5)

2.15-4.17

5.57(3)

0.7011 A*)

3.00(2)

3.61(3)

12.9(5)

2.15-4.17

5.55(3)

3.00(2)

3.61(3)

12.9(5)

2.15-4.17

5.54(3)

0.7011 A*)

3.00(2)

3.72(3)

12.7(5)

2.09-4.23

5.64(3)

0.7011 A**)

3.00(2)

3.72(3)

12.7(5)

2.09-4.23

5.57(3)

0.4962 A*)

2.99(2)

3.78(3)

12.9(5)

2.15-4.30

5.68(3)

0.4962 A**)

2.99(2)

3.74(3)

12.5(5)

2.15-4.23

5.71(3)

0.7011 A*)

3.01(2)

3.80(3)

12.5(5)

2.15-4.23

5.59(3)

0.7011 A**)

3.02(2)

3.89(3)

12.5(5)

2.09-4.23

5.72(3)

197°C

0.7011

A**)

452 °C

595 °C

aThe appearance of a shoulder on the high-r side of the first peak is shown and discussed below.
T a b le 8 .5 : Interatomic distances and coordination numbers obtained from the spline fitted
data sets (*)) and from the unsmoothed data sets (**)) for liquid lithium, ri and

give the

positions of the first and second peaks in g(r). The coordination numbers n are obtained by
integrating over the first peak in g(r) to the first minimum.

By fitting the first peak in the pair distribution function w ith a fully sym
metrised peak in g(r), a shoulder on its high-r side becomes apparent. This is the
case for each of the d ata sets and is shown for the example of the 197 °C spline
fitted d ata set a t 0.7011 Ain figure 8.15. It is interesting to carry out a comparison
of these results with the local bcc-lattice structure of crystalline lithium (see e.g.
Wells[28]). Assuming a local bcc-structure, a ‘pseudo’-lattice param eter a ^ d can
be calculated, using the number density of liquid lithium,
_ J atoms in unit cell _ 3, ~
^ liq u id

y num ^er d e n s i t y

V no

.

Hence a comparison of the obtained coordination numbers and the positions of
the first peak and its shoulder with the corresponding values expected for a bccstructure is possible. Equation 8.17 gives an aiiquid of 3.57 A,3.62 Aand 3.66 Afor
the tem peratures of 197 °C, 452 °C and 595 °C respectively.
A bcc-lattice is characterised by
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Figure 8.15: Pair distribution function for the 197°C data set at 0.7011 A. Fitting the first
peak with a fully symmetrised peak emphasizes the high-r shoulder.

8

atom s a t - ^ a

6

atoms a t a

1 2

atom s at \f2 a , where a is th e lattice param eter.

The coordination numbers and distances therefore expected for the d a ta sets are
summarised and compared w ith the measured values in table

8

.6 .

The coordination numbers corresponding to the first symmetrised peak are
found to be between 7.7 and 8.5 for all of the data sets, and the nearest neighbour
distances given in table

8 .6

show th a t the first peaks and their shoulders occur

close to the expected distances. This indicates th a t the liquid, a t a short range
scale, still shows the characteristics of the crystalline structure it melts from.
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distance

1

ni

distance

2

n2

[A]

[A]

[A]

distance 3

197 °C
expected

3.09

8

3.57

6

5.05

0.4962 A

2.97(2)

8.5

3.52(3)

3.2

(5.53)

0.7011 A

3.00(2)

7.8

3.61(3)

3.2

(5.55)

expected

3.14

8

3.62

6

5.12

0.7011 A

3.00(2)

8.5

3.72(3)

3.4

(5.64)

expected

3.17

8

3.66

6

5.18

0.4962 A

2.99(2)

8.4

3.78(3)

4.6

(5.68)

0.7011 A

3.01(2)

7.7

3.80(3)

4.5

(5.59)

452 °C

595 °C

T a b le

8 .6

: Parameters expected for a local bcc-lattice structure in liquid lithium compared

with the measured values, ni was obtained by fitting the first peak in the pair distribution func
tion with a fully symmetrised peak in g(r) and H2 by fitting the shoulder with a fully symmetrised
peak.

8.5.3

C om parison w ith M olecular D ynam ics sim ulations
and th eoretical calculations - th e ion-ion structure
factor

Our neutron diffraction d ata at A = 0.7011 A and T = 197 °C are first compared
in figure 8.16 with the experimental structure factors obtained at comparable tem 
peratures th a t are available in the literature. Our structure factor differs markedly
from the former neutron diffraction data of Olbrich et al.[8], obtained using the
D4 diffractometer a t the ILL at a tem perature of 197 °C with incident neutrons
of A = 0.695 A. Olbrich et al.’s[8] structure factor is lower than our data in the
region between 1 — 2 A-1, and the first peak is too high, which can be understood
as a consequence of the erroneous scaling (see section 8.1). W aseda’s [29] x-ray
data taken at 190 °C exhibits a systematic shift of the oscillations for values of
Q > 3 A-1. Olbrich et al.[8]’s x-ray structure factor differs from all the other data
sets in the range of 1.0 A- 1 < Q < 1.65 A

although differences in the low-Q re

gion are expected between the structure factors obtained from neutron and x-ray
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Figure 8-16: Comparison of the experimentally obtained structure factors. Our A = 0.7011 A
data at 197 °C is compared with the neutron diffraction data set measured by Olbrich et al.[8 ]
and with the x-ray diffraction data sets measured by Waseda[29] and by Olbrich et al.[8 ]. The
marked difference between the two neutron diffraction data sets is displayed by the thick dotted
curve. The inset shows the low-Q region of the structure factor.

diffraction, see section 8.5.4. Olbrich et al.[8 ] used an experimentally determined
correction to try to overcome the problems associated w ith the correction of x-ray
d a ta for inelastic (Compton) scattering, which is rather substantial for Lithium.
Therefore the profile of this x-ray structure factor is anticipated to be closer to the
real one at low-Q than the profile of W aseda’s[29].
Gonzalez et al.[4], [5] have carried out theoretical integral equation calcula
tions, using the Variational Modified Hypernetted Chain (VMHNC) approxima
tion. They have shown th a t two different local pseudopotentials yield good results
for the static and dynamic structure and for the therm odynam ic properties of liq
uid lithium , although the shape of the pseudopotentials is rather different. One
is the Ashcroft em pty core potential (Ashcroft[30]), th a t contains the core radius
as a fit param eter, and the other is the NPA (neutral pseudoatom) potential, th a t
leads to an effective interatom ic potential w ithout any fitting param eter.
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Figure 8.17: Comparison of the measured static structure factor (A = 0.7011 A and T = 197°C)
with the results from classical molecular dynamics simulations (Canales et al.[6 ] for the NPA,
Canales[32] for the Ashcroft empty core potential, data is only given in the range up to «

1.8

A)

and integral equation calculations (Gonzalez et al.[4], [5] for the NPA and Gonzalez[32] for the
Ashcroft empty core potential), both at a temperature of 197°C, using two different effective
interatomic potentials.

The Ashcroft empty core radius used in the simulations and calculations is
determined by the height of th e first peak in the structure factor. O ur A = 0.7011 A,
T = 197 °C neutron diffraction data yielded a correction for this fit param eter, from
1.44 a.u., obtained from Olbrich et al.’s[8 ] neutron data, to 1.35 a.u. (Gonzalez
et a l.[31]). The structure factors were therefore recalculated using the adjusted
Ashcroft empty core potential by Gonzalez & Canales[32]. The results, obtained
from the original NPA potential and the adjusted Ashcroft empty core potential,
are shown for reciprocal space in figure 8.17 and for real-space in figure 8.18. The
effect of the improved fit param eter can be seen in figure 8.19 for the structure
factor a t low-Q values.
It is seen from figures 8.17 and 8.18 th a t both pseudopotentials describe the
structure of liquid lithium very well in the respect th a t all of the oscillations in the
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F ig u re 8.18: Comparison of the pair distribution functions for liquid lithium at 197°C obtained
in our neutron diffraction experiment (A = 0.7011 A) with the results from molecular dynamics
simulations by Canales et al.[6 ] for the NPA, Canales[32] for the Ashcroft empty core potential,
and calculations by Gonzalez et al.[4], [5] for the NPA and Gonzalez[32] for the Ashcroft empty
core potential.

simulated and calculated d a ta sets in reciprocal and real-space are in phase with
our experimental data. However the peak heights in S(Q) and g(r) are slightly
overestimated in the simulated and calculated results obtained by using the NPA
potential and for the calculated results obtained by using the Ashcroft potential.
The agreement is b etter for the sim ulated d ata set where the Ashcroft empty
core potential is used. This result is not surprising since, as stated above, the
height of the first peak in S(Q) was used as a fit param eter for this potential.
The inset in figure 8.18 shows th a t the position of the first peak in real-space for
the d a ta sets obtained from the NPA potential at 2.99(1)
the experimental result of

2.00(2) A

A

is in accordance with

(table 8.5), whereas in the d a ta sets obtained

from the Ashcroft potential the first peak appears at the slightly lower value of
r = 2.96(1)

A.

Since the crucial range for the comparison of experimental d a ta with the sim219
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Figure 8.19: Comparison of the static structure factors in the low-Q region for liquid lithium
at 197 °C obtained from molecular dynamics simulations by Canales et al.[6],[32] and calculations
by Gonzalez et al.[4],[5],[32] for the Ashcroft empty core potential using the core radius given by
the Olbrich et al.[8 ] neutron data (lower curves) and the new data (upper curves). The agreement
with the experimental results is strongly improved by using the new fit parameter. The vertical
bar gives a representative error bar on the experimental data.

ulated and calculated results is at low-Q values (Canales et al.[6]), the structure
factors are shown on an enlarged scale in this region in figure 8.20. Both Canales
et al.[6] in their simulations and Gonzalez et al.[5] in their calculations found a
quadratic behaviour of the static structure factor at Q —>■0, in agreement with our
results. The comparison shows th a t in general the agreement is very good, the data
sets agree with the measured structure factor well within its statistical uncertain
ties, except th at the S(Q) obtained from the calculation using the NPA potential
tends to a slightly too high S(Q = 0) value. However, this disagreement should not
be overstated since it depends on the approximation used in the integral equation
calculations. The molecular dynamics results are anticipated to be more reliable,
except th a t the quality of the results a t low-Q will be limited by the size of the
sim ulation box.
In summary, the comparison with our experimental results does not, therefore,
enable us to make a definite decision about which of the two different pseudopoten-
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F ig u re 8.20: Comparison of the static structure factors, given in figure 8.17, in the small-Q
region. The error bar gives a representation of the uncertainty on the measured data points.

tials yields a b etter description of the static structure of liquid lithium . However,
Canales et al.[6] found th a t the sound velocity calculated from the simulated NPA
d ata sets agrees better w ith the measured values. Also, Sinn et al. [33] obtained
in their high resolution inelastic x-ray scattering measurements of the coherent
dynamic structure factor in the low-Q region a much b etter agreement with the
molecular dynamics simulations using the NPA potential than with those using the
Ashcroft empty core potential. However, at the tim e of this comparison the empty
core radius obtained from the Olbrich et al.[8] neutron d a ta was used. It would be
interesting to use the re-param eterised Ashcroft em pty core potential and to see
how sensitive S(Q, lj) is to the empty core radius.
Very recently A nta et al.[34],[7] have performed intensive ab initio molecular dy
namics simulations on the liquid metals Li, Na, Mg, and Al using the Orbital-Free
version of the Car-Parrinello technique to obtain the ion-ion and ion-electron struc
ture factors. In figure 8.21 a comparison of the ion-ion structure factors from the
simulations (A nta & Madden[7]) with our neutron diffraction results is given. The
good agreement proves the validity of the simulation results and of the pseudopo
tentials used therein. At low-Q, the simulation using pseudopotential ‘B ’ agrees
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Figure 8.21: Ion-ion static structure factors for liquid lithium at 197 °C and 452 °C. The results
for the higher temperature are shifted upwards by unity, and the inset displays the low-Q region
of the structure factors.

alm ost perfectly with the experim ental data sets, indicating the high quality of the
sim ulation study. ‘A’ and £B ’ in the simulation denote the two pseudopotentials
used by A nta &; Madden[7], Detailed information about the derivation of these
pseudopotentials, and the reasons for favouring pseudopotential ‘B ’, can be found
in A nta & M adden[7].

8.5.4

The ion-valence electron structure factor

Since Egelstaff et al.[35] pointed out the possibility of separating the ion-electron,
electron-electron, and ion-ion correlations in liquid metals by combining the results
from three different methods, such as electron, x-ray, and neutron diffraction, sev
eral efforts have been made to separate these partial correlations (e.g. Tamaki[36]
and Takeda et al.[37],[38]). Following a suggestion by Dobson[39], Chihara[3] has
shown th a t a separation of the ion-electron correlations should be possible from the
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difference between only two structure factors, namely Sn(Q) and S x (Q ). Sn(Q) is
the structure factor obtained from neutron diffraction experiments and therefore
yields the pair correlations between the ions. S x (Q ) is the structure factor obtained
from x-rays and therefore comprises the ion-electron, electron-electron and ion-ion
type correlations.
Following Chihara[3], and using the Ashcroft-Langreth partial structure factors
(see section 2.10, equation 2.60), we obtain for the ion-valence electron structure
factor,
S

i e { Q

)

= -j= p{Q )Sn{Q )

(8.18)

and for the electron-electron structure factor
S

e

e

( Q

)

=

+

S °e

e

( Q

)

,

(8.19)

where Z is the number of valence electrons, p(Q) the form factor of the valence
electrons, S/j(Q ) is the ion-ion structure factor, and S EE(Q) is the incoherent part
of the electron-electron structure factor th at is measured in an inelastic Compton
scattering experiment (Chihara[3]).
Sn(Q) = Sn (Q) is related to the coherent scattered intensity of neutrons,
via

^
= b 2Sjj{Q)

(8 . 20)

where N is the number of ions, and b the coherent scattering length (see e.g. section
2.7).
The scattered intensity, I X {Q) for a liquid metal in an x-ray diffraction exper
iment, neglecting the forward scattering, is given by (see e.g. Chihara[3]),
=

\fi {Q ) \2S n (Q) + ‘Z f i ( Q ) \ f Z S i E{Q) + z s e e (Q) + z Bs; nc(Q)

= \MQ) + p(Q)\2S,i(Q) + ZS°bb(Q) + ZbSUQ)

(8-21)

where

ZS°ee(Q) + ZbSUQ) » ZaSUQ)

(8.22)

/ m (<3) = //(< 3)+ />(<?)•

(8.23)

and

In the above equations Z B and Z& are the number of bound electrons and the
total number of electrons respectively, f i ( Q ) represents the ionic x-ray form factor,
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I m {Q) the form factor of the liquid metal, and } a {Q) the form factor of the free
atom. ZBS(nc(Q) is the incoherent (Compton) scattering factor of the ion, and
Z a S ^ c(Q) the incoherent (Compton) scattering factor of an atom with atomic
number Z A- Usually, the x-ray structure factor Sx{Q ) of a liquid metal is given by
(Chihara[3]),
I X (Q )/N - Z a S * c(Q)
Sx(Q )

=

\UQ)\2
I m (Q)

UQ)

Sn{Q) ■

(8.24)

Therefore it follows for the difference of the x-ray and neutron diffraction structure
factors,
SX (Q) ~ S „ ( Q )

' MQ)

UQ)

2
-

1 S n lQ)

+ 2M Q ) p ( Q ) S n ( Q ) + \p { Q ) ? S n {Q)

U Q )‘

UQ)2
(8.25)

and for the form factor of the valence electrons, p(Q)

p(Q) =

\fA(Q)V SX (Q)
S n (Q)

- MQ)

(8.26)

The valence electron form factor obtained from equation 8.26 using the neutron
diffraction structure factor resulting from the average of the measured neutron
diffraction structure factors at 197 °C and the x-ray diffraction structure factor at
191 °C given by Olbrich et al.[8] (see figure 8.16) is shown in figure 8.22. For the
neutron data, the average of the measured A = 0.4962 A and A = 0.7011 A structure
factors was used because of their good agreement (see figure 8.11) to improve the
statistics on the data.

The equations to calculate the form factors, fi(Q) and

fA(Q), were taken from the international tables for crystallography[40]. It is seen
in figure 8.22 th a t for low-Q, p(Q) tends to the correct limit for lithium of unity
within the uncertainties on the data. These uncertainties are an estimate only,
since they were calculated using solely the averaged statistical uncertainties on our
measured data sets because the errors on the x-ray data were not available. The
shape of the derived valence electron form factor also agrees qualitatively with
those given by Olbrich et al.[8], which were calculated for the valence electrons of
crystalline lithium.
In figure 8.23 the valence electron form factor obtained from the experimen

tal data sets is compared with the differences [fA(Q) —fi(Q)] and [fM(Q) —f{(Q)]
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Figure 8.22: Form factor of the valence electrons, p{Q), obtained from the combination of our
neutron diffraction experiments with the x-ray diffraction measurements of Olbrich et ai.[8]. The
error bars on the data points are an estimate of the statistical uncertainties (see text).

where £m (Q) and

f{(Q)

are calculated using the Quantum H ypernetted Chain Ap

proximation by A nta &; Louis[4l]. It is seen th a t, especially a t low-Q, there are
differences between [Ia (Q) —fi(Q)] and

[fiy[(Q) — f{(Q)L

and therefore between the

free atom and the m etal atom form factors. These differences show the influence of
bonding. At «

1 — 1.8 A -1 , the

experimental p(Q) is higher th an both of the other

functions. This can be traced to the x-ray d ata having a high intensity relative
to the neutron d a ta in this region, which may be associated w ith an incoherent
background problem which was highlighted by Sinn & Burkel[42] in their x-ray
small-angle scattering experim ent on lithium. The comparison calls for a new xray diffraction experiment to measure the structure factor of liquid lithium using
up-to-date methods, e.g. the use of synchrotron radiation.
In their ab initio molecular dynamics simulations on the liquid m etals Na, Mg,
and Al, using the O rbital-Free version of the Car-Parrinello technique, Anta et
al. [34] found th a t their ion-valence electron structure factors differ substantially
from the experimental d ata obtained by Takeda et al.[37],[38], and th a t the differ
ence between the x-ray and neutron diffraction structure factors should be much
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Figure 8.23: Experimental valence electron form factor at T = 1 9 7 ° C compared with
[fA(Q) —fi(Q)] and M Q ) —fj(Q)]- fA(Q) and fi(Q) were taken from the international tables
for crystallography[40], f/(Q) and fM(Q) from Anta & Louis[41]. These form factors are also
included in the figure.

smaller th an th a t encountered in the experiments. A nta et al.[34] point out th at
for Na, Mg and Al the difference might be even smaller than the intrinsic errors in
the experiments. For liquid lithium the difference is expected to be larger due to
the high ratio of valence to core electrons (see section 8.1), and A nta et al.[7] used
the neutron and x-ray d a ta of Olbrich et al. [8] to obtain the ion-valence electron
structure factor, S ie (Q ), for a comparison with their results.
Since it was shown in sections 8.1 and 8.5.3 th a t the structure factor for liquid
lithium obtained by Olbrich et al.[8] from their neutron diffraction experiments
is superseded, our static structure factor was combined with the Olbrich et al. [8]
x-ray d a ta to give S ie (Q ). The result is shown in figure 8.24 together with the
molecular dynamics simulations by A nta & Madden[7]. In contrast to the situation
seen in the earlier experimentally derived S ie (Q )’s for the liquid metals Na, Mg,
and Al by Takeda et a l.[37], our S ie (Q ) is of the correct scale compared to th at
of the theoretical structure factor (Anta k Madden[7]) and has a roughly similar
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Figure 8.24: Comparison of the ion-valence electron partial structure factor at 197 °C obtained
from the Orbital Free ab in itio molecular dynamics simulations (Anta & Madden[7]) with that
obtained from the combination of our neutron diffraction data sets and the Olbrich et al.[8] x-ray
data.

profile. However, deviations still can be observed. Our ion-valence electron partial
structure factor is too high around 2.4 A-1 and too negative at its minimum around
2.60(2)

A-1 .

This is in the region of the maximum of the first peak in the static

structure factor (see table 8.4), and it can be seen from equation 8.18 th a t a small
uncertainty in p(Q ) will have a large effect on S ie (Q ). Our S ie (Q ) is, though, an
improvement on the one shown by A nta & Madden[7], which uses the Olbrich et
al.[8] neutron data. It is less negative in its first minimum and shows less oscillations
around zero at higher-Q values.
In figure 8.25 the experim ental See(Q) is shown together with the functions for
See(Q) th a t are obtained if the valence electron form factors [fA(Q) —fi(Q)] and
M Q ) —fi'(Q)] in figure 8.23 are used instead of the experimental p(Q). In the
case where the free atom form factor was used, the negative peak in Sie (Q) has a
smaller intensity compared to the function where the m etal atom form factor was
used.
The good agreement between the d ata obtained using p(Q) =
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Figure 8.25: Comparison of the ion-valence electron structure factors obtained by combin
ing our neutron data with the experimental p ( Q) and with the valence electron form factors
[fA(Q) - fi(Q)] and [fM(Q) - f{(Q)] shown in figure 8.23.

and our neutron d a ta with theory (see figure 8.25) emphasizes the need for new
x-ray diffraction d ata for liquid lithium .
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8.6

Conclusions

• The analysis of the neutron diffraction data for liquid lithium was carried
out very thoroughly, emphasizing the detector path integration problem and
the inelasticity corrections. The data sets were then corrected for the instru
m ental resolution function to give reliable structure factors. The resolution
function correction will now be implemented as part of the general data anal
ysis procedure for D4B neutron diffraction experiments.
• At a short range scale, liquid lithium maintains a memory of the crystalline
structure from which it melts.
• The static structure factor yields an improvement to the Ashcroft empty core
radius, and the NPA pseudopotential no longer gives clearly better results for
the static structure of lithium.
• The valence electron form factor and ion-valence electron partial structure
factor were obtained using

Sn (Q )

from our neutron d ata and

S x(Q )

from

Olbrich et al.[8]. The results agree better in intensity and shape with those
obtained from Orbital free ab initio molecular dynamics simulations than
any other experimentally derived

Sie(Q ).

The new neutron diffraction data

emphasize the need for new x-ray diffraction experiments on liquid lithium.
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Chapter 9
An investigation of the
Jahn-Teller effect in
C u^ -P erch lorate solutions
9.1

Introduction and previous studies

In aqueous solutions the rate of water exchange for water bound to Cu2+ with the
bulk, kex, is much faster than for most other ions of comparable size and charge.
For example, although, Cu2+ and Ni2+ have very similar crystallographic radii
(0.72 A for Cu2+ and 0.69 A for Ni2+) the ratio of their water exchange rates is
^ex Aex ~ 1-3 x 105 a t 25 °C with k^J1 = 4.4(1) x 109s-1 (Powell et al.[l]). This
very fast solvent exchange for Cu2+ solutions has also been found by incoherent
quasi-elastic neutron scattering (IQENS), indicating an ion to solvent proton bind
ing tim e 7*, < 10-1° s. The fast exchange rate is attributed to the Jahn-Teller effect,
which distorts th e structure around the [Cu(H2 0 )e]2+ complex from an octahedral
to a tetragonal symmetry, giving four nearest-neighbour equatorial oxygen sites
and two axial oxygen sites at a somewhat larger C u-0 distance (see e.g. Magini[2],
Salmon et al.[3], Salmon & Neilson[4] and Nomura & Yamaguchi[5]). The distor
tion is anticipated to be dynamic, the axis of distortion changing on a characteristic
timescale of t\ — 5.1(6) x 10“ 12s (Powell et al.[l]). The water exchange is likely to
occur a t the more distant axial positions than at the closer equatorial sites, and
the axis of inversion changes rapidly so th at after many inversions all of the bound
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water molecules will have exchanged with the bulk. Therefore the dynamic JahnTeller effect is regarded as having a strong influence on the fast water exchange
rate w ith the bulk and a knowledge of the degree of distortion of the hydration
complex is desired.

Several structural studies using EXAFS (extended x-ray absorption fine struc
ture) and x-ray diffraction have been performed on Cu2+ solutions, and they will
be compared in detail with our results in section 9.5.3. Generally, four equatorial
oxygen atoms are observed at a distance rcuo = 1.95 —2.00 A, but for the positions
of the axial atom s the agreement between different authors is poor, probably due
to the difficulty of resolving this contribution in the radial distribution function
and in some cases due to the penetration of the counter ion into the hydration
shell (Powell et al.[l]). The neutron diffraction first-order difference method (with
Cu isotopes) has also been applied to several Cu2+ solutions, e.g. to CuCl2 and
Cu(C 10 4 )2 (Salmon et al.[3]), and Cu(NC>3)2 (Salmon & Neilson[4]). For solutions
with non-liganding counter ions, four equatorial oxygen atoms are found at a dis
tance rcuo = 1.96 A. However, no definite information has been obtained on the
deuterium atom or the axial oxygen atom correlations, as these contributions to
the first-order difference pair-distribution function, A G cu(r), overlap at r > 2.21 A.
Moreover, the information on the axial oxygen positions th a t is available from the
neutron diffraction work contradicts the x-ray and EXAFS results since the latter
place the axial oxygen atoms at the minimum in intensity of the A G cu(r) function.

Crystal structure:
For the Cu2+ ion in the crystalline state a (4+1) or (4+2) structural configuration is
most commonly observed (e.g. Wells[6]). In crystalline copper perchlorate hexahydrate, Cu(C 104)2 • 6H20 , however, Gallucci & Gerkin[7] found a rhombic distortion
of the [Cu(H20)e]2+ complex th a t gives three characteristic bond lengths. Two oxy
gen atoms are located at 1.953(1)
2 oxygen atoms at 2.388(2)

A, 2 oxygen atoms

at 1.970(4)

A, and

a further

A. These water oxygens are linked via hydrogen bonds

with the perchlorate oxygens. Cu(C104)2 • 6H20 has a monoclinic crystal struc
ture of space group P 2 \/c with cell dimensions of a = 5.137(1) A, b = 22.991(3) A,
c = 13.849(2)

Aand

= 90(1)°. The structure of copper perchlorate hexahydrate
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around the C u2+ ion is shown in figure 9.1.

Figure 9.1: Schematic drawing of the copper perchlorate hexahydrate crystal structure around
one Cu2+ ion (Gallucci & Gerkin[7]). The dashed lines indicate the hydrogen bonds between
the oxygen atoms belonging to the water molecules and the oxygen atoms of the perchlorate
molecules. The hydrogen atoms are not included in the drawing for clarity.

Gallucci & Gerkin[7] measured a Cu-Cu distance of 5.137 A and the distances
between the Cu2+ ion and the chloride and oxygen atoms in the perchlorate ions
are all larger than 4.50 A and 3.85 A respectively.
Also in an aqueous solution the perchlorate ions are not prone to inner-sphere
complexing. This is shown by UV-visible spectroscopy studies and by Ram an and
NMR spectroscopic measurements (Nomura & Yamaguchi[5]).
In our presented work, th e method of neutron first-order difference functions has
been used in combination with H /D substitution for Cu(C 1 0 4 ) 2 aqueous solutions.
This challenging technique offers the possibility of directly measuring the Cu-H
and C u-0 coordination environments via the measurement of partial pair distribu
tion functions gcuH(r) and gcuo (r )> and thus the ability to study the Jahn-Teller
distortion of the Cu2+ hydration complex in detail.
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9.2

Sam ple preparation

Four copper perchlorate solutions, with different isotopic enrichments, were pre
pared a t the Institut de Chimie Minerale et Analytique, Lausanne, Switzerland.
2.22 molal 65Cu(C 1 0 4 ) 2 , 0.11 molal H C IO 4 in H 2 O ,
2 .2 2

molal

6 3 C

u

( C 1 C > 4 ) 2 ,

0.11

molal HCIO 4 in H2 O,

2.0 molal 65Cu(C104)2, 0.1 molal D C IO 4 in D 2 O and
2 .0

molal

6 3 C

u

( C 1 C > 4 ) 2 ,

0.1

molal DCIO 4 in D 2O.

An outline of the preparation procedure, given by Toth[8], can be found in ap
pendix C. The isotopes used were 65Cu (98.6(5) % 65Cu and 1.4(5) % 63Cu) and
63Cu (99.2(5) % 63Cu and 0.8(5) % 65Cu), D (99.95 % D and 0.05 % H), and D20
(99.96 % deuterated).
The different molal concentrations were chosen to ensure th a t the atomic frac
tions of particles are the same for all the solutions. For definiteness each solution
will be referred to as a ‘2 molal solution of Cu(0 1 0 4 )2 in perchloric acid’.

9.3

N eutron diffraction param eters and experi
m ent

The neutron diffraction experiments were performed on the D4B diffractometer at
the Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble. The wavelength of the incident neutrons
was 0.6991 A. The samples were contained in cylindrical ‘zero-alloy’ T i/Z r cans
(i.e. the used alloys have a nominal coherent scattering length of zero) with inner
diameters of 5 mm and 8 mm for the H20 and D20 solutions respectively. Both
T i/Z r cans had a wall thickness of 0.3 mm. The samples were fully illuminated with
a rectangular beam of 50 mm height and 14 mm width. Diffraction patterns were
measured for the four samples in their T i/Z r containers, the empty containers, and
the instrum ental background with nothing placed at the sample position. Measure
ments of the diffraction patterns for 8.02 mm and 6.07 mm diam eter vanadium rods
and for 8 mm and 5 mm cadmium bars were used for the data normalisation and
for the background correction at low angles (see section 3.3.1) for the deuterated
and hydrogenated samples respectively. All of the measurements were carried out
at ambient tem perature (26 °C).
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The run-times for the different solutions were optimised using the procedure
outlined in appendix D. Each diffraction pattern was built up by making repeated
scans of the detectors over the available range of scattering angles. The single
scans agreed well within the expected statistical variations, until one particular
scan when the efficiencies of both detectors changed. Thereafter the scans were
again in agreement within the experimental statistical variations. The reason for
this change could never be tracked down although it is anticipated to be electronic
in origin. It was extensively checked th at by applying a scaling factor of 1.0041
to detector 1 (i.e. the detector efficiency had decreased by 0.14 %) and of 0.9978
to detector 2 (i.e. the efficiency had increased by 0.22 %) to the scans taken after
the change in the detector efficiencies, all of the scans agreed within the statistical
variations and could be grouped together. Then the data analysis followed the
procedure outlined in section 3.3.1.
The neutron scattering lengths and cross-sections for the elements and iso
topes used, calculated for the correct isotopic enrichments, are summarised
in table 9.1 which also contains the atomic fractions, ca , of the species
present in the solutions.

The solution concentrations correspond to a ratio of

1 Cu : 2 C104 : 25 (H /D )20 : 0.1 (H/D)C104.
Element

b

0 free,coh

0 free,inc

[fm]

[barn]

[bam]

[barn]

65Cu

1 0 .5 5 ( 1 9 )

1 3 .6 (5 )

0 .3 8 (1 )

2 .2 1 ( 3 )

0 .0 1 1 6

63Cu

6 .4 6 (1 5 )

5 .1 (2 )

0 .0 0 9 (1 )

4 .4 8 (2 )

0 .0 1 1 6

Cl

9 .5 7 7 0 (8 )

1 0 .9 0 2 ( 2 )

5 .0 (5 )

3 3 .5 (3 )

0 .0 2 3 8

O

5 .8 0 3 (4 )

3 .7 4 9 (5 )

0.000(8)

0 .0 0 0 1 9 (2 )

0 .3 8 4 7

H

- 3 .7 4 0 6 ( 1 1 )

*)

*)

0 .3 3 2 6 (7 )

0 .5 8 0 0

D

6 .6 6 6 (4 )

*)

*)

0 .0 0 0 6 7 6 ( 7 )

0 .5 7 9 9

Cabs

(@ 1 - 7 9 8 A)

ca

T a b le 9.1 : Neutron scattering lengths and cross-sections for the elements and isotopes, calcu
lated for the correct isotopic enrichments (Sears[9]). The statistical errors are given in brackets.
*) The cross-sections for hydrogen and deuterium are functions of the energy of the incoming neu
trons. Measured values for H2 O and D 2 O at the energy 0.167 eV corresponding to A = 0.6991 A,
taken from Hughs &; Harvey[10], Garber & Kinsey[ll] and Stehn et al.[12], were used to calculate
&free,sc

= 3.9(.7) barn for deuterium (average of the values given in Hughs Sz Harvey[10] and Gar

ber & Kinsey[ll]) and

<7free,sc

= 28.8(.9) bam for hydrogen (average of the values from all three).
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The cross-sections of the four solutions were calculated from values given in
table 9.1 and are displayed in table 9.2.
0-total

a-.,,, (@ 1.798 A)

Sample

= ^free,sc

^abs (® A)

[bam]

[barn]

[barn]

65Cu(C104)2inD 20

4 .2 5 (4 1 )

0.823(7)

4.56(41)

63Cu(C104)2inD 20

4 .1 5 (4 1 )

0.849(7)

4.47(41)

65Cu (C104)2 in H20

18.7(5)

1.014(7)

19.1(5)

63Cu (C104)2 in H20

18.58(54)

1.040(7)

18.98(54)

T a b le 9.2: Cross-sections of the samples. Here A = 0.6991 A is the wavelength of the incident
neutrons.

The mass densities of the solutions at 25 °C have been measured by Toth[8] to
be 1.40709 g/cm 3 for 65Cu(C 1 0 4 ) 2 in D 20 , 1.40460 g/cm 3 for 63Cu(C 1 0 4 ) 2 in D 20 ,
1.37353 g/cm 3 for 65Cu(ClC>4)2in H 20 , and 1.37220 g/cm 3 for 63Cu(C 1 0 4 ) 2 in H 20 .
These mass densities correspond to number densities of no = 0.0950(1) A-3 for the
solutions in D20 and n0 = 0.0988(1) A“ 3 for the solutions in H20 .

Total structure fa cto rs :
Each total structure factor F (Q ) comprises ten independent partial structure fac
tors, Sa/3(Q),
F(Q )

=

A[50^ ( « ) - l ] + B [ 5 c » W ) - l ] + (7[5ollo i W ) - l ] +
D[SCuh{Q) - 1] + E[S00(Q)

- 1] + F[Soci(Q) - 1 ] +

(9.1)

G[Soh(Q) — 1] + H[ SciciiQ) — 1] + I[Scih(Q ) — 1] + J[Shh{Q ) ~ 1]
where A, B,...J are the neutron weighting factors. They are summarised in table
9.3.
Since the four aqueous solutions comprise a large fraction of light elements
(table 9.1), the departure from the static approximation is severe, and the Placzek
correction (see section 2.9) is not applied. The quantity thus derived from the data
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analysis for each solution is the function,

F°(Q) = F(Q) + HQ)

(9-2)

where 5(Q) is a correction term th a t predominantly comprises the inelasticity cor
rections.
Definition

65C u(C104) j

63C u (C104)2 65C u (C104)2 63Cu (C104)2

inD 20

H1 D2O

H1 H2 O

in H20

A

CcubCu

0.056(3)

0.150(5)

0.056(3)

0.150(5)

B

2ccucobcubo

3.35(8)

5.46(10)

3.35(8)

5.46(10)

C

2ccuccibcubci

0.342(8)

0.558(10)

0.342(8)

0.558(10)

D

2ccuCHbcubH

5.79(13)

9.46(17)

-3.25(8)

-5.30(10)

E

Cobo

49.84(7)

49.84(7)

49.84(7)

49.84(7)

F

2coccibo ba

10.177(7)

10.177(7)

10.177(7)

10.177(7)

G

2coCHbObH

172.59(16)

172.59(16)

-96.87(7)

-96.87(7)

H

cClbCI

0.51953(9)

0.51953(9)

0.51953(9)

0.51953(9)

I

2CciCHbClbH

17.622(11)

17.622(11)

-9.890(3)

-9.890(3)

J

cHbH

149.43(18)

149.43(18)

47.07(3)

47.07(3)

Table 9.3: Weighting factors for the four total structure factors. They are given in units of
mbarn, and their statistical uncertainties are quoted in the brackets.

F ir s t order d iffe re n c e fu n c tio n s :
The subtraction of the F°(Q ) functions for the two solutions in H20 gives the first
order difference function,
{h )A ° cu(Q) = g F°(Q )

F°(Q) = A g?(Q ) + 5'(Q)

(9.3)

where
(Q) = A'[ScuCu(Q) - 1 }+ B '[SCno{Q) - l]+C "[Sc „ci(Q) - 1]+D’[SCuh {Q) - 1]
(9.4)
while subtraction of the two solutions in D20 gives,
(D)A °cu(Q) = g F°(Q ) - g F°(Q) = A (fJ ( Q ) + S"(Q)
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(9.5)

where

&Cu(Q) = ^ [ S CuC„ ( Q ) - l ] + B '[ 5 Cu0(Q) - l]+C'lSCua(Q)-'L}+D'[ScuD(Q)-l}
(9.6)

= 2cc„Cob0 {b(™Cu) -

with A' = ^ [ ^ ( “ Cu) - 62(63Cu)] , B'

b{6ZCu)],

C' = 2cCucclbct{b(6ZCu) - &(63Cu)], D' = 2cCucff6ff/D[6(65C «) - 6(63Cu)].
The Placzek correction terms in F°(Q) are, to a good approximation, eliminated
in the difference functions A cu(Q), and the residual correction terms 5;(Q) and
5"(Q) are then sufficiently small to allow Aq^(Q) or A<JJ(Q) to be derived from
(H)A<lu(Q) or ^ A q u(Q) (Soper et al.[13] and section 3.4).
The first order difference functions in real-space, A G q^ d^(r) are obtained from,

AG&/D)(r) =

jT dQA(cHJ D) (Q)Q sin(Qr)

(9.7)

= Ar[gcuCu{r) —1] + B'[9cuo(r) —1] + C'[gcuci{r) —1] +
D,[gcuH/D{f') —1] •
The weighting coefficients, the low-r limits AG q / d^(0) = —(A7+ B' + C; + D'),
and the sum-rule relations, / 0°° A ^ D^(Q)Q2dQ = 27r2n0AGQyD^(0), are sum
marised in table 9.4.
Solution

A7

B7

C7

D7

[mbam]

[mbarn]

[mbam]

[mbam]

[mbam]

[mbam/A3]

0.094(6)

2.12(13)

0.216(13)

3.67(22)

-6.10(26)

-11.4(5)

0.094(6)

2.12(13)

0.216(13)

-2.06(12)

-0.37(18)

-0.72(35)

sum-rule

Cu(C104)2
U1 D 2 O
Cu (C104)2
U1 H2 O

Table 9.4: Weighting coefficients A7,B 7,C 7 and D7, low-r limits AG q^^^O), and sum-rule
relations. The statistical errors are given in brackets.

Second order d iffe re n c e fu n c tio n :
It is possible to proceed to a second order difference function assuming, at the level
of accuracy relevant to this work, th a t H and D are isomorphic i.e. th a t S c u d (Q )
= Scuh(Q)- Scuh(Q) can be constructed by subtracting the first order difference
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function in H20 , A ^ ( Q ) , from the one measured in D20 , A ^ ( Q ) ,

„

rox

ScMQ)

,

A ^ > (0 )-A ^ (Q )

[D,(D) _ D,(H f

-1 -

( 0O)

(9-8)

where
D \D ) - iy ( H ) = 2 cCuc h [b(65Cu) - b{63Cu)][bD - bH\ = 0.00573(25) barn. (9.9)
The Fourier transform of S cuh (Q ) gives the copper-hydrogen partial pair distribu
tion function, gcuii(r).
F ir s t order d iffe re n c e fu n ctio n m in u s weighted second order
d iffe r e n c e fu n ctio n :
Once Scuh(Q) has been measured it is possible to directly extract the copperoxygen correlations, Scuo(Q)? at least to a first order approximation, by subtracting
a suitably weighted copper-hydrogen partial structure factor from the first order
difference function :

A$U(Q) = {a£>(Q) - D'(D)[SCuh(Q) - 1]} /B'
=

(W <2) -

1] + §{ScuCu(Q)

-

1] + §;[Scuci(Q) - 1]

=

[ - W Q ) - 1] + 0.044(4)\ScnCv.(Q) - 1] + 0.102(9)[SCuct(Q) - 1]

(9.10)

« 5 Aand the Cu-Cl distance
larger than « 4.5 A, on the basis of the crystal structure for Cu(C 104)2 •6H20 , and
Since the Cu-Cu distance is expected to be larger than

since the perchlorate ion is not prone to inner-sphere complexing (see section 9.1),
AG§u(r), the Fourier transform of A£U(Q), will be dominated by gcuo (r) for ap
proximately r < 4 .5

A.

It has been shown before for solutions of NiCl2 in water (Powell et al.[14])
th a t the first order difference method combined with H /D substitution is a valid
technique and allows for the successful separation of the individual pair distribution
functions.
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9.4

R esults

9.4.1

Total structure factors

0.9

0.8
■E 0.7
^

0.6
0.5

Cu + 0.1 b

0.4

Cu

0.3

0.2
Scattering Vector Q [A 1]
F ig u re 9.2: Measured total structure factors 65F°(Q) and 63F°(Q) for the solutions of 2.00 molal
Cu (C104)2 in deuterated perchloric acid. The bars represent the error on each data point. The
arrow indicates the position of the small FSDPs, and the departure from the static approximation
(section 2.9) gives the F°(Q) functions the characteristic droop at high Q.

The F°(Q) functions for the solutions of 2.00 molal Cu(C104)2 in deuterated
perchloric acid are shown in figure 9.2. They both exhibit a small FSD P (first
sharp diffraction peak) at 0.58(2)

A-1 ,

which is most pronounced in the 65Cu2+

solution. This cation dependence of the FSDP indicates th a t the Cu-correlations
contribute towards it.

This is consistent with the measurements of Salmon et

al.[3], who found a FSDP a t « 0.63 A-1 in their 2 molal solutions of Cu(C104)2 in
D 2 O. A similar feature is also observed at 0.60 A-1 for a 2.180 molal solution of
C u(C F3S 0 3)2

in

fully deuterated ethylene glycol (EG), and at « 1 A-1 in aqueous

NiCl2 solutions where it can be identified with the first peak in SninKQ) (Neilson
et al.[15], Neilson & Enderby[16]). The FSDP is a feature of interm ediate range
ordering (Salmon[17]) and it will be discussed in more detail in section 9.5.1.
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Figure 9.3: Measured total structure factors 65F°(Q) and 63F°(Q) for solutions of 2.22 molal
Cu(ClC>4)2 in hydrogenated perchloric acid.
The F°(Q ) functions for the solutions of 2.22 molal Cu(C104)2 in hydrogenated
perchloric acid are displayed in figure 9.3. The FSDP in these functions is concealed
by the presence of the substantial incoherent scattering contribution of hydrogen.

9.4.2

First order difference functions

The first order difference function, A ^ ( Q ) , is obtained from equation 9.5 and is
shown in the top graph of figure 9.4. It is found th a t A<JJ(Q) is affected by a slight
downwards slope. The difference [ A ^ ( Q ) - A ^ ( Q ) ] (bottom graph in figure 9.4),
where A c u(Q) is the Fourier back transform of AGcu(r) after the unphysical low-r
oscillations have been set to their theoretical limit, is largest at low-Q values and is
of a similar shape to F°(Q) for the solutions in H20 . This is an indication of a small
hydrogen imbalance between the two solutions in heavy w ater used in the neutron
diffraction experiment. The correction for the excess am ount of hydrogen in the
63Cu(C 1 0 4 )2 solution in D20 has been performed by subtracting a polynomial fit

to the scaled F°(Q) for 63Cu(C104)2 in H20 from the 63F°(Q) function in heavy
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Figure 9.4: Top graph: First order difference function, Aq^(Q), obtained by using equation 9.5
(solid curve), and the Fourier back transform, A ^ (Q ), of the corresponding real-space function
after the unphysical low-r oscillations for r < rmin have been set to their theoretical limit (dotted
curve). Bottom graph: A comparison of [A ^ (Q ) —A ^ (Q )], given by the solid curve, and a
polynomial fit to the scaled total structure factor of

6 3 Cu(C 1 0 4 ) 2

in H2 O, given by the small

circles.

water. The best agreement between A ^ ( Q ) and A ^ ( Q ) was achieved by using a
scaling factor of 1.125 x 10-3 . The excess hydrogen in the solution of 63Cu(C104)2
in D20 was estim ated at 0.14% from the level of A o?(Q ) a t high-Q.
The final A ^ ( Q ) fulfills the sum-rule relations and is shown in figure 9.5. It
exhibits a prom inent FSDP at 0.60(3)

A-1

which shifts to 0.58(2)

A-1

on spline

fitting.
The corresponding real-space function, A G ^ ( r ) , is displayed in figure 9.6. It
comprises a sharp well defined first peak with a maximum a t 1.95(2)

A.

This peak

is followed by a second, slightly broader peak with a maximum at 2.55(2)

A,

which

is also well defined and which has a shoulder on its high-r side. This is proceeded
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Figure 9.5: Final A ^ (Q ) obtained after correcting for the hydrogen imbalance. The small
circles represent the first order difference function obtained by subtracting the measured data
points and a representative error bar for these data points is shown in the lower right hand
corner. The solid curve shows the cubic spline fit to the measured data points.

by a double peak w ith maxima at 4.2 A and 4.6 A. For approxim ately r > 7.5 A,
A G cJ (r) does not exhibit any more pronounced structure. All of th e peak positions
and coordination numbers are summarised in table 9.5.
The first order difference function, A ^ ( Q ) , for the solutions of 2.22 molal
Cu(C104)2 in H 2 O is shown in figure 9.7.

It is in very good agreement with

its Fourier back transform A ^ ( Q ) , except in the region between about 5.5 A-1
and 9.5 A -1 .
« 0.60(5)

A-1

The A q^(Q ) function exhibits a small negative going FSDP at
which shifts to 0.54(3)

A-1

on spline fitting.

Since the copper-

hydrogen correlations are the only contributions with a negative weighting (see
table 9.4), this negative FSDP indicates th a t the Cu-H correlations contribute to
the interm ediate range ordering (IRO) in the Cu2+ solutions.
The real-space function, A G ^ ( r ) , obtained from the two solutions in H20
is shown in figure 9.8.

A G ^ ( r ) oscillates around the correct low-r limit, and

it exhibits a sharp, well-defined first peak with a maximum at 1.96(2)
the second peak at 2.55(2)

A

A.

Since

is negative, it can be concluded th a t it comprises
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Figure 9.6: A G ^ ( r ) for the solution of 2.00 molal Cu(C1 0 4 ) 2 in deuterated perchloric acid.
The dotted curve shows the result of Fourier transforming the first order difference function given
by the open circles in figure 9.5. The solid curve corresponds to the Fourier transform of the spline
(Q) with the unphysical oscillations for r < 1.66 A set to the calculated A G ^ (O ) limit

fitted
(table 9.4).

predom inantly copper-hydrogen contributions. A G ^ ( r ) also gives an indication
th a t there is IRO in the solutions, since structure is visible up to r « 10 A.
The peak positions in A G ^ ( r ) and A G ^ ( r ) and coordination numbers ncu,
assuming the first peak is attributed to gcuo(r) and assuming only copper-hydrogen
or deuterium contributions to the second peak, are summarised in table 9.5.
1st peak

Hcu

[A]

integration

FWHM

2nd peak

range [A]

[A]

[A]

—H/D
nCu

integration
range [A]

AG<?u>(r) “)

1.95(2)

4.0(2)

1.66-2.24

0.29(1)

2.56(2)

9.1(3)

2.24-2.95

*)
AG<?u>(r) *)

1.95(2)

4.0(2)

1.66-2.24

0.29(1)

2.55(2)

9.1(3)

2.24-2.95

1.96(2)

3.5(3)

1.60-2.24

0.29(1)

2.59(2)

6.2(3)

2.24-2.95

k)

1.96(2)

3.7(3)

1.60-2.24

0.34(1)

2.55(2)

6.9(3)

2.24-2.95

a) from data points; b) from spline fit

T able 9.5: Peak positions, coordination numbers, n§u, assuming only Cu-0 correlations under
the first peak, and nQu and n]3u, assuming only Cu-H or Cu-D correlations under the second peak,
integration ranges and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the first peak in A G cu(r)-
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Figure 9.7: First order difference function, Aq^(Q), for the solution of 2.22 molal Cu(C1 0 4 ) 2
in hydrogenated perchloric acid.

The circles represent the function obtained by subtracting

the data points and a representative error bar is given.

The Fourier back transform of the

corresponding A G ^ (r ), after the unphysical low-r oscillations have been set to their calculated
limiting A G ^ (0 ) value, is shown by the thin solid curve, and the thick solid curve displays a
cubic spline fit to the data points.

Our results for the next-nearest C u -0 correlations for the solutions in D20
agree very well with the earlier experiments by Salmon et al. [3], which were also
carried out using the D4 diffractometer on 2 molal solutions of C u( 0 1 0 4 ) 2 in D20 .

A, a
half maximum of 0.15(2) A.

Salmon et al.[3] found a mean C u -0 distance of 1.96(3)

coordination number

Hcu = 4 .1(3), and a half width a t

Like the experiments

by Salmon et al.[3], our first order difference functions indicate th a t the second
peak cannot be solely attributed to gcuD(r) since the coordination number found
for the solutions in D20 is much larger th an the expected value of 8. Further,
the coordination number for the solutions in H20 is much smaller th an 8, showing
there are additional contributions with positive weightings, reducing the intensity
of the negative going peak.
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Figure 9.8: First order difference function for the solution of 2.22 molal Cu(C1 0 4 ) 2 in hydro
genated perchloric add in real-space. The dotted curve represents the Fourier transform of the
data points given by the circles in figure 9.7, and the solid curve corresponds to the Fourier
transform of the spline fitted A ^ ( Q ) , with the unphysical low-r oscillations for r < 1.6 A set to
their theoretical limit of A G ^ ( 0 ), see table 9.4.

9 .4 .3

S c u h (Q ) a n d A £ u (Q )

The Cu-H partial structure factor, Scuh (Q ) j obtained from the d a ta points by
using equation 9.8 is shown in figure 9.9. It agrees well with the Fourier back
transform of the corresponding gcUH(r)> given in figure 9.11, after the unphysical
low-r oscillations have been set to their theoretical limit.
Different methods have been applied in order to assess the effect th a t noise in
S cuh (Q ) has on the real-space function. The resulting S cuh(Q ) are displayed in

figure 9.10. The cubic spline fit to the d ata points for S cuh (Q ) smoothes the noisy
d a ta well for Q < 9 A"1, but it does not reproduce the high-Q oscillations as well as
the minimum information (MIN) method, described in section 3.5, which was also
applied to the measured S cuh (Q )- Additionally, in the range of 5.5 — 9.5 A-1 where
the back Fourier transform is slightly lower than the measured d a ta in figure 9.9,
the MIN solution follows the Fourier back transform.
solution both give a FSDP in S cuh (Q ) at Q = 0.55(2)
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Figure 9.9: Partial structure factor, S c u h ( Q ) , obtained from the data points (open circles)
shown together with the Fourier back transform of the corresponding gcuH(r) (solid curve) after
the unphysical low-r oscillations have been set to their theoretical value of g c u H (O ) = 0 . The
uncertainties on each data point are indicated by the error bar in the lower right hand comer.
IRO is associated, at least in part, with the copper-hydrogen correlations.
The first physical feature in gcuH(r) occurs at 2.58(2)

A in the

Fourier transform

of the measured data points and in the Fourier transform of the cubic spline fit,
and a t 2.54(3)
4.63(3)

A

A

in the MIN solution. The second peak is found a t 4.57(2)

A

and

in the spline fit and the MIN solution respectively, and there are high-r

oscillations up to « 12 A. The profile of the high-r side of the first peak differs to
some extent between the different gcuH(r) functions, see figure 9.11. Therefore, in
order to characterise and compare the number of hydrogen atom s around Cu, the
running coordination number, defined by
rT

™cu(r )

=

4 7 r a 0 C tf

/

Jr= 0

r 2 g C u H { r ) d r

(9.11)

has been calculated after setting the unphysical low-r oscillations to gcuH(O) = 0.
Figure 9.12 shows th a t despite differences in the details of the gcuH(r) functions,
the running coordination numbers for all the functions are in good agreement. They
differ by a maximum of 0.4 for a given r. A hydration number Hcu of 8.0 is obtained
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Figure 9.10: Measured data for

S c u h (Q ),

shown by the small circles, displayed together with

the different smoothed data sets. The thick solid curve shows a cubic spline fit to the raw data
set, and the dashed curve represents the solution obtained from the minimum noise method, see
section 3.5.

at a distance r = 2.9(2)

A

for all of the functions, which corresponds to four water

molecules close to the Cu2+ ion. This is consistent with the results from Salmon et
al.[3] obtained on their first order difference function. However, our results show
th a t the four further distant hydrogen atoms are not located at a distinct distance
from the Cu2+ ion. Instead their contributions are distributed over a wide range
(see the horizontal bar in figure 9.11), exceeding the position of the minimum fol
lowing the first peak in gcuH(r). To be precise, at the position of the minimum
of the measured data at 3.41(2)

A

(marked by an arrow in figure 9.12) a running

coordination num ber ncu(r) of 10.0(2) is measured.

SCu0(Q), to a first approximation, is obtained from A §U(Q) by using equa
tion 9.11. The latter is shown together with its Fourier back transform in fig
ure 9.13. The agreement between the measured d ata and the back transform is
very good, except for the Q-range between 5.5 A-1 and 9.5 A-1 , a range where dis
crepancies between A c?(Q ) and

^Cu (Q)

also occurred. The first peak in A£U(Q)
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Figure 9.11: gcuH(r) for a 2 molal solution of Cu(C1 0 4 ) 2 in perchloric acid. The dotted curve
represents the Fourier transform of the measured data points, the solid curve shows the Fourier
transform of the spline fit, and the chained curve shows the MIN solution. The region over which
the four hydrogen atoms which lie beyond the nearest-neighbour 8 hydrogen atoms axe distributed
is displayed by the horizontal bar (see text).

is located at 1.31(2) A-1 .
In order to eliminate the noise on the measured d ata set, and therefore to
obtain a sm oother function in real-space, AG£u(r), different m ethods were applied.
A cubic spline fit to the data is shown in figure 9.14 together with the solution
obtained from the minimum noise method. As for the Cu-H d a ta the MIN solution
mimics the Fourier back transform in the area between 5.5 — 9.5 A-1 , and therefore
differs slightly from the measured data.
The real-space function, AG§u(r) =

g cu o (r)

+ 0.044 g cu C u (r) + 0.102 g c u c i( r ) , is

displayed in figure 9.15. The first physical peak is found a t r = 1.96(2) A for the
direct Fourier transform of the data points, a t r = 1.95(2) A for the spline fit, and
at r = 1.94(2) A for the MIN solution. As for the Cu-H pair distribution function,
all three solutions have a somewhat different profile in the region around the first
minimum and the high-r side of the first peak (see inset in figure 9.15). Thus, for
a b etter characterisation and comparison the running coordination number HcuW
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Figure 9.12: The gcuH(r) and running coordination numbers ricu(r) for the different functions.
As in figure 9.11 the thick solid curves describe the Fourier transform of the spline fitted data
set and the chained curves represent the MIN solution. The thin curves here correspond to the
Fourier transform of the measured data points. The arrow at ss 3.41

A marks the position of the

minimum after the first peak for the measured data, and at this r-value a coordination number
ncu of 10.0(2) is measured.

has been derived and is shown for all the d a ta sets in figure 9.16.
Assuming there is no inner-sphere complexing of the perchlorate ion to the
Cu2+ -ion, see section 9.1, a coordination number

= 4.0 is obtained from the

pair distribution functions at a distance of 2.34 A (MIN solution) - 2.42 A (measured
d a ta points). The results thus agree with the earlier measurements of Salmon et
al.[3], who found four oxygen atoms bound to the Cu2+-ion a t a close distance of
« 1.96 A, and with our findings for the copper-hydrogen correlations. Analogous to
the results for g a m M , these nearest-neighbour O-atoms are not accompanied by
further oxygen atom s a t a particular single distance, but by a distribution of oxygen
atom s over a broad distance range. The next two oxygen atom s can be found over
the range from « 2.4 A to « 3.4 A (indicated by the horizontal bar in figure 9.15).
At the position of the minimum after the first peak in the pair distribution function
at « 2.9 A, a coordination number of 5.0(1) is obtained from all of the data sets.
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F ig u re 9.13: A£U(Q) for a solution of 2 molal Cu(C1 0 4 ) 2 in perchloric acid. The measured
data is shown by the circles and the bar gives a representation of the uncertainty on each data
point The thick solid curve represents the back Fourier transform of the corresponding AGcu(r)
after the unphysical low-r oscillations are set to the AG£u(0) limit.

The second peak in A G cu(r) for the MIN solution is positioned at 4.02(2)

A.

This is in the region of the copper to perchlorate-oxygen distance in crystalline
C u(C 104)2 • 6H2O (Gallucci & Gerkin[7]).
In order to obtain a final pair distribution function for the C u -0 correlations
th a t on the one hand reproduces the sharpness of the first peak obtained for the
d a ta points and on the other hand the smooth profile of the MIN solution, a
combination of these two functions was generated by smoothly joining them in
r • g(r). The so obtained A G cu(r) function is shown in figure 9.17. To check the
validity of our m ethod, the back Fourier transform of this function is compared
w ith the back Fourier transform of the measured data points, in figure 9.17. Good
agreement is found over the entire measured Q-range.
As a self-consistency test for the partial structure factors, our measured first
order difference functions in D2O and H20 are compared with their reconstructions
made using the partial pair distribution functions, gcuH(r) and A G £u(r), weighted
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F ig u re 9.14: Measured data set for the function, A£ u(Q) (thin solid curve), in comparison with
the smoothed data sets. The thick solid curve shows a cubic spline fit to the measured data and
the dashed curve gives the MIN solution.

according to equation 9.4. They are displayed together in figures 9.18 and 9.19.
The unsmoothed d ata sets reproduce the first order difference function for the
solutions in H2O perfectly. This is re-assuring as AG§u(r) has actually been ob
tained using the first order difference function for the deuterated solutions, see
equation 9.11. Also the reproduction of A G ^ ( r ) only shows slight discrepancies
at the second peak position.
Additionally the smoothed partial pair distribution functions, the MIN solu
tion shown in figure 9.11 for gcuH(r) and the combined function in figure 9.17 for
AG £u(r), were neutron weighted and used to reproduce both first order difference
functions. Again the agreement is good. The small discrepancies around the sec
ond peak arise from the slightly lower first peak in gcuH(r) obtained from the MIN
solution compared to the measured d ata (see figure 9.11).
A further confirmation of our results has been obtained by a comparison of the
coordination numbers under the first two peaks in A G ^ ( r ) with the running coor
dination numbers measured from gcuH(r) and A G cu(r). The coordination number
for the first peak in A G ^ ( r ) is 4.0(2), see table 9.5. Now if the integration range is
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Figure 9.15: A G c u(r) = gcuo(r) + 0 .044gcuCu(r) + 0.102gcuCi(r) for the solution of 2 raolal
Cu(C 104)2 in perchloric acid. The Fourier transform of the measured data points is given by the
dotted curve, the Fourier transform of the spline fit by the solid curve, and the MIN solution
by the dashed curve. The horizontal bar indicates the area over which the contributions of two
oxygen atom s, beyond the nearest-neighbour 4 oxygens, are measured. The inset shows the partial
pair distribution functions in the region of the first minimum.

extended up to 2.95 A, i.e. if it covers the first two peaks in A G ^ ( r ) then the par
tial pair distribution functions yield coordination numbers of n§u = 5 and n§u = 8,
see figures 9.12 and 9.16. Likewise, if the coordination number n§u is fixed a t 5.0,
a nearest neighbour coordination number of 8.2 hydrogen is obtained from the first
order difference function. If the integration range in A G cJ (r) is extended further
to 3.37 A to comprise the high-r shoulder in A G ^ ( r ) , then fixing 5cu a t 6.0, yields
a Cu-H coordination number, ncu, of 9.9(1) which agrees very well w ith the value of
10.0 (2) found a t this distance in gcuH(r). All of the coordination numbers referred
to in this paragraph were calculated from the Fourier transform s of the measured
d ata points.
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9.5

D iscu ssio n

9.5.1

Interm ediate range order (IRO)

The total structure factors for the solutions of 2.0 molal C u(C 104)2 in deuterated
perchloric acid exhibit a weak FSDP a t 0.58(2) A-1. In the first order difference
functions, A<J^(Q) and A ^ ( Q ) , the FSDPs become a notable feature and they
can be traced to S c u h (Q )-

The position of th e FSDPs in all the d a ta sets are

summarised in table 9.6.
data set

£ ’(Q)

Ag?(Q)

Scuh(Q)

Acu(Q)

[A-1]

[A-1]

[A-1]

[A-1]

data points

0.60(3)

ss 0.60(5)

» 0.60(5)

« 1 .3 0 (3 )

spline fit

0.58(2)

0.54(3)

0.55(2)

1.31(2)

0.55(2)

1.31(2)

a

MIN solution

T able 9.6 :

Position of the first sharp diffraction peaks.
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F ig u r e 9 .1 7 : graph a): A G £u(r) (solid curve) obtained by combining the Fourier transform of
the measured data points (dotted curve) and the MIN solution (dashed curve) in the region around
2 .2 5

A, see text, graph b): Fourier back transform of the pair distribution function represented

by the solid curve in graph a) (solid curve) in comparison with the Fourier back transform of the
measured data points, given by the dotted curve.

The FSDP in

S cu h (Q )

is located at a position of Qi = 0 . 55 ( 2 )

A-1

for the

M IN

solution and the spline fit. It follows from the properties of Fourier transforms th at
this peak is related to density fluctuations in real-space which have a periodicity
of 27r / Q x « 11 . 4 ( 4 )

A

and an am plitude which decays according to the peak shape

(Salmon [ 17] ) . The first peak in A£U(Q) occurs a t the larger-Q value of 1 . 31 ( 2 )

A-1.

This leaves an open question about how the intermediate range ordering of the
Cu-hydrogen correlations appears to take place on a different length scale to the
interm ediate range ordering of the Cu-oxygen correlations.
To investigate if there are strong contributions to the FSD P at 0.55 A-1 from
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MIN solution in figure 9.11 for gcuH(r) and final AG^u(r) function of figure 9.17, were used to
give the thick chained curve.

any other correlations,

S c uh ( Q )

in the Q-range of the FSDP was scaled according

to its weighting in A ^ ( Q ) and in F°(Q) for the deuterated solutions and it was
found th a t within the errors it accounts for the full height of the FSD P in these
functions. This is surprising since in aqueous N iCh solutions a FSDP occurs in the
Ni-Ni partial structure factor th a t arises from the interm ediate range ordering of
the Ni2+ aqua-ions i.e. from the centre-centre correlations (cf. the molecular liquid
C C I4

in Salmon[17]).

9.5.2

Comparison w ith ab in iti o molecular dynam ics sim
ulations

Ab initio molecular dynamics studies on Cu2+ in w ater were recently undertaken
by Pasquarello[18] a t the In stitu t Romand de Recherche Numerique en Physique
des M ateriaux in Lausanne, Switzerland. These simulations were carried out on a
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up by the neutron weighted gcuH(r) and A G cu(r) (shifted down by -0.005 bam in the graph).
The function obtained from the measured data points is given by the thick dashed curve, which
is almost indistinguishable from the measured A G ^ (r) on the scale of the plot. The function
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system of 50 H20 molecules and one Cu2+-ion. The B-LYP (Becke - Lee, Yang and
Parr) generalized-gradient approxim ation (GGA) within density functional theory
was used (Pasquarello [18]). The so-far unpublished results from this study are
compared in figures 9.20 and 9.21 with our experimental data.
In figure 9.20 it can be seen th a t although in the simulated d a ta sets of the first
order difference functions all of the peaks are notably narrower and sharper, the
first and second peak positions agree with the experimental data w ithin the errors.
In A G g ?(r) even the higher-r peaks a t about 4 —5 A are well represented.
In figure 9.21 gcUH(r) and A G §u(r) from our experiments are compared with the
gCuH(r) and gcuo(r) obtained in the simulation studies. The peak positions for both

partial pair distribution functions agree within the errors, but again the simulated
peaks are sharper, which means th a t the simulated system is more structured
than th e real one.

It is anticipated (Pasquarello[18]) th a t this problem, which

has already been encountered for pure water, could either be due to the intrinsic
lim itations of the theory or to the propagation of the effect of the periodic boundary
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measured data sets) with the results obtained from ab initio molecular dynamics studies, shown
by the thick solid curves.

conditions. Although there are system atic differences in the running coordination
numbers obtained from experiment and theory, arising from the sharper peaks in
the sim ulation, their profiles are comparable. From the simulation a coordination
num ber n ^ , = 8.0 is found a t a distance of 2.69(2)
and n§u = 12.0 at 3.69(2)
g C u H (r).

2.19(2)

A,

Similarly for

A,

A, iTqu =

10.0 at 3.24(2) A,

which is well within the start of the second peak in

g c u o (r),

a coordination number

= 4.0 is obtained a t

and the two next-nearest neighbour oxygen atom s are distributed over

a distance of about 1.5 A.
These results from the molecular dynamics studies agree w ith our measured run
ning coordination numbers, and w ith our conclusion th a t the Cu2+ hydration com
plex in copper-perchlorate solution cannot be described by a 4 + 2 distortion with
4 nearest-neighbour water molecules and 2 next nearest-neighbour w ater molecules
a t set distances.
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9.5.3

Jahn-Teller distortion in th e Cu2+ hydration com plex

Like earlier EXAFS, x-ray diffraction and neutron diffraction measurements on the
Cu2+ aqua-ion (see a summary in table 9.7), our results show th at the structure
of the Cu2+ hydration complex is subject to a Jahn-Teller distortion, with four
H 2O molecules bound to the Cu2+-ion at a short distance. Our measured rcuo(e<l)
distance of 1.96(2) A (measured data points, see section 9.4.3) agrees with the dis
tances found in the literature, see table 9.7.

ncuM

ncuM

Method

Reference

EXAFS

Sham et al.[19]

2.28(5)

2
2

EXAFS

Tajiri & Wakita[20]

4.1(3)

-

-

Neutron

Salmon et al.[3]*)

1.99

3.9(2)

2.45

1.95(10)

Neutron

Okan & Salmon[21]**)

1.94

1.98(2)

4

2.34(2)

XRD

Magini[2]

2.48

1.96(2)

4

2.29(5)

EXAFS

Nomura h Yamaguchi[5]

2.92

1.98(2)

4

2.39(2)

XRD

Magini[2]

3.44

1.96(2)

4

2.27(5)

EXAFS

Nomura &: Yamaguchi[5]

3.55

1.94(2)

4

2.43(3)

2
2
2
2
2

XRD

Ohtaki & Maeda[22]

rcuo(ax)

Cone.

rcuo(eq)

[mol/dm3]

[A]

1.0

1.96(1)

4

2.60(5)

1.019

2.00(1)

4

1.90

1.96(2)

1.90

[A]

T a b le 9 .7 : The structure of the Cu2+ aqua-ion in aqueous solution as measured by the ex
tended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) method, the x-ray diffraction (XRD) method,
or the method of isotopic substitution in neutron diffraction. *) The rcuo(eq) value obtained
from the neutron diffraction experiment corresponds to the first peak position in AG q^ (r). **)
The values for rcuo(eq) and rcuo(ax) were obtained from the same data set as *) by fitting
the first two peaks of the function r2[A G ^ (r) —AG ^(O)] by a sum of Gaussians, wherein the
area of Oeq was fitted but the ratio of the area of Oax to the area of Oeq was fixed. Magini[2]
and Ohtaki & Maeda[22] obtained their results by fitting in r2 g(r) (g(r) denotes the respective
real-space functions), and the EXAFS results were obtained by fitting the EXAFS spectra in
redprocal-space.

However our measurements do not agree with the (4 + 2 ) coordination suggested
by the results found in literature. By taking a closer look at the x-ray diffraction
measurements in the literature, it is found th a t Ohtaki &; Maeda[22] and Magini[2 ]
had difficulties in separating the axial Cu-O interactions from the 0 - 0 interactions,
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and th a t Ohtaki & Maeda[22] assumed a coordination number ngu (ax) of two. The
EXAFS results on the other hand suffer from the difficulty in observing the peak
th a t corresponds to the weak axial Cu-O bonds in the Fourier transform (Nomura &
Yamaguchi[5]), and the results were all obtained by fitting the measured data to a
model assuming a (4 + 2) complex (Nomura & Yamaguchi[5], Tajiri & Wakita[20]).
Additionally Sham et al.[19] state th at two distinct metal-oxygen bond lengths
are not clearly resolvable in the EXAFS Fourier transforms, and th a t the lengths
and Debye Waller factors obtained suggest extremely weak axial bonds or solely
static disorder due to non-bonding but highly polarised H 2O molecules in the axial
direction. They also suggest th at the complex might be essentially planar.
By contrast to the XRD, EXAFS, and former neutron diffraction experiments
we can actually ‘see’ the axial Cu-O and axial Cu-H interactions. These show
a (4 + 1 ) coordination environment for the Cu2+ ion, in which the one long ax
ial Cu-O bond can be found over a distance of about 2.37 < rcuo(ax)

[A] <

3.0.

The corresponding axial hydrogen atoms are found over a distance of about
2.9 < rcuH(ax)

[A] <

3.4, see figures 9.16 and 9.12. We measure the next, even

[A] < 3.4, and the cor
of 3.4 —3.8 A. If we compare these

further distant oxygen atom over a distance of 3.0 < rcuo
responding Cu-H distances are in the range

distances with those found for NiCl2 in aqueous solution, where the divalent cation
is of about the same size as Cu2+ and where gcuii(r) was directly measured (Pow
ell et al.[14]), the six H 2O molecules of the first hydration shell are found within
a distance of 3.15 A from the Ni2+ ion. Then our sixth H 2 O molecule is located
outside the first hydration shell as defined for the Ni2+ aqua-ion, and might be too
far distant from the Cu2+ ion for it to be considered as bound.

It is interesting to discuss our results with regard to the water exchange rate
at 25 °C, k^xu = 4.4(1) x 1 0 9 s_1 (or residence tim e r m = 2.3(1) x 1 0 ~ 10 s), and fast
Jahn-Teller inversion time, t\ = 5.1(6) x 10- 12 s, measured for Cu2+ in water, and
obtained by assuming a 4 + 2 coordination model (Powell et al.[l]). The r, value
suggests th at the inversion occurs on average about 50 times, using an inversion
mechanism as illustrated in figure 9.22, before a given water molecule exchanges
(Powell et al. [23]).
This model for the inversion mechanism together with the measured timescales
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6
Figure 9 .2 2 : Illustration of the inversion mechanism of the Jahn-Teller distortion axis in an
octahedral complex.

is expected to result in measuring a single axial Cu-O and a single axial Cu-H
distance in our neutron diffraction experiments. Two relatively sharp peaks are
therefore expected in the partial pair distribution functions, gcuo (r) and gCuH(r),
at distinct axial distances w ith coordination numbers, n§u and ncu equal to two
and four respectively. However our measured data suggests a model for the Cu2+
coordination complex wherein the four close H20 molecules have a rather long
mean residence time in the vicinity of the Cu2+ ion, and where the further distant
H20 molecules can ‘come and go’ and exchange rather rapidly with the bulk water.

The ab initio molecular dynamics study of Pasquarello confirms our results
of a 4 -I- 1 coordinated complex (Pasquarello[18] and section 9.5.2). Pasquarello
has also shown th a t the inter-d absorption, using UV and visible light, is not
selective between the 4 + 1 and 4 + 2 coordination complexes of Cu2+. A further
confirmation would be obtained if the 170 NMR results of Powell et al.[l] can be
interpreted following the 4 + 1 coordination model, work which will hopefully be
attem pted in the near future (Powell & Merbach[24]). Additionally the question
about how the inversion can take place in a 4 + 1 coordination complex is still
open. Hopefully our results will serve as a starting point for future work to answer
this question.
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9.6

C onclusions

• The method of first order difference functions in combination with H /D sub
stitution was successfully applied to 2 molal C u(0 1 0 4 )2 aqueous solutions,
allowing for the separation of the Cu-H partial structure factor, S cuh (Q )5
and, to a first order approximation, of the Cu-O partial structure factor,
Scuo(Q).
• The partial structure factors show, in agreement with the first order dif
ference functions, th at the hydration shell around the Cu2+ ion is not best
described by a 4 + 2 tetragonal distortion of the [Cu(H20)6]2+ octahedron.
A 4 + 1 distortion, where the four close oxygens atoms are found at a dis
tance rcuo = 1-96(2) A (measured data points) and the eight close hydrogen
atoms are at a distance rcuo = 2.58(2) A, is instead obtained. No distinct po
sition is found for the single further distant H 2O molecule. Instead, a broad
distribution of positions is observed.
• The Cu(C104)2 solutions exhibit intermediate range ordering as manifest by
a FSDP th a t could be traced to the Cu-H correlations.
• Despite the problems inherent to both methods, the very recent ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations of Pasquarello[18], which were carried out
at a concentration of 1 Cu : 50 H2O, agree with our results obtained from
the neutron first-order difference function method in combination with H /D
substitution experiments. The molecular dynamics results confirm th at the
4 + 1 distortion is real and is not an artefact of the high concentration used
in our experiment.
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Chapter 10
Summary and future work
In this final chapter the results from the work in all previous chapters will be
summarised, and ideas of how this work could be extended in the future will be
given.

10.1

Sum m ary o f results

The results presented in this thesis show the strength of the method of neutron
diffraction for obtaining information on the structure of disordered materials. In
particular, the isotopic substitution method has proven to be a valuable technique
for the study of the binary GeSe and GeSe2 systems and Cu(C 1 0 4)2 solutions.
In chapter 4, the structure of the liquid semiconductor GeSe was investigated
using the method of isotopic substitution in neutron diffraction. All three FaberZiman partial structure factors were successfully separated from the measured total
structure factors, pjF(Q), n°F(Q) and ygF(Q). Our measurements confirmed the
nature of the previously reported solid state phase transition from a distorted to
a normal NaCl-type structure with increasing temperature. The local ordering in
liquid GeSe was found to be significantly different to th a t of either its high or low
tem perature crystalline forms, with Ge being fourfold coordinated to 3.2(2) Se and
0.8(1) Ge, and Se being coordinated to 3.2(2) Ge and 0.22(3) Se. Homopolar bonds
occur as prominent features in the molten state.
Qualitative similarities with the structure of the molten semiconductor CuSe,
for which structural information is also available at the partial structure factor
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level, were observed. By comparison, although short A-A distances also occur in
m olten CuBr, albeit with a broader distribution, anion-anion homopolar bonds
are not present. A comparison of the Bhatia Thornton partial structure factors of
liquid GeSe with those for liquid GeSe2 showed that the FSDP in S§J(Q ) for liquid
GeSe is small compared to th at for the network melt GeSe2 and th a t there is no
FSDP in the other Bhatia-Thornton partial structure factors.
In chapter 5, the total structure factor of liquid GeSe2 was measured at 800 °C,
1000

°C and 1100 °C. Since the coherent neutron scattering lengths of Ge and

Se are very similar, these total structure factors give, to a good approximation,
the B hatia Thornton partial structure factor S n n (Q )-

It w as found th a t with

increasing tem perature a broadening in the distribution of nearest neighbours oc
curs, but their mean position at r = 2.38(2) —2.40(2) A and coordination number
n = 2.6(1) —2.7(1) do not change at the level of the number-number partial pair
distribution function. The increase in density and decrease in viscosity measured
with increasing tem perature were found to result from a destruction of the in
term ediate range ordering associated with the Ge-Ge correlations, in contrast to
earlier deductions based on several physico-chemical properties of GeSe2 (Ruska &
Thurn[l]) which suggested th a t these changes are due to an increase in the coordi
nation number from four to six. The measured changes in the profiles of S n n (Q )
and gNN(r) with increasing tem perature resemble those observed as the composition
of molten GeSe2 is altered to the GeSe stoichiometry by the addition of germanium.
Finally, the comparison with recent simulations using the LDA and GGA schemes
showed th a t the binary Ge-Se system can serve as a sensitive test-system for the
methods used in current ab initio molecular dynamics simulations.
In chapter 6 , the structure of the proto-typical network melt quenched glass
GeSe2 was studied using the method of isotopic substitution in neutron diffraction.
All three partial structure factors, S c eGe(Q)j SceSe(Q) and SseSe(Q) were extracted
successfully from the measured total structure factors and were found to contribute
to the intermediate range ordering (IRO). However, the IRO is dominated by the
Ge-Ge correlations, i.e. by the real-space intermediate range ordering of Ge-centred
structural motifs. The short range order in glassy GeSe2 is similar to th a t in the
HT crystalline phase, although a substantial number of defects are present. In the
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glass 34(5) % of Ge are in edge sharing tetrahedra compared to 50 % in the crystal.
The defects in the GeSe2 glass have been identified for the first time by diffraction
methods. An analysis of the defects yielded a maximum fraction of Ge in defected
tetrahedra of 29(5) %, a minimum fraction of Ge in regular tetrahedra of 54(6) %
and a fraction of Ge in Ge-Ge dimers of 25(5) %. The comparison with the structure
of liquid GeSe2 at 784 °C showed th a t the peaks in the partial structure factors at
Q

> 1 .5 A -1 for the glass are sharper than for the liquid. However, the FSDP in

SGeGe(Q)

and in S n n (Q ) for the glass is of comparable height and at a comparable

position to the FSDP in these functions measured for the liquid. By comparing
the experimental results for glassy GeSe2 with the molecular dynamics studies by
Cobb et al.[2 ] it was shown th a t in reciprocal and real-space the simulated peaks
are too low and too broad. Special problems in the molecular dynamics study
were encountered in the region of the homopolar bonds for gGeGe(r)> which are
found at too large a distance compared with our experiment. Further, the FSDP
in the Bhatia-Thornton concentration-concentration structure factor found in the
experiment for GeSe2 was not reproduced in the simulation.
In chapter 7, GexSei_x (0 < x < 0.4) glasses were investigated by using differen
tial scanning calorimetry (DSC) and neutron diffraction. The DSC measurements
showed th a t the glass transition temperature, Tg, increases with the germanium
content for x < 0.33 and decreases with higher germanium content. Also the glass
transition in the investigated samples is a low enthalpy event, with the exception
of pure Se.
The neutron diffraction experiments yielded, to a first order approximation,
the B hatia Thornton number-number partial structure factors and pair distri
bution functions. These showed th at there are clear changes in the topology of
GexSei_x glasses in the range 0 < x < 0.4, although the nearest neighbour bonding
remains characterised by coordination numbers for Ge and Se of 4 and 2 respec
tively. However, the average coordination number n and the nearest neighbour
distance ri increase with increasing x, giving rise to a slightly closer-packed struc
ture. The compositions w ith 0 .2 < x < 0.4 were found to be characterised by a
number-number partial structure factor SNN(Qri) th at shows the typical threepeak structure for 0 < Qri < 1 0 . The intermediate range ordering in these glasses,
as manifest by a FSDP changes. The amplitude of the FSDP increases with in
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creasing Ge content up to x = 0.33 and decreases with a further increase of the
Ge content up to x = 0.4. However the periodicity and coherence length of the
corresponding real-space intermediate range ordering, as deduced from the FSDP,
increase up to x = 0.4. In the GeSe4 , GeSe3 GeSei.5 glasses heteropolar bonding is
favoured and their structures, as measured at the total structure factor level, are
in agreement with the chemically ordered continuous random network (COCRN)
model. However since deviations from this model are found from the full partial
structure factor analysis for GeSe2 , deviations for these other compositions might
be expected.
In chapter 8 , the structure of liquid lithium was studied. Neutron diffraction
experiments were carried out at tem peratures of 197 °C, 452 °C and 595 °C and at
two different incident neutron wavelengths of A = 0.4962 A and A = 0.7011 A.
A careful treatm ent was made of the detector path integration problem and the
inelasticity corrections and the total structure factors were corrected for the reso
lution function of the D4B diffractometer. It was found th a t at a short range scale,
liquid lithium maintains a memory of the crystalline bcc-structure from which it
melts. The comparison with classical molecular dynamics simulations and integral
equation calculations showed th a t the static structure factor from our measurement
yields an improvement to the Ashcroft empty core radius, and th a t the NPA pseu
dopotential does not give clearly better results for the static structure of lithium.
Finally, the valence electron form factor and ion-valence electron partial struc
ture factor, S i e (Q ), at 197°C were obtained combining the measured static struc
ture factor from our experiment with the x-ray structure factor measured by Olbrich
et al.[3]. The results were found to agree better in intensity and shape with the
results from Orbital free ab initio molecular dynamics simulations than any other
experimentally derived S i e (Q )

so

far.

In chapter 9, the method of first order difference functions in combination with
H /D substitution was successfully applied to 2 molal solutions of Cu(C 1 0 4)2 in
perchloric acid, allowing for the separation of the Cu-H partial structure factor,
S c u h (Q ) ,

and, to a first order approximation, the Cu-O partial structure factor,

Scuo(Q)-

These measured partial structure factors showed, in agreement with the

first order difference functions, th at the hydration shell around the Cu2+ ion is
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not best described by a (4 + 2) tetragonal distortion of the [Cu(H 2 0 ) 6]2+ octa
hedron. A (4 + 1 ) distortion, where the four close oxygen atoms are found at a
distance rcuo = 1.96(2) A and the eight close hydrogen atoms are at a distance

rCu0 = 2.58(2) A, was instead obtained. No distinct position was found for the
single further distant H 2O molecule. Instead, a broad distribution of positions in
the range of 2.37 < rcuo [A] < 3.0 for the oxygen atom and of 2.9 < rcUH [A] < 3.4
for the two hydrogen atoms, was observed. The Cu(C 104)2 solutions exhibit inter
m ediate range ordering as manifest by a FSDP th at could be traced to the Cu-H
correlations. Further, very recent ab initio molecular dynamics simulations, which
were carried out at a concentration of 1 Cu : 50 H 20 , were shown to agree with
our results. The molecular dynamics results confirmed th a t the (4 + 1) distortion
is real and is not an artefact of the high concentration used in our experiment.

10.2

Future work

Since it has been shown in chapter 8 th a t for liquid lithium it is possible to obtain
th e ion-valence electron structure factor by the combination of structure factors
measured using neutron diffraction and x-ray diffraction, it would be very inter
esting to carry out a new x-ray diffraction experiment on liquid lithium using
synchrotron radiation. The static structure factor so obtained should, together
w ith our measured neutron structure factor, yield an improvement to the valence
electron form factor and ion-valence electron structure factor obtained so far.
Furthermore, an inelastic neutron scattering experiment to measure the dy
namic structure factor S(Q,u;) in glassy GeSe2 using three samples with different
isotopic enrichments, i.e. the samples which were used in the isotopic substitution
experiment on glassy GeSe2 described in chapter 6 , could be carried out to mea
sure the vibrational density of states of the glass. Therefore it might be possible
to associate the homopolar bonds and defects found from the structure work with
individual vibrational modes.
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A p p en d ix A: Table o f fitted Gaussians:
p o sitio n

coord in ation num ber

[A]

[A]
tGeGejr)

2.486

0.25

0.140

3.02

0.34

0.225

3.632

2.32

0.140

3.95

0.87

0.140

p o sitio n

coord in ation num ber

sigm a

:

[A]

tceSejr) :

tseSejr)

sigm a

[A]

2.425

3.76

0.072

3.08

0.29

0.072

3.29

0.08

0.072

3.878

1.68

0.280

4.305

0.17

0.072

4.515

2.90

0.280

4.880

3.10

0.280

p o sitio n

coord in ation num ber

sigm a

[A]

[A]

:

2.380

0.21

0.090

2.800

0.07

0.090
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A p p en d ix B: ‘M om en ts m eth o d ’ o f deconvolu tion (H owells[23])

The ‘moments m ethod’ can be used for deconvoluting the structure factor of a
liquid from the resolution function of the diffractometer. The measured intensity
I(20s) is expressed by
I(20s) =

J

R(20s, p) S(20s + p) dp

( 1)

where 20s is the scattering angle, p the angular displacement of the detector from
20s, and R(20s,p) the resolution function of the instrument. The aim is to use the
moments procedure to calculate S(20s) from the measured I(20s) when the form
of R(20s,p) is known.
In Howells’[23] moments method the function S(20s + p) is Taylor expanded
about 20s,
S(26s + p) = S{28s) + p S , + ^ S " + ...

(2 )

where S n = d riS(20s)/d(20s)n.
Equation 1 ) is then multiplied throughout by R(20s,p) and integrated over p,
I(20s) = M 0S(20s) + Mi S ' + M 2S" + M ZS"’ + ..

(3)

where M n are the moments of the resolution function,
M n = —j [ pn R(26s,p) dp

(4)

M nn = cPMn(20s)/d(208)n .

(5)

and

Equation 3) is now differentiated with respect to (2 0S), and with using
I n = dP‘I(20s)/d(20s)n it can be written as,
Moo Mqi Mq2

’ 5 '

I'

M 10 M u

S'

I"

M 2q

S"
••

1

1---

' I "

where
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(6 )

Moo

=

M0

Moi

=

Mi

Mq 2

=

m2

M io

=

Mq

Mn

=

M0 + M[

M12

=

M i + Mg

M20

=

Mq

M21

=

2 M'q + M l

M22

=

Mo + 2M [ + M l

The solution for the structure factor is given by [S] = [M] 1 [I], where [M] 1 can
be w ritten as

(

moo m 0i mo 2
mio m n

m 12

^ m2o m 2i m 22
If only the first two derivatives of I are taken, as in the case of our liquid lithium
experiment, the deconvoluted structure factor S(20a) is given by,
S(26s) = moo/(20s) +

(9)

In the case of the first peak of I(26s), it might be anticipated th a t the effect of
the first correction, raoi dl{29s) /d (2 0 S), will be a shift of the peak position and the
main effect of the second correction, mo2 d2I(26s)/d (2 0 S)2, will be a sharpening of
the peak.
Additionally, if the area of the resolution function is normalised to unity at all
(26s) values then it follows from equation 4) th a t M q = J R(26s, p) dp = 1 such th at
M q = 0 and equation 7) simplifies to
Moo =

1

=

Mi

Mq 2 =

m2

Mio =

0

Mn

1

Moi

=

+ M{
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Mu

— M i -f* M2

M 20 =

0

M2i =

Ml

M 22 =

2M[ + M |.
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(1 0 )

A p p en d ix C: Preparation o f C u(C 104)2 in aqueous so lu tio n
The Cu metal (99 % enrichment) was dissolved in HNO 3 (1:10 dilution of concen
trated HNO 3 ). From this solution, Cu(OH ) 2 / CuO was precipitated on addition
of a Na 2 C 0 3 solution (final pH: 9.9 - 10.0). The precipitate was filtered and dried
at 250 °C in an oven until its weight did not change any more (black solid). The
dried CuO was dissolved in DC 1 0 4 /D 20 and evaporated to dryness on a vacuum
line. The solid Cu(C 104)2 was dissolved in D20 and evaporated on the vacuum
line again. The final sample was prepared in a glove box by adding a sufficient
amount of D20 and DC10 4 (Toth[8 ]).
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A p p en d ix

D:

O p tim isation

of

sam ple

run-tim es

(Salm on

&;

F isch er [25]):

The run-times are optimised in a way such th at for a given total counting time,
t = ti + 12, where the tj are the counting times for samples i = 1 or 2 , the error
bars on the measured functions are as small as possible. Sample 1 and 2 can either
be two different samples, for example in a first order difference experiment, or a
sample in its container and the empty container.
In the small sample limit, i.e. when the attenuation and multiple scattering
effects are neglected,
( 11 )
where £ 5 * is the total cross-section per atom of sample i and rji the number of
scatterers of sample i in the beam.
If the absorption in the samples is taken into consideration, £ 5 is replaced by
^ 5 ^ 5 ,5 ? where A s,s is the Paalman & Pings attenuation factor, see section 3.3.1.
For example, in the case of a sample in its container and the container, equation 11
is w ritten as,

ts c
tc

[(^4s,sc£s^srco,s) + (A c,sc^cV cno,c)\ ^ c ,c
Ac,cEcVcnQ,cA2C£ C
\

(12)

where Vsno,s = rjs with V5 , the volume of sample in the beam, and 710,5 , the number
density of the sample.
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Figure 1. The m easured total structure factors for
the glasses (C uD JA SjSe,),, and (C uO JA SjSe,)^
com pared with the total structure factor for glassy
(C u I)J A s f X r
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